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ABSTRACT
UNCOVERING AND RECOVERING CLEARED GALLOWAY: THE LOWLAND CLEARANCES AND
IMPROVEMENT IN SCOTLAND
MAY 2015
CHRISTINE BROUGHTON ANDERSON, B.A. RANDOLPH‐MACON WOMAN'S COLLEGE
M.ED. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
M.A. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor H Martin Wobst

This study seeks to understand the removal of people from the land as symptomatic of
two narratives based in the colonial and capital enterprises, clearing and Improvement. On a
broad scale, it builds on our understanding of the development of colonial practices designed to
dominate and control populations and their landscapes within expanding capitalism, of which
clearing is one. The implementation of such practices in colonial contexts and their subsequent
results have dominated the field of anthropology, leading to more critical analysis of the
dynamic relationships between colonizer and colonized (Said 1994, Spivak 1999, Fanon 1963,
1967, for an application of Fanon’s inferiorization in Scotland, see Beveridge and Turnball 1989).
Spatially, this relationship has been constructed around the distances between two players: the
beneficiaries of the colonial enterprise, namely core, western and European based countries,
and the subaltern or peripheral populations usually located at great distances from the sites of
inception. These peripheral spaces were the locations of immense change in terms of both
material culture and historical memories. Here, these moments are explored within the small,
vii

defined space of Galloway, Scotland, which provides a case study foregrounding and locating
the manifestations of both clearing and improvement as they move across the landscape as
ideological and material products of capitalism and colonialism.
Albeit subtle and punctuated, clearing was carried out across Scotland in an effort to
remove pre‐modern producers from the landscape during the implementation of “agricultural
improvements” in the wake of developing capitalism. Against this backdrop of developing
capitalism in Great Britain during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, Scottish landowners
embraced “Improvement,” a matrix of economic, material, and social changes directed at the
landscape and towards achieving a productive, civilized world through the moral betterment of
the population (Devine 1994; Dalglish 2003; Orser 2005; Tarlow 2007). These changes were
manifest in the commodification of land, domination of particular groups through the
disciplining of space, and a distinct reordering of peoples’ relationships with each other and with
things (Foucault 1995; Johnson 1993, 1996). Landowners successfully implemented a range of
strategies as a means of achieving “Improvement” ideals, including clearing.
Contemporary interpretation of this process in Scottish history is enmeshed in the
tropes of the Highland Clearances and the Age of Improvement. Highland clearances and the
tragic experience of clansmen characterize the period from which Scotland’s national identity
has been molded and branded (Trevor Roper 1983, Smout 1994, McCrone, Morris, and Kiely
1995, Finlay 2001, Kiely and Bechhofer 2001); the Lowlands are usually conceptualized as having
been “improved” rather than “cleared.”
Taking this dichotomous relationship as a point of departure, this dissertation
challenges the trope of “Improvement” in Galloway, Scotland. In particular, this dissertation
readdresses the Lowland experience as both improvement and clearance by uncovering
evidence that clearances of the tenant and cottar classes took place in Galloway during the 18th
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and 19th centuries; that these clearances were made invisible whilst they were happening
through the guise of Improvement as Scotland developed into a modern nation within a global
context; and that evidence of clearing is still “oozing out” of the landscape, if put into
perspective.
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PROLOGUE
UPON FINDING THE LANDSCAPE OF GALLOWAY

After spending almost four months in the National Archives, I found myself excited and
nervous about getting out “in the field.” This was a literal meaning; I was embarking on
approximately 3 months of walking the fields of Girthon Parish attempting to locate the remains
of farmsteads from the 18th and 19th century. My impetus for seeking out remains on the
landscape was to show that there was physical evidence of clearing still visible. The definition
for clearing has long been associated with the process by which tenants and cottars were
removed from the landscape in the Highlands. How this process appeared on the landscape in
the Lowlands was crucial to my establishing that clearing did happen and differently than the
Highlands.
The Little Water of Fleet, the east branch of the Water of Fleet (river), and namely its
valley, seemed like the most promising of potential areas to conduct the survey. Both
documentary research and map analysis indicated at least 5 farms and numerous associated
features such as fields, shielings, cot houses, and corn kilns on the past landscape. The 5 farms
had shown up on many of the 17th century maps as well as on various maps from the 18th
century to the present day. Two of the farms were still active: Murrayton, the home of the
Murray‐Ushers, descendants of the family who had owned all of the lands in Girthon Parish,
where my survey was located, and Culreoch, the last farm still being leased by the Murray‐
Ushers. Three farms, Burnfoot, Cruffock, and Drumruck, had ceased to be worked as individual
farms in the late 18th century and had been labeled as "in ruins" by the surveyors for the First
Edition Ordnance Survey maps or depicted with one or more unroofed buildings (represented by
unfilled squares or rectangles). Drumruck was owned privately by a couple from England who
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had restored the farmhouse and was currently investigating whether or not a medieval tower
fort had existed on the property. Of interest were the remains of Burnfoot and Cruffock but
whether there was still evidence to be found was unclear. I was competing with three
generations of people and specifically farmers, their plows, their cows and calves, sheep and
lambs, and bulls, and the weather.
Burnfoot was the farthest farmstead along the river. Burnfoot, according to my source
at Drumruck, was still standing with its roof intact, and the foundations of the outbuildings were
still visible. It was, however, located as far as one could walk on open land before entering the
Forestry Commission Galloway Forest to the north. It was remote. Drumruck was within a
kilometer and a half walk but was inaccessible from the east side of the river because of the high
water. Culreoch, which was on the same side of the Fleet as Burnfoot was 3 and a half
kilometers. On the map and on Google Earth, Burnfoot appeared to be easy to reach from
Culreoch's farm road, which appeared to connect to the old track leading to both Burnfoot and
Cruffock. It was not.
After edging several fields attempting to avoid cows and calves (and one rather large
bull), climbing walls without stiles, and gingerly climbing over barbed wire and electric fence, I
came to the farm road, which led to the grazing fields. Once past the grazing fields, I started
down the track. It was clear it was not used very often. I noted various features associated with
18th century farming including old field walls and drains built into the ground as well as some of
the other remains of farmsteads along the way. Burnfoot was on the other side of a burn and
there was no footbridge despite the indication of one on the current Ordnance Survey map. I
worked my way across the burn and up the bank. Yes, the dwelling was standing, roof in good
order. I was completely alone ‐ the only sounds I heard were a cuckoo, a very rare treat, and the
burn.
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Burnfoot was exciting to see. Though I had walked many areas across Dumfries and
Galloway, this was the first time I had fully understood how remote these farms had been and
how difficult the terrain was in terms of planting (tillage). I knew based on my research, that the
hills directly behind the dwelling had evidence of pre‐improvement run‐rig for planting.
Growing crops on this land seemed next to impossible, even though it had been carried out and
possibly even increased in order to make rent up into the 1750s.
I had to measure the site selectively because conditions did not allow me to enter the
fields above the house. Heavy rain had created bog like conditions in the areas where most pre‐
improvement fields were located. It still took several hours to measure and document the area
immediately around the dwelling. I photographed what I could from a distance and
concentrated on the buildings and foundations. On my way back down, I stopped briefly at
Underwood, a possible farmstead, and Cruffock a known farmstead with the remains of
numerous foundations and field walls. With a corn kiln situated just to the south of Cruffock
and Drumruck just another kilometer away, it was evident that this small river valley had once
been an active farming community. Beyond this immediate space in all directions,
approximately an area of 21 square kilometers, I knew that more farms had once been present
on the landscape creating an even larger community of tenant farmers, their families and a wide
range of people who relied on the farms for survival. Visualizing that community, how it had
shifted and eventually disintegrated became quite vivid that afternoon.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

One of the most remarkable differences between man and other animals consists in that
wonderful capacity for the improvement of his faculties (Millar 1771 [1806])

Introduction
In Scotland, there are as many versions of history as there are people; each person and
each group has a self‐constructed story in relation to and often contradictory of their national,
regional, local and familial relationships. For many of these individuals and groups, however,
their stories go under‐explored or unnoticed, making them invisible. Herein lies one hurdle in
understanding the lives of tenant and cottar in the 18th and 19th century Scotland; they barely
exist separately of the landowning classes.
The focus of my research is the silence surrounding the clearance of the tenants and
cottars in the Lowlands of Scotland. Clearing in Galloway, Scotland, represents an early example
of a transformative process that moved across Scotland and then the rest of the world as a
distinct colonial practice associated with nascent capitalism. Scotland and especially the
southwest region of Galloway are distinctive spaces to investigate this process within the same
national boundary; clearance and improvement were simultaneously in process and yet they are
symptomatic of a much wider, global experience.
Against the backdrop of developing capitalism within Great Britain during the 18th and
19th centuries, Scottish landowners embraced “Improvement,” a matrix of economic, material
and social changes directed at the landscape and towards achieving a productive, civilized world
through the moral betterment of the population (Devine 1994; Dalglish 2003; Orser 2005).
1

These changes were manifest in the commodification of land, domination through the
disciplining of space, and a distinct alteration of peoples’ relationships with each other and with
things (Johnson 1993, 1996). Landowners successfully implemented a range of strategies as a
means of achieving “improvement” ideals, including the removal of people and settlements in
tandem with agricultural improvements. This study seeks to understand the clearance of people
from the land as a symptom of improvement, and locate its appearance across the landscape as
a material and ideological product of capitalism.
Clearing carves out spaces for capitalism and propagates socio‐economic practices that
significantly alter the lifeways of populations. As an act of violence, clearing disrupts the most
intimate relationships within family and kin groups as well as the relationships between larger
social and/or political groups (Dalglish 2003, Smith 2008:18). It is also a global phenomenon,
variable, and contingent upon the specific context. Contemporary interpretation of this process
in Scottish history is enmeshed in the tropes of the Highland Clearances and the Age of
Improvement in the Lowlands. Highland clearances and the tragic experience of clansmen
characterize the period from which Scotland’s national identity has been molded and branded
(Trevor Roper 1983; Smout 1994; McCrone, Morris, and Kiely 1995; Finlay 2001; Kiely and
Bechhofer 2001); the Lowlands are usually conceptualized as having been improved rather than
cleared.
Taking this dichotomous relationship as a point of departure, my dissertation challenges
the trope of improvement in Galloway, Scotland. The questioning of the trope of
“improvement” through the lens of clearance is crucial in the investigation of the construction
of capitalism, colonialism, and modernity because of its broad implications not only for the 19th
century, but also for understanding globalization today. This dissertation contributes to the
broader understanding of the manufacture of hegemonic discourse, which naturalizes the
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exploitation and domination of ethnically, racially, and/or economically diverse groups. Indelibly
linked to this discourse, are processes that divest these groups’ ability to participate in the
global economy; the process coerces people to participate in the economy even to their
disadvantage and eventually, may cause them to accept those terms as ‘natural’. Clearance is
one example of a strategic process, which removes and/or shifts people from both physical and
mental landscapes in order to deny them of their access or rights to resources. This practice has
deep roots from the 17th through 19th centuries and extends well into the present. Fleshing out
such processes is vital for countering hegemonic discourse.
A multi‐pronged approach including archival research, map analysis, and landscape
survey reveals not simply the tensioned social relations between distinct classes created by the
implementation of clearing strategies, but the material and ideological constructions caught up
in extensive socio‐economic change. This research broadly contributes to the archaeological
understandings of landscape and power, and specifically the growing literature on the
landscapes of clearance, particularly those within a European context, but also those of
mainstream colonial and post‐colonial spaces. The notion of ideological clearing is
complementary to research on landscape because it moves beyond its strict physicality.
Memory‐, mythological‐, and other forms of sensory scapes move to the fore. I contribute to an
understanding of clearing strategies as they are implemented across rural landscapes, how
populations respond and resist; and how the erasure of the experiences of populations is carried
out through cultural and structural violence. In addition, this research helps us understand the
role of documents within historical archaeology by illuminating them in the production of
discourse as both precedents for and products of the propagation of capitalist and colonial
practices (Wobst 2001).

3

This study seeks to understand the clearance of people from the land as a symptom of
improvement, and locate its appearance across the landscape as a material and ideological
product of capitalism. Agricultural improvement during the 18th and 19th centuries has widely
been accepted as a turning point in the modernization of Scotland within the growing capitalist
world. This research intends to contribute to the development of analytical frameworks for the
study of capitalism and modernity, its resultant impact on the landscape, and its impact on
disenfranchised and exploited populations through an extended case study of 18th century
Galloway, Scotland.

Statement of Problem
Unlike the Highlands where research has teased out and foregrounded tenant and
cottar experiences, the Lowland experience of clearing is only faintly remembered. Clearing is
apparent in its design to create a landscape populated with specific groups engaged in social,
physical, and ideological practices, which produced a capitalist economy.
The goal of the research was to develop an understanding of how clearance was
manifest in the “improvement strategies” carried out within the Galloway region of Scotland.
This research sought to understand how power was created, maintained, and subverted within
developing agrarian capitalism and how this agrarian capitalism transformed the material and
ideological world of eighteenth and nineteenth century Galloway. Many archaeologists have
demonstrated how power is delineated in the landscape (Dalglish 2003; Garman 2005; Johnson
1993; Paynter and McGuire 1991). Building on this work, my research investigated the ways in
which clearance is manifest in improvement strategies that transformed the material and
ideological world of eighteenth and nineteenth century Galloway. Furthermore, I sought to
understand how improvement has been re‐created as a covert practice of domination that has
remained engrained in the identity of Galloway. In answering the following three research
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questions: In what ways did Improvement alter the relationships between landowners, tenants
and the landscape? Did legal and social coercion lead to the clearances of tenants and how was
this implemented? And, in what ways do clearing/improvement appear on the present
landscape? I sought to uncover the deep, pervasive process of clearing as a physical and
ideological process tangled up with improvement.

Origin of the project
Scotland was cemented as a place of importance for me early on. My first
understanding of Scotland was through the book, Wee Gillis (Leaf 1938), which my father read
to me as a child. It had been one of his childhood books. Wee Gillis was a boy who could not
decide whether to be a Highlander like his father’s family or a Lowlander, like his mother’s. As
an orphan, he spends part of the year with his each side of the family. The uncle in the
Highlands teaches him how to stalk and hunt stags; Wee Gillis learned to hold his breath so to
not scare the stags. The Lowland uncle was thin and wiry and raised cattle. Every night he called
the in cows, and Wee Gillis learned to do this also. However, as he reaches adulthood, Wee Gillis
must decide whether to be a Highlander or a Lowlander. In the end, Wee Gillis chose to live in‐
between. He learned how to play the bag pipes and became the best piper around. The best
part of the book was the black and white drawings of Wee Gillis and his family in traditional
Scottish clothing – kilts mainly. I was convinced that all Scots looked like this and did these very
things. I was hooked.
Scotland did not become a “reality” until after college when it became visible. As a
resident of Great Britain, I began to see the traditional symbols associated with Scotland and
after visiting family friends, Scotland became more “romanticized.” For the first time I was
exposed to the place, its history, and its archaeology, which made the history tangible. As I write
this dissertation over twenty years later, I find I am still learning about Scotland and Galloway’s
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history, archaeology, and culture. What I wrote in my Master’s thesis still holds true; “With each
visit, my ‘imagined’ and constructed Scotland has changed as my identity as Scottish has also”
(Anderson 2006). The research conducted in 2005 focused on identity and place‐making in
Galloway.

Figure 1. Map of the council area of Scotland. Dumfries and Galloway is located in the south of
Scotland.
Although Galloway is physically a part of Scotland, its “place” as a peripheral region thought to
have little “historical or mythical capital” is complex (Popular Memory Group 1982:209). It is in
the capacity of researcher that I found myself participating in what Gupta and Ferguson (1997:
37) refer to as “self‐ conscious shifting,” a process of consciously being aware of and moving
with and through the site of investigation. My relationship to Scotland as a descendant, a
regular visitor/tourist, and archaeologist has given me unique access and insight into the region.
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The more I move across these boundaries, the more I am able to formulate deeper questions
about the construction of identity. My fieldwork is representative of my past and present
interactions with my chosen site of study.

Figure 2. Dumfries and Galloway local map. Gatehouse of Fleet was the base for the landscape
survey portion of the dissertation research.

In the following sections, I provide the theoretical background for my research. This
framework allowed me to establish a more clear definition of improvement and clearing, which
is subsequently outlined after the upcoming section.

Theory
The theoretical basis for this dissertation builds on archaeological studies of the ways
developing capitalism reconfigured people’s relationships with each other and to/with materials
(Dalglish 2003; Gazin‐Schwartz 2008; Johnson 1996). Theory concerning landscape is crucial for
chronicling and understanding the dynamic processes of capitalism. Landscape is constructed
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around individual and collective experiences, is always in process, and is complex, containing
near infinite meanings (Bender 2002; Ingold 2000). Practices that had been the foundation of
society in the past, such as face‐to‐face exchange and access to land were modified and
replaced with the burgeoning importance of private property as a means of controlling
resources and social relations (Dalglish 2003; Giddens 1981, 1984; Johnson 1993, 1996).
Archaeologists, geographers, and other landscape scholars who have examined the production
of physical and metaphysical representations of power and how these representations have
altered the landscape have extended this field of study (Paynter 1985; Paynter and McGuire
1991; Orser 1999; Wurst 1999; Garman 2005; Gazin‐Schwartz 2008; Harvey 2001; Smith 2001,
2007, 2008; Rigney and Hemming 2008; Ronayne 2001; Rubertone 2008a; Winer 2001; White
2008). These theoretical precepts underlie the practices of clearing and improvement, and they
are the tools of transformation and dominance within the colonial context.
Historical geographers and historians conducted extensive research on the economic
and social history of Scotland in the 1970s during a pronounced rise in Scottish nationalism
(Smout 1970; Morgan 1971, Whittington 1975, Dodgshon 1976, Mills and Parry 1976, Adams
and Whyte 1978, Whyte 1977; Devine 1976, 1978, 1979). To some extent, these topics were
readdressed with the foci of research shifting to the transformation of industry and agriculture
during the Improvement period and the “progressive” socioeconomic changes that ensued
(Davidson 2004a; Devine 1984, 1994, 2007, 2007b; Devine and Dickson 1983; Devine, Lee and
Peden 2007; Dodgshon 1981, 1983; Lockhart 1980, 1983; Mitchison and Roebuck 1988; Philip
2003). More importantly, this intensive research distanced itself from England as the deliverer
of Scotland’s success and instead highlighted the improvement in agriculture that preceded the
Act of Union, 1707. This research, however, failed to address regional differences between the
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lowlands and highlands. Moreover, the experiences of the tenant and cottar classes were
notably missing (Cowan 1978, 1992; Devine 1994; Whyte and Whyte 1991).
My research directly responds to this call by addressing the range of social practices that
were in process in Galloway and by extending this research to include tenant and cottar
experiences where possible. I consider, as well, how archaeologists who work in the Highlands
have successfully prioritized the tenant and cottar classes and microscalar regional variation

Capitalism, Structure/Agency, Power
Capitalism, as an analytical tool, is crucial to understanding the shifts in society that
occurred during the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. In Great Britain, developing
capitalism took shape in the form of “Improvement,” a matrix of economic, material and social
changes directed at the rural landscape and towards achieving a productive, civilized world that
involved what Adam Smith described as “a moral imperative for the betterment of humankind”
(Smith 1854: 263‐264). For capitalism to evolve and remain in process, controlling the means of
production, buying labor, putting that labor to work, and constantly in process producing
surplus through technological advancement meant altering embedded social and material
relationships (McGuire 1991; Leone 1988, 1995, 1999; Leone and Potter 1999; Paynter 1988,
2000; Orser 1996; Wolf 1999). The modification of past practices, which had been the
foundation of society, such as face‐to‐face exchange and access to land, was designed to
restructure the social fabric of the labor force, ensuring a reproduction of inequality between
those with control over the means of production and those who did not have that control
(Giddens 1981, 1984; Wolf 1999:345). Furthermore, the division between those who must
subsist by selling their labor grows. Understanding the processes by which these inequalities
develop and persist is bound up in the interplay between structure, agency, and power.
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Bringing such abstract ideas about social relations as these to the problem of the social
movement of Improvement and the related transformations of landscapes and material culture
requires a clearer notion of how social relations are produced and reproduced and how the
material world is implicated in these processes. The notions of habitus and landscape are
crucial in this.
Habitus, or what Bourdieu (1977:72; 1984) refers to as systems of “structured
structures” that also operate as “structuring structures”, is constructed from learned
dispositions garnered from the various relationships between people and things, over time and
space within a historically specific context. Individuals, as knowledgeable agents, generate the
structures in which they function but concurrently, these structures limit and/or facilitate
agency (Giddens 1995; Bender 1998:36). The reflexive nature of agency and structure, however,
is not in isolation but influenced by the material world that plays an important role in the
creation of knowledge (Dalglish 2003:62). In one sense materials help shape the learning of
dispositions as individuals and groups relate to their physical environment (Bourdieu 1977). The
material world also drives society in the production of capital – economic, cultural, social and
symbolic – that, in turn, contributes to asymmetrical power dynamics between individuals and
groups (Bourdieu 1977, 1984). In other words, whilst agents may be knowledgeable and thus
make informed choices based on prior experiences, they are still bound by social structures not
of their own making. This is most distinctive within developing capitalist systems where social
structures are reorganized around economic concerns that strive towards a dominion over
society and the “material” or “object world” and individuals’ and/or groups’ ability to transform
within these worlds (Giddens 1981:51, 91‐92, 1984;14).
The reorganizing of social structures to accommodate a more capitalistically focused
society rests in power. Power is the foundation of all social interaction where all individuals have
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the ability to exercise power in a “transformative capacity” (Giddens1981:28). Social interaction
is intrinsically tied to resources: the “medium through which power is exercised” (Giddens 1981,
1984:258). Giddens (1981) locates two types of resources – authoritative (of the social world)
and allocative (of the material world) – that formulate the structures of domination (51‐52, 91‐
92). Power or domination, therefore, rests in the control of resources (Paynter and McGuire
1991:10). This control or domination is not equivocal to force or overt violence but to a more
subtle, covert disciplining of society in which, over time, a consciousness is established that can
be noted in the relationship between agency and structure (Foucault 1980). This is not to
suggest that such consciousness comes from the top down but it pervades the spectrum of
society at all levels (Garman 2005:25). This idea is similar in scope to that of “power to” – the
ability to transform through action and “power over” or domination – the ability of one
individual or group to dominate another (Paynter and McGuire 1991:6). This heterogeneity of
power posits that within “power over” there exists “power to” and allows power to be situated
in all facets of society, not simply traditional spaces, such as state institutions or the elite, but
others not considered to be power‐laden, such as rural landscapes (Paynter and McGuire
1991:6‐7). In these contexts, where power is not as easily discernible, archaeologists have the
potential to explore and understand capitalism as it was in process, as well as the ways in which
people have constructed their lives through an engagement with texts, the material world, and
memories borne out of capitalist practices (Moreland 2001). Specifically, Galloway and its rural
landscape during the 18th and 19th century, embodied crucial shifts where power is recognized in
terms of how improvement ideals were disseminated as well as how clear people from the land
as well as to clear past behaviors that were deemed barriers to accepting and participating in
capitalism as it developed.
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Landscape in archaeology
Building off the early use of settlements within the New Archaeology, more recent
theoretical approaches (Bender 1993, 1998; Tilly 1994; Ingold 1996; Smith 2001, 2003; Thomas
2001, Ashemore and Knapp 1999) have sought to bridge the gap between space, the culturally
bare, quantifiable, backdrop to and product of human action always in process, and place, the
more static, fixed emotive “location of past actions, experiences, and memories…” that define
an individual or group of people (Tuan 1977; Smith 2008:16). The works of Hoskins (1954) and
Williams (1973), for example, laid the groundwork for a critical assessment of landscape but
their approaches did not fully engage the concept that landscape is a cause and effect for
human behavior or the “medium for and outcome of action and previous histories of action”
(Tilley 1994:23; see also Bender 2000; Meskell and Preucel 2007:219; Paynter 2000, Smith 2001,
Rotman and Savulis 2003, Ziegenbein 2007). It is in this vein that I situate my research.
Landscapes are complex with infinite meanings constructed around individual and
collective experiences and situated in a physical context. This “materiality of social relations”
which, for Bender, means landscape is dynamic – just as social relations are in constant process
so too are landscapes (2002:104). Landscape can be conceptualized in a multitude of ways
including as an idea that frames how space is constructed and reconstructed and as what
Cosgrove describes as “a blend of land and life,” that which gives an area meaning (2006:50).
Overarching these perceptions is the notion that landscape is relational to the illustrative – how
its aesthetic value marks and demarcates space in social, economic and political terms. In
essence, the process by which landscapes are altered to broadcast or hide information,
experiences, and relationships is wrapped up in the visual nature of them.
Time is a crucial element of the visual: “Landscape is time materializing” (Bender
2002:103). The urge as an archaeologist, is to freeze time to locate one landscape (it, too, being
frozen with definitive cultural material that informs us of social phenomena). However, it is
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almost impossible to situate one landscape in a moment with one outcome; “the” landscape
becomes “many” landscapes as they are perceived, experienced and imagined on a variety of
scales, including at any given time. “Nested landscapes” is another way of looking at the
diversity of people and their experiences (Ashemore and Knapp 1999). As such, the idea of
multiple landscapes becomes more concrete: “people create their sense of identity through
engaging and re‐engaging, appropriating and contesting the sedimented pasts that make up the
landscape” (Upton 1985; Bender 1998:25).

Land and Power
The perception of landscape within a capitalist system hides its multivocality because of
the ways in which it has been constructed around specific needs. As the integral component of
the means of production, land as private property becomes the space of
power/domination/resistance. In other words, it is the central locus of changing attitudes of the
18th and 19th centuries because “power is manifest in social relations where there is
asymmetry in the ability to command material resources (to allocate goods and facilities)”
(Driscoll 1988:169). Physically, power is exercised in the disciplining of space: the building of
walls, for example, demonstrates power to alter movement across the landscape.
Cognitively, the interrupting of the “social fabric” around which the population had
constructed their lives is carried out by the severing of people’s access to public land, the
changing of farming practices, the breaking‐up of communal living arrangements (Lelong 2000).
Counter to this, resistance too is practiced as physical and cognitive attachments to land are
challenged. Land is the conduit to which, then, power/domination/resistance is teased out.
Research that explores the ways in which landowners as well as archaeologists, historians,
heritage and tourism agencies, and indigenous groups have worked within this process is of
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crucial importance to understanding processes of clearance and erasure (Strang 2001; Harrison
2004; Rigney and Hemming 2008; Paterson 2008; Wiynjorroc et al. 2005;
May et al 2005; Given 2004; Nairouz 2008, White 2008; Nicholas 2005). Documents are seen as
both physical and metaphysical representations of power (Driscoll 1988; Garman 2005;
Moreland 2001). The dual role of documents in modifying space and behavior during the 18th
and 19th centuries follows previous research on spaces of confinement within urban
settings during industrialization (Beaudry et al. 1991; McGuire 1991; Mrozowski 1991; Casella
2004; Garman 2005). Improvement and clearance left two material trails, one in the landscape
and the other through documents. Documents, in the increasingly legalisitic system of the
British capitalist state recorded, certified, and legitimized the processes of improvement and
clearance. As such, they provide this study with an additional source of information on
Galloway.

Documents in Historical Archaeology
Texts, just like artifacts, are material culture expressive of the society in which they were
produced. An approach in which texts are weighted equally to the non‐traditional view of the
archaeological artifact is supported by Driscoll (1988) who states that “material objects and
conceptual schemes are both the means and the results of the constructive process” (178).
Documentary analysis, within an archaeological framework, must examine the contexts of “use,
production, and discard” in order to understand their social meaning (Driscoll 1988:165). As
Bender and others have espoused the active and social nature of landscape, archaeological
research must seek out the dynamism of texts. Individuals and groups produced, negotiated,
and transformed social relations in which they were involved and this is reflected in the texts,
whether these be probate records or diaries (Moreland 2001:31). And, whilst social behavior
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may be controlled by cultural norms, the act of writing texts demonstrates power, knowledge
and even resistance on a multitude of levels.
To grasp an understanding of the significance of texts in rural 18th and 19th century
Scotland one “…must approach [texts] as a medium of social discourse” (Driscoll 1988: 168). In
this sense, textual analysis becomes a focus on “materiality” of language or the dimensions that
index cultural production (Keane 2003). The formulation of language (words) in texts is not
happenstance but a thoughtful process that “…justifies and obfuscates transformations in social
relations and fields of power that improve some people’s positions and diminish other’s (Bender
2002:104). Barbara Voss (2007:149) goes further when she writes "...all historical
representations (texts and images) are produced both through an engagement with the material
world and through power laden conditions of perception and expression." (emphasis original) In
this dissertation, documents are seen as both physical and metaphysical representations of
power (Driscoll 1988; Garman 2005; Moreland 2001). The dual role of documents in modifying
space and behavior during the 18th and 19th centuries follows previous research on spaces of
confinement within urban settings during industrialization (Beaudry et al. 1991; McGuire 1991;
Mrozowski 1991; Casella 2004; Garman 2005). Documents maintain a power relationship
between landowner and tenant but more importantly, it is the language of the document, which
requires one segment of the population to produce materials designed to modify their space
and thus their behavior. In essence, documents require tenants to produce their own spaces of
domination and control.

Texts as Violence
In his work on conceptualizing capital, Bourdieu broadens the notion to include symbolic
dimensions such as cultural and social, and how these dimensions are directly linked to social
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relations (Bourdieu 1977; 1991). These forms of capital, including economic capital in the
Marxian sense, help to construct and maintain the social fields, which in turn, naturalize
economic inequality. Crucial here is the shift from overt violence to that of a symbolic
manipulation where specific groups are coerced into thinking, acting, and behaving in particular
ways or "of making people see and believe" (Bourdieu 1991:170). Violence, for Bourdieu, rests
in this naturalization: “Gentle, hidden exploitation is the form taken by man’s exploitation of
man whenever overt, brutal exploitation is impossible (Bourdieu 1977:192).
How can texts be used to naturalize social inequality? Whilst we can recognize the
overt, traumatic events in both Highland and Lowland Clearances, the subtleties of structural
and cultural violence are harder to visualize and are thus often silent in public discourse
(Galtung 1969, 1990). By definition, structural violence is any program or policy that limits or
prevents people from providing for themselves – the violence is built into the structure as a
means of keeping certain groups from accessing specific life needs (Galtung 1969:169‐170).
Cultural violence, however, legitimates structural violence by making it appear acceptable or “at
least not wrong” (Galtung 1990: 291) and is a well grounded, rooted practice that often remains
stable and consistent over time.
As metaphysical representations of power, documents promote both cultural and
structural violence in two critical ways: the act of recording, thus legitimizing an idea; and
cultivating a sense of “power to” transform by offering constructive guidelines concerning
behavior whilst also covertly disciplining (Garman 2003:7). Both structural and cultural violence
are maintained through documentation as “objects are named, circumscribed, analyzed, then
rectified, re‐defined, challenged and erased (Foucault 1972:41).
All texts can assist in the exploitation and domination of specific groups of people,
usually the disenfranchised, by writing them out of the story or off the land. Though one focus
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of historical archaeology is to seek out the “voiceless” population, that population often remains
difficult to find (Moreland 2001:105). By changing focus from simply finding these populations
to critically analyzing strategies or tactics that can be or had been used to erase them, tenant
and cottar, for example, become less elusive.
The ways in which these discourses are translated onto the landscape demarcate a
dynamic and dramatic shift in both the perception and use of land within colonial and capital
ventures. Engagements with discourses of power result in “spatial overwriting” a practice of
indelibly linking stakeholders to or severing them from landscapes, producing and reproducing
them in ways that support or deny dominant perceptions (Rubertone 2008b:15).

Social Memory: Invisibility and Multiplicity
Embedded within group dynamics are the roots of hegemony – the power to construct
specific commemorations, celebrations and performances is held in those who dominate, and it
constructs the conditions that help them to dominate. Halbwachs reflects upon this when he
writes, “…the mind reconstructs its memories under the pressures of society” (1992:51). He
concludes this line of thought by stating society also requires of its members a touching up of
memories, altering them in some fashion so that “we give them a prestige that reality did not
possess” (51).
It is a critical point that memories become an agent of materiality. In Lowenthal’s
chapters on memory, history and relics, he writes that these three “…offer routes to the past
best traversed in combination” (1985:249). Whilst Connerton (1989) and Halbwachs (1992) offer
insight into how memory is constructed, transmitted and maintained, Lowenthal explores how
the combination of history, memory and relics can produce a more “credible” story. Memory,
history and relics act as “mutual metaphors” where memories are simply traces of things
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recalled; artifacts and “things,” however, are products of and precedent for culture. It is the
artifact that brings history to life, retranslates it into memory, and changes its power and
influence.
Lowenthal goes deeper by suggesting that we consciously alter history and/or artifacts –
most often improving it ‐ to produce a desired result or interpretation (1985:326). And, in doing
so, we convince ourselves, through fabricated memories that events happened much differently
than perhaps they actually did. The importance in constructing a history that tells a desired story
and a place for that history to exist far outweighs the marginalization of people to whom the
events are intimately linked.
Memory helps us tap into what is not visible on the ground but what may have been
there previously. Memory as a method of study was, until recently an under‐utilized exploratory
tool for archaeology. Concomitantly, archaeology has been situated in the study of material that
has been removed from “the ground.” To counter this, I pull from Wobst’s (2001) discussion of
archaeology’s reliance on “imperishables” – the bits that were left and ultimately excavated and
interpreted –to consider what is not found as important.
Historical archaeology can benefit from this concept. What isn’t present involves not
only what may not have survived, but what people took with them when they left. It can also
point to what is there but not seen because we have become accustomed or trained not to look
for it. In the case of this research, this also includes what was “erased” or covered over in the
process of re‐inventing the world, as it was known.
Most importantly, the acts to ‘improve’ history are not limited to individuals but are
conscious and deliberate practices of states, especially in transitional periods of identity. Making
traditions, assigning holidays and enacting commemorative performances in which a nation
finds cause to remember are intricately linked to how we, as members of a state, perceive our
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history and our identity towards and with others. This hegemonic rewriting of history privileges
the bourgeois “story” by making it plausible and thus erasing the lower classes or making them
less visible. All subsequent material constructions in relation to filling the void produce an
emotive, ideological experience for the dominant groups. However, and following Lowenthal’s
argument, if these processes do not fully succeed in maintaining a particular trajectory,
reinvention or fabrication of particular stories assist in achieving the desired outcomes.
Oral history, with its unique mix of memory, myth and “fact” can challenge the validity
of the written record and increase the dimensionality of research. Archaeologists are finding
oral history a dynamic link to knowledge not recognized in other sources. For example, Rotman
(2008cf) has employed oral history on both sides of the Atlantic to explore the role of place in
the Irish Diaspora. Gazin‐Schwartz (1999) and Gazin‐Schwartz and Holtorf (1999), Given (2004),
Gray (1999), S. Jones (cf2008), Solli (1995), and Bender (1998) have all included myth, folklore,
poetry and song, heritage interpretation, and/or oral history as means of exploring the vast
array of alternatives that are informing locals about their world. Ethnography also offers a
dimension to archaeological research that includes both the interpretation of the past in the
present. For example, in Bender’s (1992) efforts to move beyond the static‐ness of place in time
in her work with Stonehenge, she includes conversations or ethnographic moments to explore
how no one story or bit of information is necessarily more authentic or right than another.
Employing oral history opens the door for what the Popular Memory Group elaborates as
becoming historians of the present as well as of the past (PMG 1982).
The insistence that history is not a study of origins but genealogical in nature, that it is
an investigation of social processes that form a society at a particular moment is critical for
archaeologists working within capitalism (Foucault 1979; Johnson 1993:352; Dalglish 2003:51).
Archaeologists have the potential to not only explore and understand capitalism as it was in
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process in the past but also how it remains in process in the present because of how people,
both past and present, construct their lives “through an engagement with memory, texts and
the material world (Moreland 2001).
This dissertation seeks to understand the removal of people from the land as
symptomatic of two narratives based in the colonial and capital enterprises, clearing and
Improvement. On a broad scale, my research builds on our understanding of the development
of colonial practices designed to dominate and control populations and their landscapes within
expanding capitalism, of which clearing is one. The implementation of such practices in colonial
contexts and their subsequent results have dominated the field of anthropology, leading to
more critical analysis of the dynamic relationships between colonizer and colonized (Said 1994,
Spivak 1999, Fanon 1963, 1967, for an application of Fanon’s inferiorization in Scotland, see
Beveridge and Turnball 1989).
Spatially, this relationship has been constructed around the distances between two
players: the beneficiaries of the colonial enterprise, namely core, western and European based
countries, and the subaltern or peripheral populations usually located at great distances from
the sites of inception. These peripheral spaces were the locations of immense change in terms
of both material culture and historical memories. Here, these moments are explored within the
small, defined space of Galloway, Scotland, which provides a case study foregrounding and
locating the manifestations of both clearing and improvement as they move across the
landscape as ideological and material products of capitalism and colonialism.
In the next section, I discuss the definitions of improvement and clearance as they have
been applied to Scotland's past, how these definitions have distorted the experiences of tenant
and cottar classes in Galloway, and the rationale for a more accurate definition of the processes,
which changed Scotland over the 18th and 19th centuries.
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Defining Improvement and Clearing
One of the more difficult aspects of understanding Scotland during the 18th century and
19th century is the distortion created by the labels of the “Highland Clearances” and “Age of
Improvement,” which defines the two main regions by distinctly different processes. In the
Highlands, the tenant and cottar classes were removed from their communities and homes in
order to free up land for the grazing of sheep. In some cases, these removals were violent,
resulting in entire families being burned out of their homes. The Lowland experience, on the
other hand, is directly linked to the Age of Improvement during which agricultural
improvements, in particular, were implemented in order to produce greater yields and in turn
more capital. The agricultural improvements directly affected the tenant and cottar classes, who
made up the majority of the agricultural producers. Each region experienced these processes.
How history and its conduits have chosen to promote and manipulate the stories of the region
has played a crucial role in how Scotland is perceived today and, more importantly, how
Galloway and its residents see themselves as Scottish.
Beginning as early as the Enlightenment, the idea of human action and the role of the
individual, as a means to reforming society, was foundational. One Scottish thinker wrote, “One
of the most remarkable differences between man and other animals consists in that wonderful
capacity for the improvement of his faculties” (Millar 1771 [1806] Section V). Other writers
specifically targeted what they saw as a backward, lethargic, unproductive tenant and cottar
population. Despite “man’s” capacity “to improve,” upper classes embracing “Improvement”
felt it was their duty to assist those viewed as backward by investing in the transformation of
spaces in which this class could be productive and engaged members of society. These spaces
were numerous and even moral dilemmas such as poverty had a material element to it:
Methods of commerce could be improved…Manufacture could
be improved…Transport could be improved…Agriculture could
be improved…Towns could be improved…Country houses could
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be improved…The arts could be improved…The conditions of
the poor could be improved, by the provisions of schools,
hospitals, and better prisons. (Girouard 1990:86)
Rural landscapes, home to the majority of the tenant and cottar population, were ideal.
Landowners successfully implemented, and some tenants readily accepted, a range of strategies
to achieve agricultural “improvement” and with it, personal "improvement" of which clearing
was one.
Two goals were achieved through clearing: the creation of an empty and available
landscape for production, and the dislodging of certain segments of the lower classes from a
backward way of life, which would “allow” them to participate fully in modern production.
Material manifestations of clearing/improvement involved enclosing fields, which were marked
by stone walls (dykes), renovating farms houses in which internal, private space was now
divided, and creating planned villages sponsored by the landed aristocracy to which many
displaced rural families moved. These material changes were also accompanied by strong social
and ideological transformations. These transformations held an aesthetic component that
involved order, organization, and structure of the self as well as their surroundings. A decline in
social practices and the relationships between closely linked kin and extended familial
relationships which were the bedrock of the rural population signify what Olivia Lelong (2000)
refers to as “cognitive dislocation” – a result of being uprooted from the home, community and
the places which had informed them..
The violence in the Highlands did not go unnoticed, and even Karl Marx wrote on some
of the more violent clearings, the Sutherland evictions of (The Peoples Paper 1853). Marx notes
the importance of “clan property” that which was possessed by an extended family, a
community, joined through clan relationships and maintained by all who lived on it. The
relationships within the clan were maintained through tribute paid to the chief “in kind” with
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foodstuffs and other goods as well as through military service. However, as the shift towards
agrarian capitalism and colonialism to the new world grew, the need for more control over land
in order to generate capital for investments became paramount. In other words, those in
positions of power in the clan – the chiefs – were now actively seeking more control in order to
use the land in any way he or she saw fit.
The Lowlands did not function within the clan system. A majority of the land in Dumfries
and Galloway, in particular, was privately owned by smaller nobility. Many of these landowners
intermarried, amassing even larger estates. Because of the practice of entail, which made the
breaking up an estate through sale illegal, many landowners looked elsewhere for the
generation of capital. One area in which capital could be generated was in the paying of rents.
As the need for capital grew, the need for higher rents also grew, and the need for tenants to
produce to pay higher rents became vital. The other alternative was creating large spaces to
graze large heads of cattle.
Galloway was well positioned for the cattle trade and had enough coastal plains to graze
cattle all year long. Beginning in the mid to late 17th century, landowners began to monopolize
on the growing cattle trade. This growth stemmed from the English import ban of Irish cattle in
1666 and the Scottish ban several years later. However, to accommodate a growing market and
to increase revenue, landowners had to have the space in which to hold large herds. The
creation of large cattle or grass parks was the solution. To create these parks, however, meant
that large tracts of land needed to be available and it needed to be enclosed. From the late 17th
century to about 1724, hundreds of tenants and cottars were cleared from their homes in the
process. In 1724, riots broke out in response to this and other concerns and greatly disrupted
the production of capital. This revolt is discussed in detail in Chapter 3, but it is important to
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state here that this disruption encouraged the promulgation of Improvement ideas across the
region indirectly through other means.
Prior to the Age of Improvement (pre‐improvement), tenant and cottars worked and
lived in fermtouns or farming settlements. These settlements were communal and self‐
sufficient, with almost all needs met by those who lived in these settlements. In some cases,
cottars, who were specialists like cobblers, smiths, masons, wrights , and weavers moved with
the seasons so that there was work at planting and harvesting, but stayed in one area during the
remainder providing necessary special labor. Fermtouns were marked by the run‐rig system of
farming or in field/outfield, which were small plots divided up between the good and bad land
and worked by the tenants. Infield plots were usually the more productive and cultivated plots.
Outfield plots were not as fertile. Cattle were pastured in the outfield; manure from the grazing
was used to fertilize the soil. Outfield plots were used for short periods for planting until the
infield could regenerate. Whilst there were field walls, usually turf banks demarcating different
fields, these The run‐rig system was not highly productive nor was it meant to feed a large
population.
Where violence dominates the story of the Highland Clearances, the shift from pre‐
improvement to improvement dominates the Lowlands of the 18th century. Only one uprising
is recorded in the Lowlands associated with clearances. The Leveller Revolt, 1725, will be
discussed in detail in the following chapter; however, the lack of violence remains a consistent
difference between the Lowlands and Highlands in terms of 18th century and 19th century
change. Because of the perceived lack of violence and that mass clearing of tenant and cottars
seemingly ceased after the Levellers, the notion of clearances taking place in Lowland Scotland
is dispelled.
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The Lowland Clearances
The phrase “Lowland Clearances” surfaced during my 2005 Masters research. Following
a lengthy radio broadcast that used the phrase, I brought up the term with Ted Cowan, a
professor of Scottish history. He stated that though tenants and cottars had been cleared from
the land just as they had been in the Highlands, few recognized the effects clearing had on the
region. It was an idea that was slow to catch on with historians.
I decided to add the question “what were the Lowland clearances” to my set of
interview questions. Some locals struggled with the phrase. When asked what the lowland
clearances were, many responded hesitantly: the region had not been cleared but improved.
Whilst others acknowledged clearing might have taken place but because of improvement,
clearing had little bearing on the region. Still others seemed to understand what I was asking
and made direct links from this past experience to what the region was experiencing at the time.
In 2011 when I returned, I found many locals with whom I spoke openly expressed their belief
that the insidious process of clearing was still taking place through practices and laws which
were supposed to improve their lives.

What are the Lowland Clearances?
The answers to this question are situated in the conceptions of modern Scotland affixed
by academics and mainstream history. The continued understanding, promoted through
teaching of history, that with Improvement Scotland became modern, and that prior to
Improvement, the nation was not improved or, backwards, is a dominate theme that has
resoundingly penetrated how Scotland perceives itself as much as others perceive the nation.
This dichotomy plays out in many ways – pre‐ improvement/improvement/,
improvement/clearing, backwards or traditional/modern. With each of these dichotomies come
very specific demarcations of how society was structured, how people behaved, and how people
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entered into or existed from relationships. The continual use of “improved” communicates a
shift from knowing about practices that inflicted violence to a glossed over image prioritizing
results of a few. “Improved” also simplifies a complicated process that seems to have little
bearing on the present. To be specific, the use of the label the “Age of Improvement” and
associated words such as “improved” and “improvement” have erased the experiences of the
tenant and cottar classes in Galloway and altered the ways in which the locals view themselves
within Scotland.
This process, clearing through improvement, rests in the introduction and spread of
capitalism and colonialism, and is the basis upon which the definition used in this dissertation is
formed. Where Improvement has been viewed as a matrix of socio‐economic and material
changes and clearing has been defined as physically removing certain populations from the
landscape often accompanied with ideological obscurity, I see no separation between the two
processes. In essence, I define improvement/clearance explicitly as one process.
Further, socio‐economic and material change cannot be put into practice without
enacting clearing. This combined process rests at the heart of capitalism and has developed
through colonial and more recent globalization processes. In practice, capitalism relies on
clearance to seek out and secure resources on local, regional, national and global scales and in
private and public spaces. This combined process is materialistic and ideological, is violent, is
pervasive, and is carried out globally as well as through mundane, daily acts practiced in public
and private spaces. It is carried out from the top down as well as horizontally through members
of the same socio‐economic class. It is enacted through legal and non‐legal means and
politically in the local, regional, and national governments.
Overall, the process created (and continues to) creates a norm in which people can
choose to fully or partially immerse themselves or to not participate at all and in which settings.
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Dalglish’s (2003) work on the Mull of Kintyre, for example, demonstrates how outwardly, many
tenants embraced improvements in the fields. However, within private, domestic spaces,
tenants often held tightly to particular behaviors and pieces of material culture that were
deemed pre‐improvement or traditional. To be sure, evidence also suggests that tenants
wholeheartedly embraced improvement, actively and successfully participated within capitalist
production, but inadvertently cleared other tenants from the landscape in the process.
The Lowland Clearances, then, is the early embodiment of this process, carried out
within a local population, starting in the 18th century and continuing today. By seeking out
ways in which improvement and clearing are developed into essentially capitalist practices, we
can begin to understand how deeply embedded this covert practice is within our own society.

The Dissertation Landscape
In the following chapters, I present the results of my research. Chapter two outlines my
methodological framework. Chapter three addresses the complex historical trajectory of
Galloway and Scotland in the 18th and 19th century and the ways in which ideas such as
"modern" have constructed incomplete pictures of the time. Chapters four, five, and six
constitute the discussion of the data. In chapters four and five, I discuss the use of documents
as material culture, that as products of the changing relationships between tenant and
landowner, written documentation also serve as precedents for the clearing of fellow tenants. In
chapter four, I focus on written leases or "tacks" as a means to strategically clear tenants and
cottars from the landscape through improvement. In chapter five, I focus on a range of
documents like sheriff court records, factor’s accounts, and estate ledgers, which demonstrate
the changing relationships between tenant, factor, and landowner. These documents also
highlight how tenants steered through the improvement/clearing process through the
acceptance and embracing it and the subsequent loss of everything as a result. The results of
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the landscape survey are presented in chapter six. My conclusion, chapter seven, discusses how
cultural and structural violence have played a significant role in our concept of Scotland during
the 18th and 19th centuries and how this research can be used to reevaluate our processes of
investigation into contemporary socio‐cultural, ‐economic, and ‐political systems we take for
granted.
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CHAPTER 2

STUDYING IMPROVEMENT AND CLEARING IN THE SCOTTISH LOWLANDS

Introduction
In this chapter, I outline my methodological framework for research. In the data
chapters, Chapters 3‐5, I discuss in detail the methods employed for each stage of research.
Because there were no archaeologically focused methodological examples based in Dumfries
and Galloway upon which to draw, I relied heavily on Highland archaeological research as well as
historians and geographers to help construct and refine my methods. How I would approach the
same processes and materials in Dumfries and Galloway meant developing a methodology
borne out of interdisciplinary work.
The project's general methods consisted of archival research, map analysis, and
landscape survey in pursuit of answering three key questions: In what ways did Improvement
alter the relationships between landowners, tenants and the landscape? Did legal and social
coercion lead to the clearances of tenants and how was this implemented? And, in what ways
do clearing/improvement appear on the present landscape? Between January and July 2011, I
conducted research in Edinburgh, Scotland and in the Dumfries and Galloway region of Scotland.
My research project was divided into three phases which were aligned with my three questions:
an archival research phase, in which research was conducted primarily at the National Archives
in Edinburgh; a map analysis, in which no fewer than 6 maps were examined in detail to trace
the longevity of farms on the landscape, to see if and how clearance and improvement were
depicted on maps, and ; and a landscape survey in which photographic and spatial data was
gathered of remnants of housing and agricultural practices that pre‐date the clearances.
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Phase One: Archival Analysis
In order to answer the first question, I proposed to conduct archival research with the
intention of collecting and analyzing documents that reveal discourses of power, which
produced physical representations that appeared on the landscape. This discourse took shape in
estate papers such as written leases or “tacks,” factors’ accounts and ledgers, rent rolls, articles
of roup (notices of sale, in particular, or short term lease), and depositions given by tenants to
burgh and county authorities concerning rent paid. Overall, these documents helped to clarify
how the socio‐economic relationships between landowner and tenant were reconstructed over
time and how this reconstruction incorporated a wide range of practices and behaviors resulting
in physical changes on the landscape, in private and public spaces.
This phase of the research was carried out over 3 and half months at the National
Archives in Edinburgh. I supplemented this research during my stay in Dumfries and Galloway by
periodically accessing the local archives held at the Ewart Library in Dumfries. Overall, I
examined documents that spanned approximately 200 years, represented title‐holding and non‐
title holding families, covered parishes in Kirkcudbrightshire and Wigtownshire, incorporated a
range of farm sizes from under 10 acres to as much as 2000 acres and landscapes from upland
and rough grazing to coastal, flat arable fields. The examination of such documentation
indicated that through improvement, landowners were able to control both space and the
behavior of the tenants.

Phase Two ‐ Map Analysis
In order to answer my second question, I conducted a detailed analysis of maps of a
variety of scales produced between the 17th and 20th centuries that depict pre‐
improvement/clearance, improvement/clearance era, and post‐improvement/clearance
interpretation. I analyzed, in detail, six regional maps: Blaeu (1654), Moll (1745), Roy Military
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Survey (1747‐1755), Ainslie (1797), Thompson (1821), and the First Edition Ordnance Survey
(1845). I also accessed other 17th and 18th century maps in order to locate specific farms and to
trace when these farms appeared and disappeared from the maps.
This second phase of research, map analysis, was proposed as a means of understanding
a broader process of clearance or erasure through improvement. I proposed that an
examination of how the landscape was depicted over time could shed light on the changing
perception of the landscape by one particular class‐based group. An analysis of a range of maps
could highlight the practice of erasure of the tenant and cottar landscapes because map making
was an improvement strategy.
All of the maps illuminated how the region was depicted over time, and thus reflected
the cartographers’ socio‐economic and political position at the time. The ability to examine the
range of landscape features and the frequency at which these appeared or disappeared, as well
as documenting changes in place names and/or object names that may distort and/or magnify
change were particularly important. The examination of the 1840s Ordnance Survey Object
Name Books, held on microfilm at the National Archives in Edinburgh, was the most lucrative
aspect of the map analysis. This collection of notes from the surveyors garnered from local
knowledge revealed much more detail than anticipated and confirmed strategies and processes
in which clearing was carried out. Practices such as farm amalgamation, in which smaller farms
were joined with a larger one, were one such example.
One disappointing result within this particular phase was the inability to access estate
plans in the National Archives due to the refurbishment of the viewing room and the digitization
of many of the estate maps. The dates of the reopening of the room and access to the maps
were pushed back several times during my six months in Scotland; therefore, I was unable to
carry out this part of the map analysis.
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Phase Three: Landscape Survey
In conducting a landscape survey, I addressed my third research question: in what ways
do clearing/improvement appear on the present landscape? The goal for this phase of research
was to transfer data from documentary research and map analysis out onto the landscape to
locate and record how space has been re‐configured and re‐conceptualized. I contend that one
of the crucial reasons clearing is invisible in the Lowlands is that the history of the region has
been constructed around Improvement. Abandoned villages across the Highlands and the
stories connected with their clearing are engrained in the national psyche. This distinguishes the
Lowlands from the Highlands, where clearing is made visible partly due to the prevalence of
particular evidence in the landscape. In the Lowlands, the supposed lack of similar physical
evidence is equated to the lack of clearances. The landscape survey was intended to re‐evaluate
that assumption.
The current “Explorer” edition Ordnance Survey maps and the RCAHMS database in
conjunction with research from the first two phases were used to locate areas of high potential
and determine the scope of survey on a daily basis. To control the data, I narrowed my survey
range to two distinct areas within Girthon Parish but with comparative sites in adjoining
parishes. During outings, I followed standard archaeological field survey practice and basic
surveying as suggested by RCAHMS and Scotland’s Rural Past project. I used a GPS unit to
accurately record sites locations. I re‐ recorded sites previously documented where applicable
using a tape, made detailed field notes, and took digital photographs. Whilst I was in the field,
many farmers took the time to point out features on their land. In many cases, there was no
record of these sites in the RCAHMS database. This sharing of information was not limited to
farmers; a number of locals offered directions to sites they knew.
To conclude, the landscape survey portion of the research was intended to tie together
key information from archival material and map analysis in order to “find” features still visible
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on the landscape. This multi‐pronged approach was productive, and in chapters four, five, and
six, I discuss the results of each phase of research.
In the next chapter, I discuss the historical trajectory of Scotland and Galloway during
the 18th and 19th centuries, with particular focus on the production of the First Edition
Ordnance Survey maps and three distinct events, which heavily influenced the direction in which
Scotland shifted.
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CHAPTER 3
DEFINING “MODERN SCOTLAND” AND ITS HISTORICAL TRAJECTORY

By turning names into things we create false models of reality (Wolf 1997:6)
Wake Scotland from thy long Lethargic Dream,
Seem what thou art, and be what thou shalt seem, Shake off the Poverty, the sloth will dy,
Success alone can quicken Industry.
No more the bondage of reproach endure,
Or bear those Harms thou canst so quickly cure. Land Improvement to Trade apply,
They'l plentifully Industry.
The barren Muir shall weighty sheaves bestow, Th' uncultivated Pastures show,
The Mountains Flocks and Herds in stead of Snow. Natures a Virgin very Chast and coy,
To Court her's nonsence, if ye will enjoy,
She must be ravish't,When she's forc't she's free, A perfect Prostitute to Industry;
Freely she opens to th' Industrious hand, And pays them all the Tribute of the Land.
(Defoe, From the poem Caledonia: A Poem in Honour of Scotland and the Scots Nation. In Three
Parts, 1706)

Introduction
Written before the Act of Union of 1707, Defoe's poem, and this section specifically,
outlines the possibilities for a Scotland unified with England. The poem also outlines the
necessity of Improvement and new economic practices with which capitalism was a part. Within
approximately twenty years of its writing, Scotland had begun to experience crucial shifts in
politics, society, and economy, first starting in the lowlands then spreading north into the
Highlands. It was not a consistent spread nor were the results. However, Improvement has
become the hallmark of the modern lowland Scotland.
We have been conditioned to “see” Scotland and Galloway in a constructed light ‐ that
of an improved region, where capitalism and morality brought about modernization. It is from
this perspective that I believe we have failed to locate the diverse nature of change as it
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occurred in Dumfries and Galloway during the 18th and 19th centuries. This chapter serves to
clarify this position through a discussion of the development of "modern" lowland Scotland.
The idea of a modern Scotland is situated, in many ways, in a process similar to that of what
Appadurai describes as the "modern moment...a dramatic break between the past and present"
but one in which does not fully convey the social, cultural and economic fluidity that exists
across time and space (1996:3). Though focused on the 20th century, Appadurai’s sentiment –
the break between past and present – has deep roots. History, too, aids in the construction of a
moment where a significant events marks the break between past and present.
However, Scotland’s path to modernity and the history, which accompanies it, is
complex. There is not one defining moment where the past and present separate nor is
Scotland’s history easily disseminated. In this chapter, I attempt to untangle the complexity of
how Scotland “becomes” modern from the history, which has been used to concretize this
production. Wolf reminds us “By turning names into things we create false models of reality”
(1997:6). With this quote in mind, I will discuss how the idea of modern Scotland was created
and from this idea of modernity ‐ how improvement and clearance have been used to support
this construction. Furthermore, because the relationship between modernity and history is so
intimate, I discuss the issue of heritage in Scotland, how heritage has been masked as history,
and finally, the points in time that have been used as a means to usher in
the idea of modernity. I end the discussion with a brief presentation of certain events localized
to the Galloway region that had great influence on the region.

Scotland and Modernity
David McCrone wrote in The Oxford Handbook of Modern Scottish History that
“Scotland is defined as much by what it has ceased to be as by what it has become” (2012: 671).
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Scotland’s trajectory, its movement through time, its history consists of multiple moments of
cessation and becoming, not just a singular event or moment. With this in mind, the
construction of a modern Scotland is problematic. The issues that arise in this discussion are
thus: what defines "modern" in respect to Scotland?
What events denote the break from the past and the entrance into the present and
why? And perhaps even more problematic, does Scotland even have a national history from
which to pull in order to create a "modern" place?
The question of a national Scottish history has been recognized, well‐discussed, and
argued:
…Scottish history was generally perceived to have ended with
the parliamentary Union of 1707…but in the larger sense
Scottish history after 1707 was subsumed under the headings of
British or (until more recently) British imperial history…Modern
Scottish history was rarely taught as a discrete subject even in
Scottish schools…(Brown: 1986:119)
This particular aspect was confirmed through interviews conducted in 2005, when repeatedly I
heard from members of an adult local history class in Castle Douglas, Dumfries and Galloway,
Scotland, that they had never known about their history until they took the class. British history
was what they had learned. One interviewee worked in the local elementary school, where she
confirmed there were still no Scottish history and very little local history being taught (Anderson
2006).
In the 1980s, Beveridge and Turnbull (1989), published a critical exploration of Scottish
history, which discussed how Scottish history and culture had been obscured to the extent that
it held little meaning. In The Eclipse of Scottish Culture, the authors used Fanon's theories of
inferiorism and inferiorization as a means of explaining the state of Scottish history. However, it
also considered how it had become so enmeshed in English (British) history that Scotland had no
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identity, and the little identity that it might have was similar to what had been portrayed by
Improvement writers in the 18th century ‐ backward. The idea that Scots had internalized the
message created by the English colonizers in the same way that Fanon had witnessed in Algeria ‐
Scotland was, essentially, inferior. Gavin Miller (2004) used a similar angle in his article on the
Scots language , and Cairns Craig discussed similar short comings and drew on Tom Nairn to
highlight one in particular:
Scotland's problem was it precocious entry into modernity:
Scotland was a 'prodigy among the nations' because it 'had
progressed from fortified castles and witch burning to
Edinburgh New Town and Adam Smith, in only a generation or
so (2007: 26‐27)
In other words, despite the Scottish Enlightenment and the incredible contributions in almost
every intellectual, cultural, economic, and political sphere, Scotland did not exist on its own.
Here, modernity is based on nation‐state status, or more precisely, the lack of nation‐state
status. If Scotland was/is not a nation, then what is Scotland?
McCrone and others have explored this question in an attempt to understand the
deeply embedded struggle between history, heritage, and identity, particularly in relation to
nationalism. McCrone (1995), like Nairn (1977:136) and Kidd (1993), points to Sir Walter Scott
and the rise of Scottish romanticism in the 19th century as crucial to understanding Scotland's
entanglement. Later, the creation of the "kailyard" (kitchen garden, cabbage garden) literary
and cultural movement, and the sense of a "subnational" culture meant that most of the
Scottish intelligentsia were producing elsewhere, drawing on romantic images of the village life
and simple nature of their homeland (Nairn 1977: 148). Where other nations during the 19th
century were experiencing the development of nationalism via an intelligentsia, defending their
identity as a particular, unique group of people, and developing a specific culture around these
movements, Scotland was not
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...deal[ing] with modern experience...because in the relevant
sense there was no 'modern experience': such experience was
the product of culture, not its pre‐existing social basis. And, this
culture arose in certain characteristic social and historical
conditions which were, inevitably, lacking here (Nairn 1977:148‐
149).
In essence, Scotland can be looked upon as an “extraordinary phenomenon through which the
past is opened not only to reconstruction but to invention” (McCrone1995:164). “Improvement”
and its relationship to “modern” become clearer. It is in this vein, that I locate the "modern" as a
result of improvement/clearance:
In the face of pervasive discourse of improvement, it is easy to
imagine that the drive to improve ourselves and our world is an
eternal and invariable part of human nature. But this is not so.
Improvement is a characteristic of modernity and the sorts of
improvement…were not preoccupations of medieval or even
earlier modern people (Tarlow 2004:11)
This location is not with the shifting behaviors and relationships with people and their landscape
per se, but a visual production, which depicted Scotland as “improved” ‐ a finished product
following a century of transformation: the First Edition Ordnance Survey Maps.

The First Edition Ordnance Survey Maps
The production and publication of the First Edition Ordnance Survey (FEOS) maps is a
point from which to discuss a modern moment because of the visual re‐production and
invention of the place "Scotland" and its landscape. The choice made in producing the maps, the
"rules" of engagement with the public, and the information used in the depiction of space mark
a moment in which one Scotland ceases to exist and a different Scotland appears. I have chosen
to focus on the production of the FEOS maps and specifically with those depicting the Southwest
‐ Wigtownshire, Kirkcudbrightshire ‐ as the "modern moment." In doing so, I turn to Wolf's
assertion in his book Europe and People without a History to clarify the process on which
"modern" Scotland is created: "...the world of humankind constitutes a manifold, a totality of
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interconnected processes, and inquires that disassemble this totality into bits and then fail to
reassemble it falsify reality" (1997:1).
Eighteen fifty was a pivotal year with the work on the FEOS maps, the first maps of
Scotland that attempted to depict scientifically the entire nation, being completed in Galloway
(Wigtonshire survey 1843‐1847, Kirkcudbrightshire 1847‐1850). Though sporadic and
inconsistent in the beginning, the final product contained an array of landscape features, which
had never appeared on a map prior (Fleet and Withers 2005:3). Producing such maps took
place across the United Kingdom, first in England, Wales, Ireland, and finally Scotland in the
1800s. The focus of the maps was to record all man‐made features and well as natural ones
including stands of trees, burns, rivers, hills and mountains. Significant natural features, which
could be used as landmarks and/or boundaries markers, were also included. Man‐made features
ranged from old field walls and unroofed buildings to quarries and other industries to railroads
that dotted the landscape.
With the production and publication of the FEOS maps in 1882, Scotland effectively
rounded out its "modernization." In these maps, the world could see Scotland was "...on par
with other nations then more advanced in 'this branch of geographical science...'" not to
mention its importance to industry and agriculture (Fleet and Withers 2005:1, 4). In essence,
these maps showed, on a national scale, that improvement had been successful and that
Scotland was capable of competing on an economic global scale. Gone from the landscape were
the traditional ways of living and farming. The backward practices were replaced with visual
cues of what defined modern, moral, and ordered practices at the time ‐ well organized
farmsteads, rectilinear fields, and villages and towns connected by roads and railways. In other
words, Scotland had embraced modernity and the maps were the evidence.
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The Maps and “Local” Knowledge
However, the process by which information was collected and from whom the
information came hints that local data, like the locals, were made invisible. Fleet and Withers
(2005) citation bring some of these issues up in their essay on the production of the FEOS maps.
In short, some features are excluded, no archaeology officer employed, and the use of "best
authority" to get correct naming was practiced. This particular practice demonstrates the
invisibility of the tenant and cottar classes:
As we have noted, the Survey's remit was to contact the 'best
authorities' and to do so mindful of locals' social standing:
owners before others, 'respectable inhabitants' at all times
before persons, such as small farmers and cottagers, who were
'not to be depended on, even for the names of the places they
occupy (Fleet and Withers 2005: 4).
Further, Seymour notes that other authorities including "estate agents; clergymen; postmasters
and school masters; rate collectors; borough and county surveyors; gentleman residing in the
district..." were to be consulted (1980: 180). Interestingly, however, those who had lived their
entire lives in the region and had lengthy family histories tied to the landscape were ignored.
Similar to the Irish OS maps, these maps were not produced for the local inhabitants (Smith
2001) but for those, like estate agents or rate collectors, who needed to be able to move about
the landscape in order to carry out their assigned roles.
It is also crucial to make clear that the first edition Ordnance Survey maps for this area
were completed after improvement and what is depicted reflects the outcomes of
improvement/clearance in terms of both those conducting the surveying and those who would
use the maps. In this case, the landscape features being depicted on the OS maps may not
reflect the range of variation that existed before or during improvement or the change of
language/terminology of tenants and cottars, who were, by 1840, well versed and schooled in
improvement technology and/or had been subject to vast changes which had greatly altered
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their own understandings of the past. This variable adds a depth to the research not fully
articulated in prior research.

Object Name Books
To counter the information from the OS map sheets, I researched the Object Name
Books in an attempt to investigate whether there was local information (see Smith 2001 on the
use of the Object Name Books in Ireland). The Object Name Books were the notebooks in which
interviewers recorded the local information about landscape and man‐made features across the
parishes. These books were, for the most part, consistent in their structure. Fleet and Withers
(2005) discuss two formats used by these researchers, with the majority of the southwest being
recorded in only one. Despite the encouragement to use the “best authority” for information, it
appeared as though the researchers did speak with local farmers who described specific
landscape markers with distinct features only known by people who had been to the locations.
The notations run the gamut from basic distances to particular sites to detailed oral histories
about key landscape markers. In most cases, these spaces were not easily accessible either
because of their remoteness or because of the rough terrain on which they were located. What
was evident in the books was the understanding that many of the farmstead ruins on the
landscape were mainly the result of amalgamation.
One important factor in using the Object Name Books was to tease out an
understanding beyond “ruins” as these spaces are depicted on the FEOS maps. The connotation
of a ruin is that of destruction or decay. What is visible on the maps are the open shapes
representing something that once was. Though the name of the farm may be given, the vacant
space sent a distinct message. However, what was evident in the ONBs was that these spaces
had been functioning farms with tenants attempting to adhere to agricultural improvements to
survive and to negotiate the changes before them. Phrasing such as "former farmland attached
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to [the name of a new farm]," "formerly had a farm attached united with [name of a new farm],"
"in ruins, old house, land annexed to [name of a new farm]," indicate amalgamation and the loss
of livelihood for a tenant, his family, and the cottars and/or subteneants who also may have
relied on the lease. In each parish across the whole of Galloway ‐ some 30 parishes from
Crossmichael in the east to Leswalt in the West ‐ these phrases appeared in approximately 20 to
25 % of the entries.
On the flipside, many farmsteads and their dwellings are depicted on the maps as
functioning farms. However, the corresponding information in the Object Name Books describe
these spaces as in “bad condition,” "bad repair," or “ruinous condition” meaning that whilst the
maps showed “improved” space, the reality was that some spaces were not. The condition of
the dwelling and out buildings was a crucial source of information concerning how the farm may
be producing. But farm production – the amount of crops grown, the health of the cattle or
sheep for example – cannot be depicted nor could the health of the famer and his family,
cottars, servants, or wage laborers. This lack of information means that using the First Edition
maps was problematic both then and now.

Modern, National, Local
As general sources of information about “modern” Scotland, the First Edition maps are
important. In conjunction with the Object Name Books, the reliability of the maps comes into
question – how is “improvement” depicted and how can we see clearance in the maps?
In this section, my main goal was to demonstrate that one of the hallmarks of Modern Scotland
and Improved Scotland – the FEOS maps – are also reproductions and inventions, tools designed
to promote one view of history whilst covering up another. Eric Wolf's quote introduced earlier
in this chapter is worth noting again, because it is in the production of the maps that a false
reality becomes the dominant narrative.
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In the following section, I examine local historical events, which have been whitewashed
and replaced by other, more prominent events rooted in British (English) history. These events
hugely affected Galloway and its residents. I suggest that these events – The Killing Times and
Covenanting Movement, the first Jacobite Rebellion, and The Leveller Revolt – pushed
Gallwegian landowners into embracing Improvement ideals, which led to the development of
subtle methods of clearing the tenant and cottar population. In some ways, these events
challenge the invented historical narrative because they greatly affected a group of people who
are subsequently invisible in the history of the region. The following sections are not a detailed
account of these events, but a synopsis, which is intended to assist in the understanding of an
extremely complicated period in national and local history.

Galloway History
The ability of the tenant and cottar classes to be fluid and adaptable was partially due to
their experiences ‐ their history ‐ as a group of people living in a dynamically changing world.
Beginning in the mid to late eighteenth century, the tenant and cottar populations
demonstrated their understanding of the world around them and an awareness of their own
power despite appearing to be a subjugated class. Because of Galloway’s geographical position ‐
on the border with and across the Solway Firth from England, across the Irish Sea from Ireland,
and in close proximity to the Isle of Man ‐ communities were exposed to an array of opinions,
stories, and information about world events. In addition, the region’s deep commitment to
Presbyterianism provided a perspective of the world that was distinctive from the rest of their
neighbors. It is from this diverse position, that Galloway and its reactions and response to the
advent of Improvement are formed
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The Covenanting Tradition and the "Killing Times"
Southwest Scotland was exceptional in their devotion to protecting the rights and
beliefs of the Presbyterian Church. Their belief in the Covenants (the proclamations against
Divine Right of Kings and the hierarchy of the Anglican and Catholic Churches) and their
experiences as defenders of those beliefs in the “Killing Times” established in the tenants and
cottars perseverance to stand true to their Presbyterian beliefs. These beliefs – “…equality and
economic equity in God’s world…” or what Wallace refers to as the “Presbyterian moral
economy” (2010:54) came in conflict with the royal ideas of episcopacy and the hierarchy of the
Catholic and Anglican churches to the extent that the population participated in active rebellion
throughout the 17th and into the 18th century.

Two Covenants and Civil War
The Covenanting tradition is based on the signing of two covenants re‐establishing and
reviving Presbyterianism as the religion of Scotland. The Second Confession of Faith was signed
in 1581 by James VI (later James I of England and Scotland) to keep the Catholic Church from
regaining a stronghold upon Scotland following the Scottish Reformation.
However, after the unification of the crowns of England, Scotland, and Wales, James I
(1567 and 1603‐1625) and his son Charles 1 (1625‐1640) attempted to bring religious
conformity to the three kingdoms of England, Scotland, and Ireland. Though Charles was a
practicing Anglican, Scotland and mainly Lowlanders remained strongly Presbyterian until, under
the direction of Charles, the Archbishop of Canterbury attempted to force the Scots to accept
the Anglican liturgy. The dissent prompted war between England and Scotland in 1639 and
1640 (the First and Second Bishops Wars), but also brought about civil war in England in 1642
and again in 1648.
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In response, Scottish believers protested and signed the National Covenant in 1638
challenging the king and his policies. From the signing of the Covenant until almost the end of
the 17th century, protesters or Covenanters, were forced to practice their religion outside of the
parish church or risk the charge of treason. Those who followed, devoutly, the Presbyterian
ethos risked their lives in order to worship in the manner they saw fit.

Solemn League and Covenant and Restoration
The Scots signed another covenant, the Solemn League and Covenant, in 1643, in
response to their role in the English Civil War. In return for their assistance to the Parliament
forces, England was to adopt the Scottish church government and the Presbyterian Church
would be preserved in Scotland. However, this rule was not free from dissent by Scots who
supported the king and/or the Catholic and Episcopalian beliefs (the Royalists). Between 1643
and 1649, Charles I attempted to pit various England and Scottish factions against each other in
order to preserve his position. These actions, causing a brief second civil war in England for
example, resulted in his being accused and tried for treason. He was found guilty and put to
death in 1649.
His execution prompted Scotland to change stances concerning the English, and named
his son, Charles II the King of Scotland. Charles was crowned in 1650 after signing both the
National Covenant of 1638 and the Solemn League and Covenant of 1643, the English New
Model Army invaded Scotland intent on taking Edinburgh and ceasing the reign of Charles II.
From 1650 to 1652, the Lowlands, predominantly the Southwest, were occupied by Oliver
Cromwell and his New Model Army. Cromwell succeeded in defeating the Scots and briefly took
Edinburgh. After another defeat in England, Charles II fled and spent approximately 8 years in
exile, until Cromwell’s death in 1658. Charles was restored as the monarch of England and
Scotland in 1660.
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While there were some significant aspects to Charles' reign, the most notable that had
great affect on Galloway was the marriage of James' daughter Mary to William of Orange and
the continual rumors of Charles and James of being Catholic. His support of France and a
declaration of war again the Dutch only aided in the persistence of the rumors. To help dispel
those rumors, he arranged for his niece, Mary, to wed a Protestant and dissolved Parliament
numerous times in hopes of preventing increased anti‐Catholic sentiment. However, though
there was some increase in the tolerance for Catholics during his reign, his sudden death in 1685
and the crowning of his brother James changed that support. The reign of James and his
tolerance of Catholics brought about the Glorious Revolution and the reign of William of Mary.

The Covenanters and The “Killing Times”
From 1638 with the signing of the National Covenant to 1688, those ministers and
believers who actively went against the king by refusing to participate in rites of the Anglican
Church including the use of the Book of Common Prayer were subject to arrest, torture, and
ostracism. Ministers and their worshipers held “Conventicles” in the hills in order to worship in
the manner they believed. When these were outlawed by Charles II in 1670, the violence began
in the southwest as well as in Edinburgh, with the worst culminating in 1679 at the defeat at the
Battle of Bothwell Brig, and lasting eight years.
The “Killing Times’ (1679‐1688) is considered one of the most violent periods of
Gallwegian history, and it had far‐reaching effects on the tenant population, who made up the
majority of the believers. Hiding in the hills, sects of Presbyterian believers filtered in and out of
hiding places as the king's armies sought to bring them under control. Covenanting ministers
and their followers were hunted, arrested, and punished by death across the Southwest. Many
believers were shot on site, some were beheaded, and two women were staked in tidal flats at
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Wigtown, to wait for the incoming tide to drown them. It was not until the arrival of William of
Orange and the Glorious Revolution that the torture of Covenanters ceased.
The most important aspect of the Covenanters and especially of the “Killing Times” was
their commitment to their beliefs. These beliefs, though religious in nature, extended into all
aspects of life so that social injustice rang true to those in the southwest and “…that the
Covenanting past…provided the model and justification for rebellion” (Wallace 2101: 56).
Covenanter protest did not cease after the "Killing Times” ended. Many believers refused to
participate as citizens by refusing to pay taxes, for example, mainly because the monarchs were
uncovenanted (Wallace 2010:56).
The covenanting tradition can be linked with other acts of resistance to changes
occurring throughout the Southwest during the 18th century, namely smuggling. High tariffs and
other taxes on goods (and this included whisky) enacted because of the Act of Union (1707), was
a cause for protest. Throughout the 18th century, smuggling in Galloway was a constant, and
customs officials were eyed suspiciously, often targeted for violence (Whatley 1992:61; see also
Wilkins 1993 on smuggling along the Galloway coast). Galloway's location in proximity to the Isle
of Man, for example, made smuggling efficient.
All said, the covenanting tradition instilled in the population of Galloway a sense of
acting against authority when that authority undermined their ability to subsist. Practices such
as the mass clearing of tenant and cottar classes and rebellions against the new monarchy,
which became dominant in the late 17th century, did not sit well with the general population of
the southwest.
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The Jacobite Rebellions
The Jacobite Rebellions, namely the rebellion of 1715, involved more than the actual
attempt to restore the Stuarts to the throne of Scotland. The name Jacobite, taken from the
Latin for James, became the name of the supporters of King James II of England and VII Scotland,
who had been deposed during the Glorious Revolution. Landowners in Scotland, and specifically
in Galloway, had remained Catholic, despite the rise of Protestantism in the Lowlands. Despite
William of Orange being married to James' daughter Mary, their reign did not satisfy the Scottish
landowners. Bringing back the true Scottish king to the throne of Scotland was the only option.
Overall, the rebellion was the culmination of a series of events, beginning in the late
17th century, in that many Scots, namely land owners, felt threatened their socio‐economic and
–political position. Relationships between Scotland and England worsened as a result (Mackie
1964: 256). In particular, the Darien Affair of 1699/1700 and at least two widespread and
devastating famines in the late 17th century were among such events. Together these three
events nearly bankrupted some landowners, but also merchants who had also invested. Overall,
that late 17th century was viewed as a national disaster that was not all Scotland’s fault (Devine
1999: 5‐6). Scottish landowners blamed the English at what was considered a direct act to keep
Scotland from succeeding.
The political disaster of the civil wars and the seeking of a new line of monarch brought
about the new hints of rejoining of England and Scotland. Obviously, the joining of the crowns in
1603 had been unsuccessful, as had the efforts of 1667, 1670, and 1690 (Devine 1999:3). One
issue was the difference in parliamentary processes of Westminster and Edinburgh. Another,
from the Scottish perspective, was the unwillingness of England to share in the colonial process.
In addition, wars between England and France caused angst in Scotland, because of the long
standing relationship between the Stuarts and the Bourbon dynasty. In English eyes, the only
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possible way to join the two nations was through a parliamentary change (Devine 1999: 5‐8).
The idea of a union was met with political, economic, and religious resistance in Scotland.

Acts of Parliament
In 1705, Westminster passed the Alien Act, which essentially backed Scotland into a
corner. Though many of the most explosive parts of the Act were rescinded, the overall air of
the Alien Act was that Scotland was to join the union or risk demise (Devine 1999: 3). This was
one in a series of laws that fueled the later Jacobite Rebellion. In 1701, the Act of Settlement
was passed at the death of Queen Anne, who had no heirs and was the last Stuart. This act
stated that only Protestants could inherit the throne of England. In 1703, Scottish parliament
went against this Act by passing its own Act of Security, which stated that Scotland would
choose their own successor to Anne and “…that England and Scotland could not have the same
sovereign in the future unless the London Parliament granted Scots ‘free communication of
trade…and the liberty of the plantations’” (Devine 1999:6). These stipulations along with others,
such as allowing trade with France during war, the right to declare war, and the later Wool Act
(1704) which granted Scotland the right to export wool but outlawed its import, had forced the
English parliament into the Alien Act. With the presentation of the Articles of Union in 1706
rioting across Scotland and certainly in the southwest, broke out in hopes of preventing the Act
of Union. Regardless, this act was passed in 1707 and brought with it a renewed sense of
urgency for the Jacobites.

Failure and Results
The failed Jacobite rebellion of 1708 assisted in attracting more followers, so in
combination with poor financial growth and higher taxes following the War of Spanish
Succession, many Lowland landowners joined the dominant Highlanders in attempt to restore
the Stuart line (Devine 1999:35‐40; Mackie 1964:270‐271). The Gallwegians included the fifth
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earl of Nithsdale, George Maxwell of the Munches, the Sixth Viscount Kenmure, Colonel William
Maxwell, Fergusson of Craigdarroch, and Basil Hamilton (Dunbar) of Baldoon (McCulloch 2000:
410). Although the rebellion had momentum, it dissipated rather quickly being marred by
failures from a range of parties that did not come to fruition.
In the Southwest, the Jacobite Rebellion brought up the religious issues of the
Covenanters and the violence of the “Killing Times” with a good portion of the population. A
successful Jacobite rebellion would have likely meant a return to the episcopacy, which the most
fervent of covenanters were against. The rebellion also allowed other tensions to surface,
including the justice or lack thereof for those who participated. Nineteen Scottish landowners
were convicted of treason for their part in the rebellion but only two were put to death, one of
whom was the Viscount of Kenmure. However, of the 17 not convicted, Sir Basil Hamilton
(Dunbar) and the Earl of Nithsdale had their estates forfeited and titles stripped. In essence, this
forfeiture did little, as Scotland was hesitant to enforce the laws (Devine 1999: 56). What it did
do was confirm that landowners and their families had a great deal of control and power over
not only their property but also within what little government was left in Scotland.

Clearing and The Leveller Revolt 1724
The practice of clearing or evicting tenants and cottars from their holdings was rooted in
the late 17th century. In order to support the developing cattle trade, landowners sought to
enclose large tracts of their land to create cattle parks. Enclosed land could be used for grazing
parks holding hundreds of head of cattle on their way to English markets. Estimations given
have been upwards of 30,000 head of cattle were held in the lowlands before drovers took them
to the English markets (Lynch 1991). On the Dunbar estate, for example, in the Western portion
of Galloway, a cattle park was created that measured 2 miles by 1 mile, holding more cattle than
most parks (Devine 1999; Atchison and Cassell 2005). Other examples included Gordon of
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Earlston, McAdam of Craigengillan, and McKie of Palgowan who all had extensive grazing parks
and "thousands of miles of drystone dykes...in Galloway alone" (McCulloch 2000:411).
There was also a political angle to the creation of parks. With the increasing tensions left
from the covenanters and civil wars, it was said that the wife of James II (IV of Scotland) stated
“…that Scotland would never be in peace till the southern parts were made a hunting park”
(Morton 1935: 250). Basil Hamilton is also credited with making a similar statement about
turning Galloway, in particular, into "...a hunting field" (Wallace 2010: 60). The gist of the
statements was simple: if laws could not control the people, removing them would (Morton
1935: 250).

Leveller Revolt 1724
One incident, the eviction of tenants at Whitsunday 1723, set the Leveller Revolt into
motion. After convening a meeting of those interested and concerned at the annual Kelton Hill
fair and the refusal of other tenants to leave their dwellings, the Levellers began to tear down
dykes in protest. The process of clearing tenants and cottars is reflected in the excerpt below:
Their worst forbodings were realised wholesale evictions
becoming the order of the day. The distress which followed was
extreme...Ejectment followed ejectment, and numerous were
the instances in which five, seven, and even sixteen families on
an estate were driven from their homes, and the homes of their
forefathers (Morton 1935).
Throughout 1724 and 1725, tenants rose up across Galloway, targeting landowners who
had cleared tenants and cottars by tearing down their dykes and even killing cattle.
They were well organized and supported by a range of people from ministers to army officers
who had been sent to stop them. However, the tenants were not just targeting those who had
simply enclosed land and removed people to do so. Evidence has shown that the Leveller Revolt
1724, though ignited by the continued clearing of tenants and the enclosing of land, also had
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ties to lingering religious and political support rooted in the need for the landed class to
maintain its power (Devine 1999:212‐219; see also Leopold 1980). Most of the landowners
targeted were also known to be Jacobite supporters or at the very least, sympathizers.
Pamphlets, letters, and decrees were published explaining their position on eviction but
underscored that the activities of the land owners were against the will of God and akin to the
"persecution, oppression, and tyranny favored by the late Stuarts" (Wallace 2010: 61,60).
This revolt served two purposes ‐ one to remind the landowners that their tenantry supported
the Union and the Hanoverian monarchy and two that clearing was unacceptable. The violence
that was unleashed across the countryside had not been present since the "Killing Times" and is
often noted as the one violent act of the lower classes against the landowners in the 18th
century (Whatley 1992). Though Whatley (1992) in particular, has noted other small riots and
revolts, which show otherwise, the Leveller Revolt struck a chord. Landowners across Scotland
were well aware of the revolt, communicated amongst each other about it, and discussed the
possible consequences of revolts like the Leveller Revolt on their livelihood (in particular the
letters of John Clerk of Edinburgh). The Leveller Revolt stands out as a combination of several
events, which highlighted the power of the tenant and cottar classes and pushed the ideology
of Improvement to the forefront. Choices made by the landed class over the course of the 18th
century and into the early 19th were about maintaining their lifestyle and improving it,
offsetting uprisings, and developing and promoting ways in which they could continue to
accumulate capital (Devine 1999:212). Improvement made sense in that it supported all of the
above and more. Improvement became the tool by which landowners could justify legal and
moral practices that subtly cleared tenants.
In the following chapters, I present the development of the strategic practices of
clearing that are developed, under the guise of improvement. These practices are intimately
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linked to those used prior to the Leveller Revolt, are designed to alter the relationships between
tenants, landowners, and with their surroundings.
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CHAPTER 4

WRITTEN TACKS IN 18TH AND 19TH CENTURY SCOTLAND

Introduction
This chapter evaluates written tacks (rental agreements for farms) as the conduit of
Improvement ideas that directly and indirectly cleared tenants from their physical and mental
landscapes. I argue that tacks, as legal documents, were used tools for social and economic
change (clearing). The chapter demonstrates how tacks employed words/language to discipline
time and space, dictate behavior, control access to land, and thus alter the socio‐economic
relationships between individuals, groups, and the landscape (Foucault 1972, Garman 2005).
The formulation of language (words) in the tacks was not happenstance but a thoughtful
process that “…justifies and obfuscates transformations in social relations and fields of power
that improve some people’s positions and diminish other’s (Bender 2002:104). Tacks were
formulaic, repeating required Improvement practices until they became accepted, normal, and
engrained. These practices required tenants to construct and reconstruct a built or physical
landscape that dynamically altered the ways in which they moved about the world. In this way, I
engage with written tacks as physical and metaphysical representations of power.
To grasp the significance of tacks in rural 18th and 19th century Galloway, (and in the
production of Scotland’s history) it is crucial to approach these documents as “medium[s] of
social discourse” in which individuals and groups produced, negotiated, and transformed social
relations in which they were involved (Driscoll 1988: 168; Moreland 2001:31).

I do so in the

following sections by first describing the data source I examined. Following this description, I lay
out my methods for examining the tacks, and finally, I present examples that demonstrate how
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tacks legally pressured the rural population to participating in the improvement/clearance
process and thusly clearing tenants from the landscape, making them invisible.

Written Tacks as Data
Over a four‐month period, I examined more than 250 written tacks in the collections of
the National Archives of Scotland (NAS). Included in this number are "minutes of tacks" that
were the informal, first draft of the formal tack. In many instances, both the "minutes" and the
formal tacks were together in the bundles. In these situations, only the formal tack was
counted. In cases where no formal tack copy was present, the minutes were counted. Where
both were present, both were read in an attempt to discern if differences appeared from the
"minutes" to the final draft.
The tacks ranged in date from about 1650 to 1850 and were representative of leased
farms on 3 separately owned estates. Two of the estates were located across several parishes
within central Galloway, and one estate was located predominantly in the Parish of Leswalt in
the far west of Wigtownshire. The Murray‐Usher papers had the most complete collection of
written tacks with examples extending from the seventeenth century to 1850 and beyond. This
collection accounted for 72% of the tacks examined. The farms from which the tacks were
drawn were located across a varied terrain from low, fertile, coastal ground to upland, poorly
drained, rough terrain. The examples chosen for analysis convey a sense of central tendency as
well as a range of variation.
Because I consider tacks as physical and metaphysical representations of power, I attend
to language that creates and maintains the legal socio‐economic relationships between the
parties, reinforcing how the tack is a physical representation of power. I also attend to the
language that requires tenants to discipline their own time and space, and ultimately, their
behavior. This language is that of Improvement, and tacks were instruments of the
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improvement/clearing process. As Keane suggests that “how people handle and value material
goods may be implicated in how they use and interpret words, and vice versa, reflecting certain
underlying assumptions about the world and the beings that inhabit it” (2003:410; 1998; 2001;
2002). It is in the vein that I approach my data.
This chapter, then, is organized into three data sections. The first section introduces the
reader to the history of tacks and explores the general differences between pre‐improvement
and improvement language. The remaining two sections discuss specific examples that
demonstrate how the language of the tacks disseminated Improvement and through
Improvement, nascent capitalism; how tacks were directed at the landscape and the behavior of
the tenant simultaneously, and thusly, how tacks subtlety controlled and cleared particular
facets of the tenantry.

Tacks Prior to the 18th Century
Written tacks were rental agreements issued by landowners to tenants who leased
farms on Scottish estates. Written tacks had roots in the 15th century though most early rental
agreements were verbal and shorter termed (Whyte 1979:2). Cistercian abbeys were some of
the first landowners to incorporate written tacks as a part of the rental process. However,
Cistercians, under monastic law, were not allowed to “live off rents and tiends…” negating the
purpose of the tack as a means of profitability though some houses, such as Kelso and Holyrood,
eventually did (Whyte 1995:33,36). Whilst the evidence is strong for tacks appearing during
Medieval times, the minimal appearance of tacks in repositories led to an assumption that
written tacks were not used. As Whyte discussed (1979:3), the lack of written tacks in estate
papers prior to the 17th century did not equate to landowners issuing only verbal leases but
instead that the value of keeping written leases was minimal once the lease had terminated.
Also, a decrease in the percentages of surviving tacks during this century was due to the political
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instability of the Scotland (1979:4). For Galloway, in particular, the instabilities were acutely
associated with religion, in particular, the Covenanting movement and the "Killing Times".
Some examples of the Cistercians tacks are similar to tacks of the 18th and 19th
centuries in their recording of duties tenants were required to perform including crop rotation
practices (for examples see Rogers 1880, pp. 1‐181). Whyte also argues that agricultural
practices, including crop rotation, do appear in some of the earliest tacks, and examples from
Coupar Angus indicate that certain agricultural practices were encouraged in the 15th century
(Rogers 1880). The appearance of phrasing such as “..each plough shall sow 1 boll of corn, with
pease (peas) corresponding” (encouraging balanced planting and avoiding over planting) and
“…and shall labor for the gaining of the marsh…” (draining) suggests that the Cistercians had an
understanding of agricultural production (Rogers 1880:142). These early examples suggest that
agricultural improvements were present during the Medieval times and tacks had some role in
the dissemination of agricultural practices which would sustain or increase production.
Therefore, what makes the tacks of the 18th and 19th century significantly different?

The Language of Pre‐Improvement and Improvement
As Tarlow (2007) points out in her introduction to her book Archaeology of
Improvement, whilst improvement seems like it should be an aspect of human nature, in fact, it
is not. It is however an aspect of modernity. The drive to improve ourselves and our world, she
writes, is a new phenomenon. In her discussion of the evolution of the process of improvement
as a driving force, she describes the divine nature of Medieval thought whereas the individual
sought to improve his “soul” in order to enter into heaven. In terms of actively engaging in a
process where his or her choices (a concept which did not fully exist in medieval thought), could
impact society (another idea that Tarlow points out is a modern one), Medieval and early
modern people lived their lives with entering heaven as the goal.
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The difference between pre‐improvement language and language that dominates the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries is focused on progressive change and the human role in
pushing along society to progress (19). Adam Smith for example, proposed the idea of stadial
history where man progressed along an upward trajectory with agriculture and mercantilism
leading to civilization. But it was the Scottish perspective which suggested the role of humans in
getting society to that end (Tarlow 2007: 19). Essentially, human action was required to get
society to progress. In this sense, the importance of encouraging those segments of the
population who did not have a complete understanding of this process or those without the
means to participate, needed to come from those who did. Whilst Tarlow (2007) makes a
distinction between Improvement and capitalism and colonialism, I see Improvement as the
fusion of these two practices. I believe that it is in the language of Improvement, which
highlights this fusion.
The language of Improvement broadcasts explicit patterns of socio‐economic change
that are carried out as agricultural production but which also extended to the morality of
tenants through the organization and reorganization of public and private space. This
organization and reorganization is only accomplished with the acceptance of Improvement.
With the insertion of language into tacks that was designed to dictate social behavior, we see a
complete shift into Improvement. It is the acceptance of Improvement that clears tenants from
the landscape.

The Formula of Tacks
As stated above, tacks were formulaic creating and reproducing practices, which
reinforced as well as eroded socio‐economic relationships through the disciplining time and
space. As legal documents, tacks adhered to certain standards outlined by property and rental
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law in Scotland and in doing so, employed specific words and phrases, which bound tenants and
landowners. Generally, all tacks had similar phrasings that imparted basic information such as
the landowner, the tenant, the name and location of the farm including parish and county, the
rent to be paid and the number of years of the tack. Also found in the first part of the lease were
the legal rights of the landowner and his or her responsibilities to the tack and its holder. Rights
ranged from the taking of minerals, stones, having hunting access, and appropriating farmland
at his or her discretion. These responsibilities also included paying the school master’s stipends
and tiends to the church. Responsibilities of the tenant ranged as well such as keeping up the
condition of the dwelling and outbuildings, the field walls, and other spaces outlined in the tack.
Such formulas insured that legal action could be taken in the case of a breach of the contract
from either party.
Word usage assists in constructing social relationship, status, and position in society.
The use of particular words like “in,” “of,” and “to” help to distinguish tenancy and ownership.
Whilst the use of “in” signifies tenancy – literally in the farmhouse and in the agreement
whereas the tenant had not been previously, the use of “of” signifies ownership and possession,
with “to” indicating to whom the tack is being issued.
Dame Anna Lennox and John Murray of Broughtoun to John
Blain in Broughtoun of the lands of Gathous, Wilson Lochans
and the other Lochans, possessed by William Wallace, parish of
Girthon GD10/998
…Alexander Murray of Broughton to John Richison in Laganorie
of one third of the ploughland of Mcnaughtston, parish of
Girthon GD10/1013
In both examples the landowners, Dame Anna Lennox and John Murray in the first example, and
Alexander Murray, in the second, are the landowners of the Broughton (Murray) Estate or Cally,
as it is often referred. The tacks are issued to John Blain and to John Richison. Blain is a tenant
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in the farm named Broughton located close to Gatehouse, a village adjacent to the estate and
owned by the Murray family. The “in Broughton” phrasing notes this. In this tack, the tenant is
being offered the farms named Gathous, Wilson Lochans and the “other” Lochans, which was
formally leased to William Wallace. John Richison, in the second example, is the tenant “in”
Laganorie. In this tack, he is receiving only the ploughland of McNaughtston, a farm who is
leased to another tenant. In this example, a portion of another farm is being transferred from
one tenant to another (in this case to John Richison) for tillage. In both examples, the parish
name is given – Girthon.
The phrasings “of,” “in,” and “to” are significant in that it concretely established social
roles between landowner and tenant that remained as long as the tack or tacks were active.
The excerpt below is an example of a standard first portion of a tack. Issued in 1734, the
tack is two and a quarter pages in length and is signed by both tenants as well as Murray.
Att Cailie the Second day of Aprile One thousand seven hundred
and thirty four years It is aggreed and ended betwixt Alexander
Murray of Broughtoun heretable proprietor of the lands
underwritten with these pertinent on the one part and James
Bryce in Knockbreck and John Carson in Mark on the other in
(manner) and to the effect following That is to say the said
Alexander Murray for the tack duty underwritten and with and
under the Restrictions Limitations, and (‐‐‐) after specified Does
by those presents Sett and in tack and (‐‐‐) Sett to the said
James Bryce and John Carson conjointly and Securely (severely)
their heirs and executors (‐‐‐) All and haile his lands and parts of
Lennox Plunton and Corrawhite With houses bigings yeards
mosses moors meadows Tofts Crofts and haile parts (‐‐‐)
privileges and pertinents of the farms lying in the paroch of
Borg and the Stewartry of Kirkcudbright as the farms are
presently possessed of the said Alexander Murray…for the
space of Nynteen years from and after the term of Whitsunday
next to come which is hereby declared their entry thereto and
from thenceforth to be presently (possessed ‐‐‐) enjoyed
labored and occupied by the Said James Bryce and John Carson
and their foresaid (During) the haile years abovementioned
Which Tack With and under the punctual performance of the
conditions Underwritten the said Alexander Murray hereby
binds and obliges him and his heirs to (‐‐‐) to be a good valid
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and sufficient to the said James Bryce and John Carson and their
foresaids…

In this example, the landowner, Alexander Murray of Broughtoun, is setting (leasing) the farm of
Lennox Plunton and Corrawhite to two tenants, James Bryce and John Carson, both tenants at
other nearby farms. Joint tenancy was common prior to 1750, with it phasing out in favor of
single tenancy by 1775, with some exceptions. The farm is in the parish (paroch) of Borg or
Borgue and in the Stewarty or county of Kirkcudbright. The lease is for nineteen years beginning
after Whitsunday next 1734. Standard language includes the listing of all of the assets of the
farm: house, biggings (Scots: site of a house or building), yeards (yards) mosses, moors,
meadows, tofts (Scots: site of house or building), crofts (Scots: smallholding) and all (haille)
parts. The tenants are reminded that Murray "binds and obliges him and his heirs" to the tack
and tenants as long as they adhere to "punctual performance" of, for example, paying their rent
on time.
This introductory language concretizes the rental agreement between landowner and
tenant or tenants with time, length, and between whom. In the next section, the importance of
the phrase "binds and obliges" is discussed as are the general rights and responsibilities both
parties had to each other.

Rights and Responsibilities
Following the introducing the landowner, tenants, length of tack, and rent to be paid,
phrasing, which explicitly outlined how the landowner could use his property and the extent it
could be used. The phrasing “obliges and binds,” for example, was used to reference the
responsibilities landowner and tenant had to each other. These legal terms bound both parties
into agreement, and thus leases could be used in a court of law. This phrase is present in the
earliest tack, 1654, as well as the latest, 1836.
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In terms of what the two parties were obliged and bound to perform, the phrasing was
standard. The landowner, by Scots law, was required to pay certain fees and salaries to the
schoolmaster, the minister and fees to the Kirk (church) as well as other taxes and burdens. The
tenant, for example, often had to appear before the Baron Court and/or pay the court dues as
well as other fees stipulated in the tack. In the bundle GD10/1082, document 1, a tack issued in
1776, the tenants are required to pay the house and window tax as well as “…future
impositions….” On estates where arable land was dominant, tenants were required to have their
grains ground at the estate mill. These rights and responsibilities appeared consistently from
1650‐1850 in various forms. Below are examples across a range of years (1734, 1759, and 1828).
…pay and perform suits and services yearly conform to use and
want of the barony of Cailie and he shale bring all the grainable
grains which shale be produced on said lands seed horse corn
and malted barly (GD10/1052 1734)
… James Murray to pay land tax minister stipend school masters
salary kirk and manse stents and to give good and thankfull
service to all in the thirl and others who shall work their grain
(GD10/1225 1759)
…Proprietor to pay the land tax, ministers salary, schoolmasters
salary and all other public and parochial burdens except the
conversion money in lieu of statute labor and such others as are
or may be by law personal to the tenants (GD10/1103 3 1828)
All tacks required tenants to maintain the land and the buildings, and should the tack
not be renewed, all buildings were to be left in “reasonable good condition and repair” and
accepted as such when entering a tack. In some cases, the condition of the dwellings and
buildings were questionable, suggesting that tenants expected conditions to be poor, that new
tenants often dealt with such conditions, and that, though tenants made formal complaints
about conditions, these were often ignored or only partially approved. This is discussed in more
detail in the next chapter.
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Landowners also had rights and maintained the right to take key resources from the
land as in this example from the tacks of the Earl of Galloway:
…reserving always to the said trustees and earl and heirs all
growing wood and plantations on the lands hereby set, with
power to plant and enclose as much more as thereof as they
shall think proper, reserving also full power to search for and
work all mines metals minerals and quarries in and upon the
said lands with all the powers and liberties which may be
necessary in carrying on such operations and all game and fish,
hunting and fishing (GD138/3/7 1823)
At any point in time, landowners could use their land as they saw fit, regardless of the tenant's
use of the land. Though many landowners offered compensation when land was reclaimed for
purposes such as those above, tenants lost access to resources and were punished, often with a
fine, if they or their family did not adhere to the clause. Though similar phrases appeared in
early tack, pre 1750, a noticeable increase in this phrase occurs after 1800. Fourteen tacks
ranging from 1800 to 1878 include this phrase. As industrialization plays more of a role in
society, landowners utilize these types of resources. Timber is another such example that is
discussed in the next chapter.
Standard language and phrases such as the ones discussed in this section show that
tacks were used to disseminate common legal conditions of leasing farms but in more detail
than discussed in the first section. Whilst individual landowners prioritized some conditions
over others, generally, all tacks broadcast the same relationships between the parties

Lengths of Tacks
The discussion of the length of a tack is twofold. The main discussion is on the number
of years a tack was granted followed by a discussion on the increase in the number of pages of
tacks.
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The discussion concerning the number of years a tack is granted is rooted in the
argument that tacks increased in the number of years as Improvement spread across the region.
In other words, longer leases of nineteen years or more indicated an "improved" farm.
Increased interest in the benefits of improved agriculture were popular amongst landowners
and some tenants through publications and societies, most notably the Society for the
Encouragement of Agriculture within the Counties of Dumfries, Wigtown, and Kirkcudbright,
formed in 1776 (Cowan 1978:161). Consistency in the length of the tack had several key
benefits. Nineteen years or more supported agricultural changes, which required some time for
production to stabilize and yields to increase. New crop rotation practices took time to perfect.
New types and methods of fertilization took time to take effect. This length allowed tenants a
reasonable amount of time to perform the necessary terms to improve production whilst giving
tenants with renewed tacks the opportunity to increase it. Theoretically, a landowner could
expect a steady income via the payment of rent throughout the length of the tack with an
increase in those rents as farms became more productive. Tenants, theoretically, could expect
to be able to pay their rent.
Ian Whyte (1979:6), though, demonstrated that, in the 17th century, tacks were written
for periods of under nine years, 10 to 18 years, and 19 years. The earlier range of tack lengths
(under nine, 10 years, for example) could be attributed to several influences including national
instability (the Restoration in the1660s and the Act of Union in 1707), for Galloway, in particular,
local instability (the Covenanting Movement and the Killing Times, which devastated most of the
Galloway in the 1660s‐1690s), and the developing interest in overseas investment and the need
for capital culminating in the disastrous Darien Affair of 1699 (Whyte 1979:4).
The evidence for longer termed tacks prior to 1750 questions the logic that
Improvement brought about longer leases. However, whilst the overall consistency of the use of
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19 years could be attributed to the understanding that longer leases aided in a perceived
increase in production, the next chapter discusses problems with this argument as documents
show that despite a nineteen year lease, production and living conditions did not necessarily
improve.
As discussed above, the length of a tack was presented on the first page and in the first
portion of that page. Approximately 12% of the 250 tacks examined were illegible in the section
where the length would have been recorded and of this 12%, the majority was dated between
1700 and 1735. Seventy eight percent of the tacks had lengths clearly recorded. This length
ranged from 13 to 19 years, with 19 years being both the median and the average length from
1750 to 1850. Three tacks in succession written in 1698 and 1699 were for thirteen years
(GD10/997‐ 999). Two tacks, from 1725, had lengths of 7 years (GD10/1043 and GD10/1044).
Exceptions to a 19 year tack were evident in particular instances. In cases where a
relative inherited a tack following a family death, either the tack was extended or a new tack
issued. This was at the sole discretion of the landowner and not all families retained tacks after
death. The following two examples demonstrate tenants who will receive or did receive tacks in
cases of death. The first example outlines the succession of the tack in the case of the death of
the tenant's father, David Bell. The second example is that of a new tenants gaining a tack after
the death of an unrelated tenant.
Tack with David Bell and his second son William in High Creoch
equally between them and in case of the decease of the said
David Bell then the said William Bell himself and his heirs
successors excluding assignees or subtenants in whole or in part
all and whole the said land of High Creoch as formerly
possessed by David Bell and now by him and his said son in
Girthon 19 years (1775, 1777) (GD10/1079/13)

David Fisher (wright) in Clauchen of Anwoth 1769 19 years £7
sterling Merseltown Croft House and piece of land near the Kirk
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of Girthon (south of the Glebe) as lately possessed by Adam
Haining deceased (GD10/1079/53)

The example of David Bell is just one example demonstrating some stability in the
leasing of farms after death but there were only a few examples out of the 250 samples,
suggesting the possibility that these occurrences were uncommon. Whyte (1975:8) noted that
in the 17th century landowners of some estates, namely pastoral, would transfer a lease to a
son upon the death of his father regardless of experience or skill. Whilst this practice may have
carried over in the early 18th century, by the second half of the 18th century, the focus was on
having productive, improved tenants holding tacks.
Whilst the examples presented above are a part of the standard legal language of a tack,
a distinctive shift in the socio‐economic relationships between landowner and tenants and
between individual tenants is noted as Improvement takes on greater importance. Tacks begin
to reflect, in greater detail, the spread of improvement. From the early 1700s to approximately
1750, the numbers of pages of which a tack consisted ranged from 1 (1699 to 1715) to 2 or 3
(1720 to 1750). After 1750, a noticeable difference in the literal length of a tack is apparent.
Tacks from 1750 to about 1775 could contain 5 to as many as ten pages. However, after 1775,
tacks could total as many as fifteen pages in length (see Devine 1994:71 for similar lengths). My
findings follow his in that of this period tacks show a decrease in certain obligations, like rent
payment in kind, and an increase in the requirements concerning planting (Devine 1994:71).
Interestingly, though, I noted a decrease in the number of pages around 1850, where improved
agricultural strategies were now fully embraced by the tenants and including them in the tack
was unnecessary. However, new requirements and responsibilities did replace agricultural ones
but did not take as much space.
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Whilst tacks continue to use the same formulas that organize the relationships between
parties, as described above, new formulas are added, as in the case of the rights to take
resources from the leased land. The insertion of a new language that is designed to dictate
social behavior into tacks heralds the complete shift into Improvement. It is here where clearing
‐ as the physical removal of people off the landscape and as the ideological erasure of those
people from the mental landscapes ‐ takes a definitive shape.

Language of Shifting Socio‐Economic Relationships
In the first data section, I highlight the use of key words to establish social roles that
appeared in one hundred percent of the tacks examined. The words “of,” “in,” and “to”
established and maintained the social roles between parties. Whilst these words and other legal
formulas appear in later tacks (after 1750), other signifying language appears in which the socio‐
economic relationships between tenants become more acute. In other words, the general
legalities of a tack did not change but the detail, the terms of the lease to which tenants legally
had to adhere, changed dramatically. In the next sections, I considered this more deeply by
looking at possession and dispossession of tacks, the shifting economic landscape, and
improvement tacks.

Language of Possession and Dispossession
Language of possession and dispossession help reconstruct tenants' lives as their
situations changed and, perhaps more importantly, indicate the importance of having and
keeping a tack. Phrases as such as “presently possessed by,” “as formerly possessed by,” and
“last by” broadcast social and economic standing. A tenant with a lease was ensured some
security for as long as the tack was held and as long as he or she adhered to the terms of the
tack. A tenant without a lease had few lucrative options.
Consider this excerpt from a tack written in 1738:
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…the lands of Glengape and Fuffock, parish of Twynholm and
the Stewartry of Kirkcudbrightshire, formerly possessed by
William McKitrick (GD10/1065)

William McKitrick did not have his tack renewed. This gives some insight into the reality of non‐
renewed tacks. Such examples demonstrate that not all tenants had secure tenancy
throughout their lifetime. Many questions are left unanswered such as Why was the tack not
renewed to McKitrick? Was he granted a new tack on a different estate? What other
alternatives could contribute to his leaving?
Using these types of phrases, like "formerly possessed by," as analytical tools amplify
the changing socio‐economic experiences of tenants and bring up key questions concerning
what happened to tenants after a tack has expired. In 1738, the date the tack was issued, farm
amalgamation was still not widely practiced meaning that the number of opportunities to
obtain a tack on a small farm was more likely. However, between 1750 and 1800, farm
amalgamation increases, the number of farms to be set or rented, decreased, limiting
opportunities for tenants to acquire new tacks (see Devine 1994: 47; 67; 111‐112).
Whilst there is sufficient evidence to support longevity on a single farm, as in the case
of the Maxwell/Clark family in the farm of Drungans, there is equal evidence highlighting how
global capitalism and the accompanying socio‐economic changes affected tenants and there
families. From 1755, the Maxwell/Clark family retained possession of the farm of Drungans as
indicated by three consecutive tacks all leased for 19 years. These tacks have the standard
legal language as well as containing "improvement" clauses, which will be discussed in detail in
the upcoming sections. In short, these "improvement" clauses dictate how, when, and what to
plant as well as how to fertilize and where to build field walls (dykes). The details of these
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clauses increases from the first tack (1755). However, written on the 1796 tack is the notation
below, accompanied by a letter from Mary Maxwell, written in 1800:

Mary Maxwell relict of the deceased Joseph Clark in Drungans
and David Clark son of the deceased (Crossed out: it shall be in
the power of either to put an end to this tack at the end of the
first five years thereof giving twelve months intimation to the
other party of such this intention by a proper writing as (‐‐‐‐)).
My son who was joined with me in the tack as well as my other
son having both gone to North America I find myself rather
unable to continue it without executors all suited to my time of
life, and having laid out a good deal of money on the houses
over and above the allowance made me and also paid a good
deal on the making of the dikes and other improvements on the
farm I cannot afford to manage (‐‐‐) It without some equivalent
and in the hopes it would be agreeable to you I had entered into
a treaty with Robert McCartney in Auchenleck who offered me
£6 yearly with my house and yeards and the little field at the
back of my house with hay sufficient for fodder to my cow
besides paying my yearly rent during the currency of my lease
12 years of which is to [‐‐] after Whitsunday first as this [‐‐] will
bring and produce you sufficient attestations of his having a fair
and improveable character and having a good [‐‐] neighbor I
wish very much that you would permit me to deal with him or
that you would do so in preference to any other and therefore if
it should be more agreeable to you I shall [‐‐] you my leave and
remove at Whitsunday next from the whole premises without
warning excepting from the house with the little field and hay
aforesaid, you securing me [‐‐] that, and in £6 sterling [‐‐] for
and during the whole currency of my lease of the said farm of
Drungans and as it is of some importance to me to have a
speedy answer to this I will expect one betwixt and Saturday
first from you or your agreed agreeing to within the one or the
other of the foregoing alterations and which shall be binding on
me and with all due respect [‐‐] (letter signed by Mary Maxwell)
(GD10/1082/11)

In 1801, a subset is issued to Mary Maxwell for twelve years for the house, adjacent land for a
garden, and a field for £44 of rent. What is more important than her getting a subset (a
secondary lease on a leased farm) is her justification for asking for the subset: "having laid out a
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good deal of money on the houses over and above the allowance made me and also paid a good
deal on the making of the dikes and other improvements on the farm" indicating to the
landowner that not only did she adhere to the terms of the tack she inherited from her
husband, but she went beyond those terms demonstrating her commitment to being improved.
She also confirms McCartney's participation in improvement by describing him as having: "fair
and improveable character." Whilst participating in improvement is deemed invaluable for
getting and retaining a lease, the same practices have cost Mary Maxwell money and a lease on
the farm.
As mentioned above, global capitalism affected Mary Maxwell. With her sons in North
America, she is left as the sole tenant on the farm. As she writes in her letter, her age does not
allow her to be as productive without assistance. Though this dissertation does not attend to
emigration of people from Galloway, it is worth mentioning that, with fewer and fewer leases to
be obtained, tenants looked beyond the farm for opportunities. At the same time, with fewer
leases to be obtained but an increase in wage labor both in the local developing planned villages
and larger cities, many tenants turned to wage labor, including agricultural labor.

Possession and Socio‐Economic Power
The growing importance of the tenant in capitalist production in the latter half of the
18th century underscores that tack renewals were not based on past relationships or familial
loyalty but their ability to pay rent through the participation in Improvement. Enterprising
tenants had the opportunity to expand their tack holdings, and if success was demonstrated,
many tenants became the equivalent of managers, holding two or more tacks of different
farms. The example of the McKessock/Kissock family (Rerrick) best represents developing farm
amalgamation or consolidation, whereby small farms are joined to other farms creating one
large holding. Amalgamation essentially reduces the number of farms available for rent whilst
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creating powerful families who are holders of large tracts of land (see Devine 1994: 47,67; 111‐
112).
Thomas and John McKessock his eldest son for Culnaightoy
(Culnaightrie) and Blackford 1754, 19 years £42 (presently
possessed by Thomas McKessock and John Craith)
(GD10/1081/4)
John McKissock lands of Culnaughtry (Culnaightrie) and
Blackford as possessed by him and the land of Auchenleck as
formerly possessed by William Muirhead and now by him
McKissock 19 years 1773 £130 sterling in silver rent
GD10/1081/4)
Thomas McKissock in Dryburgh for and in the name of James
McKissock in Culnaughtry (Culnaightrie) all the lands of
Culnaughtree (Culnaightrie), Blackford, and Auchenleck as just
now possessed by John McKissock father to the said James
McKissock 1794 19 years £270 yearly rent GD10/1081/5)
The MacAdams are yet another example who amass four holdings
John MacAdam in Whinnyhill, 19 years, 1753, £11, presently
possessed by him
John MacAdam, part of Whinneyhill part of Disdow part of Hill
of Flillarg, 19 years, 1773, £60
John McAdam in Disdow and his sons William and Martin
McAdam the part of the lands of Disdow and Drumwall lying in
the parish of Girthon Lately possessed by Francis Barlo, all and
whole the lands of Whinnyhill and the part of Disdow and Hill of
Flillarg both now possessed by the said John McAdam …19
years for the parts possessed by Francis Barlo that part of
Disdow and Drumwall (1785)...12 years for the lands of Whinny
Hill and part of Disdow and Hill of Flillarg now possessed by
John McAdam (1785), from and after the term of Whitsunday
next (1792) £30 for the first part formerly possessed by Francis
Barlo, £60.14.4 for Whinnyhill, part of Disdow, Hill of Flillarg

The Halliday family, who across almost a century, hold the same farms (Glengap and
Fuffock/Tuffock) whilst increasing their holdings by one (Culcagrie), if not two farms
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(GD10/1065, GD10/1099). The Halliday name also appears as witnesses for other tenant's
tacks, indicating their status within the estate community.
In these examples, it is also important to note the rise in rents from one tack to the
next. The McKessock/McKissock holdings start at £42 in yearly rent in 1754 and as they
increase their holdings, rent rises to £130 in 1773 and then to £270 in 1794. Significant rises in
rent did not necessarily equate to the value of the farm, but what a landowner anticipated
after investing in Improvement. Improvement schemes, for example, gave landowners a
glimpse into the returns that could be made with investments in improvements ‐ the returns,
of course, were through rent increases (see Devine 1994:48‐49 for an example outside of
Galloway). However, tenants were left with extremely high rents at times of economic
downturn. The manner in which tenants handled these downturns, one, which occurred in
1772 and the other in the early 1780s, is discussed below.

Shifting Economic Landscape
In this section, I explore the developing role of cash within the socio‐economic
relationships between landowners and tenants. I discuss rent and the payment of rent as well
as how this shift demarcates the prominence of Improvement in tacks. The language of rent
and how it is paid is a marker of the acceptance of Improvement and ultimately of clearance as
cash payments increase over time.

Rent
Rents were due on Whitsunday and Martinmas, and the payment schedule was
uniformly phrased across the majority of tacks. Tenants entered into the lease on one of these
two days of the year ‐ Whitsunday being in the spring (May) and Martinmas in November. The
taking of the lease at Whitsunday meant a tenant could feasibly get enough fodder for the
upcoming winter, acquire fuel, and plant crops. Martinmas, as a point of entering or departure,
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left tenants with very little (Ross 1822 524). Laws as early as the 15th and 16th centuries held
these two dates as crucial points of removing and entering into tacks.
There were, however, notable changes in the use of words and phrasing over the course
of the two hundred year period. There was a distinct shift in the currency requested for rent. In
all of the tacks, a currency amount is given for the yearly rent tenants had to pay. However, the
shift in the form of currency is interesting. There were notations for “merks,” “merks Scots,”
“merks Scots money,” “silver money” “Scots pounds,” “pounds sterling,” and “pounds.” Tacks
written in 1702 and 1706 just prior to the Act of Union in 1707, for example, used the “merks
Scots money” notation (GD10/1010, GD10/1013). In 1738 another example reads:
30 pounds sterling money…3 pounds 11 shillings penalty each
term for terms not met GD10/1065
By 1750, “pounds” was the only currency used for rent. The standardization of currency
reflects the transformation of Scotland as a part of the United Kingdom. Currency now had more
exchange‐value beyond the estate indexing Scotland’s entrance into a global economy.
Landowner and tenant played an even greater role in developing capitalism.

Payment of Rents
Though the payments of rents were structured both when they were paid (Whitsunday
and Martinmas) and in what form (cash, kind or both), shifts in the way rent is paid do show up.
The earliest tacks follow a similar pattern in rent paid. A cash sum to be paid in equal
installments, a list of in‐kind rent, and services such as harrowing, harvesting, and cutting peat
were common. Cutting peat, for example, was a past requirement as evidenced in the tacks
issued in the 16th century for the Abbey Couper Angus (Rogers xix). Tacks written in the middle
18th century show a shift in these payments. Whilst a cash sum is required, landowners offer
optional payments of in‐kind and services or an equivalent cash value. Table 1 below highlights
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the progression of the payments of rent from all in‐kind to that of paying cash value for in good
instead of the in‐kind.
Table 1. Range of Rent Payments from 1725 to 1835 (continued on next page).
GD10
1043

Date
1725

Rent Money
Alexander Williamson
Knockbrex and Alexander
McNaught in Barniewater
[Barneywater], of the
lands of Knockbrex,
Barniewater and
Auchencloy, parish of
Girthon.15 pounds
sterling
Robert McBurnie
38pounds
John Richardson High
Ardwell Anwoth, 15 years
19 pounds sterling yearly

In Kind
to deliver yearly to him and them two good four year
old wedders and two ston good and sufficient butter
then wedders on the first day of may and the butter
on the first day of june beginning on the first years
payment of the weeders on the first day of may 1726
and of the butter on the first day of june to come and
so forth yearly thereafter during all the years of this
present tack.

1079/9

1752

1078/3

1753

1078/5

1756

John Cowan Gennoch
(Garrocher) Croft
1 pound sixteen shilling
rent yearly
James McMaster and
spouse – Elizabeth Carly,
10 pounds

Two good and sufficient hens and sex chickens

1078/8

1765

1079/53

1769

David Fisher wright in
Clauchen of Anwoth 7
pounds steling

To deliver to the house at cally two fat hens at
fasteven even and 6 good chickens in the month of
may or june yearly or pay 5shilling scots for each hen
and 2 shillings for each chicken

1079/64

1773

John McAdam ) part of
Whinny hill (whinniehill)
part of Disdow and part of
Hill of Flillarg, 60 pounds

To deliver 18 good chickens and to furnish the
proprietor ten well qualified persons to shear one day
both yearly at the usual and ordinary seasons the
shearers to be fed by the proprietor when at work or
in the option of the heretor to pay two p for each

One dozen chickens and two hens (added in margin)
Payed at the ordinary seasons: Two hens and a dozen
chickens

and likways to pay perform and deliver yearly to the
said David Maxwell and his foresaids in the ordinary
seasons during this tack one yoking of land twenty
lands of peats two days hay leading four days
shearing two day corn leading twelve chickens and
four hens all good and sufficient or in the option of
the said David Maxwell and his foresaids one shilling
and sixpence for the yoking of land three pence for
every load of peats eightpence a day for the hay
leading six pence a day for the shearing eight p a day
for the corn leading two pence for of the chickens
and four pence for each of the hens all sterling
money and to bring the whole corns that shall
happen to grow – to Skyeburn
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GD10

Date

Rent Money

In Kind
chicken and 6p for each days work or every shearer

1079/17

1775

John and Robert Bells of
Dalmalin and Little Barley
, 23 pounds

Bells shall deliver 6 fat hens and thirty sufficient loads
of good peats at the house of cally in the usual season
yearly, peats (casten and led) from any moss stated
by heretor within six miles of call and to furnish and
pay eight good shearers one day at the ordinary time
in option of heretor 6 p for each shearer and hen and
3 p for each load of peat

1079/49

1775

John Carnochan for
Largies 21 pounds sterling

Deliver four fat hens and 12 chickens with 20
sufficient loads of peats at the house of Cally in the
usual season yearly the peats to be casten and
brought from any moss the heretor shall appoint
within six miles of Cally and also to furnish him with
seven shearers for cut corm for one day in the
ordinary season yearly or in the option of the heretor
to pay him 6p for each hen, 2p for chicken 6p for each
shearer and 3p for each load of peats

1079/60

1775

Samuel Henry (Hendry) 7
pounds 7 shillings

Pay one hen and six chickens at the house of Cally at
the usual seasons yearly

1081/17

1778

William Kirkpatrick for
Nether Hazlefield £70
yearly rent

Deliver to Cally one stone of good butter
Kirkcudbright weight, 6 good hens, heretor option
8sh for butter and 6p for each hen yearly

1079/28

1779

One fat wedder or 5 shillings, four fat hens and two
dozen chickens at the ordinary season

1079/30

1791

1081/6

1794

Patirck Carnochan for
townhead of enrick 24
pounds
William and Martin
McAdam Townhead 55
pounds
Thomas McKissock in
Dryburgh for and in the
name of James McKissock
in Culnaughtree all the
lands of Culnaughtree,
Blackford, and
Auchenleck 270 pounds
yearly rent

1102/8

1835

William and James
McMonies at the Park of
Tongland £560

(cash only)

(cash only)

(cash only)

Of note are the examples from the 1770s in which pay in kind is still required but a cash amount
is an option. Some tenants are also required to do service to the estate as a part of the tack.
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Service was a form of rent. Examples GD1078/8, 1079/64, 1079/17, 1079/49 demonstrate
this.
By the end of the two hundred year period, rent was paid in cash, though a few
examples of in‐kind payments where tenants had specialty products like cheese or butter in high
demand do exist. Increases in rent throughout the 18th century were paramount for
landowners to keep up their estates or maintain “their station” or their social position. Cash rent
gave landowners the capital needed to invest overseas, such as Jamaica or other colonies as well
as make improvements on their estates and farms. Tenants generated cash through the sale of
their crops, cattle, and any other products they may be able to produce like cheese (a product
of Galloway in the 1800s). To make sure that farm products and other commercial goods were
not used up by the tenants (reflecting back to the right of the tenant to use spaces like woods,
wood pasture for subsistence), landowners recorded stipulations to the tack:
…shall not cut grass or dig more peats than sufficient for fuel for
family dwelling upon the said lands nor suffering other person
to do [‐‐‐] the same for turfs for fuel on any [‐‐‐]
whatsoever and that they shall be plough no fourth crop nor
pasture any cattle horses not sheeps or goats thereon except
what is neatly and [‐‐‐ ] their own (GD10/1065)

Rent use was varied. An increase in building across many estates begins to take off after
1750 and distinct changes from the Roy Military Maps to the First Edition Ordnance Survey
maps are depicted clearly. Between 1750 and 1850, a range of parks, kennels, dovecotes,
gardens, greenhouses, and orchards appear. This correlates to not only the advent of cash rents
but also a raise in rents, which increases significantly over the 18th century regardless of the
production of the farms and/or the value of the land.
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However, the failure of a tenant to pay rent had consequences for both parties. The
brief discussion above highlights a deeper discussion on the importance of rent for landowners
to pay the bills, discussed in more detail in Chapter Five. Tenants, on the other hand, also need
to pay and some rely on outside assistance. To offset the potential for loss, tenants often
engaged a cautioner, or a financial backer, to co‐sign the tack. In some instances, a cautioner
could be a family member, including a father, son, or brother who also has a tack on the same
estate:
William and Robert Carson sons of William Carson £240
Kirkcarsell, Drumbuie and Fellcroft of Barclay 19 years As now
possessed by their brother John Carson of Millthird William and
Robert Carson as principle and John Carson as cautioner
(GD10/1103)
William and Samuel Murphie Little Barley, Dalmulin, three fields
of the farm of Fleuching £130 William Murphie presently
residing at Little Barley, son of Samuel Murphie esquire of
Kirkbride and the said Samuel Murphie as cautioner for and
with William Murphie (GD10/1103 1835)
In the example below, John McMorran also seeks out a financial backer ‐ a Cautioner, John
Cannon ‐ who will step in should McMorran not be able to make rent. The second example is
that of the McKessock/Kissock family, mentioned earlier, who from 1754 to 1813 keeps several
properties under lease across several generations. The family also adds two farms to its
holdings. Also interesting is the increase in rent, which is both a reflection of the rise in
valuation over time but also the addition of new farms.
John McMorran Portioner of Auchnalany (Auchnabany) Lands of
Barclay presently possessed by John Culton and William Sloan
1779 19 years John McMorran as principle and John Cannon of
Barolochan as Cautioner 120 pounds sterling (GD10/1081/3)
Thomas and John McKessock his eldest son for Culnaightoy
(Culnaightrie?) and Blackfoord 1754 for 19 years 42 pounds
(presently possessed by Thomas McKessock and John Craith
GD10/1081/4)
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John McKissock lands of Culnaughtry and Blackford as
possessed by him and the land of Auchenleck as formerly
possessed by William Muirhead and now by him McKissock 19
years 1773(1775) 130 pounds sterling in silver rent
(GD10/1081/5)
Thomas McKissock in Dryburgh for and in the name of James
McKissock in Culnaughtry (tree) all the lands of Culnaughtree,
Blackford, and Auchenleck as just now possessed by John
McKissock father to the said James McKissock 1794 19 years
270 pounds yearly rent (GD10/1081/6)
Across all of the tacks examined, it is the language, which broadcasts crucial information
about the developing materiality of the landscape as well as the position of tenants on and in
that landscape. In the following sections, the way in which this familiar language and phrasing is
being used to concretize certain practices as a means to alter relationships between people and
things will be introduced. These sections directly support the subtle yet effective strategies of
physical and ideological erasure of the tenant and cottar population in Galloway.

Improvement Tacks ‐ Socio‐economic Coercion
One of the most important indices of change demonstrated within the written tack is
the regular appearance of words and phrases directly associated with Improvement such as
“said tenants will observe the following course of husbandry and management of the farm”
followed by language directing the tenant to perform particular practices. As improvement
practices appear with more regularity in tacks, the detail also increases. Tacks written between
1750 and 1800 show a greater range of variation in how improvements are to be carried out.
Some tacks use phrases that relay the importance of practicing good husbandry and
management with brief details of planting certain crops and/or fertilizing with lime or shells,
whilst other go into greater detail. The introduction of how to construct outbuildings and take
care of dwellings, when to lime the outside of the dwelling and when to paint the wood frames
on window are just some of the details that increasing show as the turn of the century
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approaches. Slating roofs and adding an addition storey to a dwelling were also hallmarks of
improved dwellings. Most pre‐improvement and early 18th century buildings were still thatched
roofs. Evidence of this appears in the Object Name Books.
As landowners begin experimenting with new plant species, trees for example, as
markers of wealth or where landowners begin investing in trees for timber, the detail in how
tenants must care for these is exceptional. For example, the planting and maintaining of Willow
Garden:
At their own expense to plant with proper sets all the vacant
spaces of Saugh or Willow Garden and to nurse the willows in a
proper manner so as to not to exhaust the Stoles and at no time
to weed or rut any of the willow for shoots or any other
purpose except in the proper season ‐ between the first of
November and the fifthteenth of January and it is hereby
declared that the premises shall be use as a saugh or willow
garden only and that non of the willows shall be cut downward
to the stole but shall but cut with a hook by pulling upwards so
as not to injure the wood or the stole, shall not cut any grass
within the said willow garden with a scythe but that may during
the pleasure of the trustees only cut grass therein with a
common shearing hook and no otherwise (GD10/1079/40 1802)

Though language describing certain practices appear in the earliest examples of tacks (Abbey of
Cupar Angus, for example), that outline how the tenant is to carry out the lease, it is details that
accompany the “improvement” tacks which are noteworthy.
The payment of rents and the physical requirements go hand‐in‐hand. Increased
production and physical alteration and maintenance of the farm and its buildings were
correlates to increased revenue and the ability to pay higher rents. The appearance and
disappearance of particular aspects of these terms indicates the shift from past socio‐economic
practices to those more akin to nascent capitalism.
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Moreover, the introduction of specific planting schedules for arable land, living and
working conditions, and the restructuring of the physical landscape to increase production
indicates the ushering in of Improvement ideals. In addition to schedules, fields are organized
and planned, usually referred to by a number (instead of place name, for example). Over the
two hundred year period, these terms clearly shifted and had far‐reaching effects across the
population of Galloway.

Disciplining Space and Behavior
The focus of tack terms in the latter half of the 18th century and those in the
19th century is on output and maintenance in which landowners encouraged certain
improvements to the farm and buildings. Better production and sound maintenance of buildings
meant higher rents and the terms of the tack clearly reflect the need to make those changes. In
1783, one landowner suggested that changes be made and to ensure the outcome, fronts
money to guarantee it:
…to encourage the said David Cooper to be the more
industrious in the improvement of the premises, [the earl ] will
pay 30 pounds for the improvement of the houses, also the
dykes and ditches (GD138/3/7 )
Tenant is to build a good and sufficient house with stone and
lime and at least thirty feet long and fourteen feet wide within
the walls and sixteen feet high in the side walls and put a good
slate roof thereupon and proper door and windows in such
house then and in that case the said John McCorkrie shall have
from 1767 to 1769 to complete the building GD10/1089
…and to build a good dwelling house on the land forty feet long
and sixteen feet wide within the walls and [ ] eight feet high in
the sidewalls with a Barn thirty feet long and sixteen feet side
within the walls and at least eight feet high on the side walls
both houses to be built with stone and line, properly roofed
with foreign timber and well slated … to be finished by the
tenant without any unnecessary delay GD10/1093
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A tenant in another example was allowed 105 pounds sterling out of the rent for
expenses. However, the tenant had to pay out of pocket for the construction of a stable and
byre “within the first ten years of the tack.” The tenant was also required to build “two hundred
and fifty [‐‐‐] of dykes six quarters high.” This tack is one of the only examples where the tenant
was given liberty to choose where the dykes were to be built. It was assumed that with changes
in buildings and fields, the tenant would generate income and be able to pay a higher rent.
One example demonstrates rent increase and the requirements ‐ in 1738 rent for
Glengap and Tuffock (or Fuffock) was 30 pounds sterling. In 1798, after considerable repair and
construction, the rent is set at £130. Another example from 1778 lists the set rent in 3‐year
increments for the first 6 years, then static for the remaining thirteen:
£40 a year the 3 first years
£42 a year the 3 next years
£45 a year the 13 last years (GD46/2/11/ 00004)

Table 2. Tack details concerning construction. These details signify the insertion of language
and terms, which regulate space and behavior (continued on next page).
GD10 Date
1081/22 1757

1081/5 1775

Construction and Maintenance Terms
Shall build a sufficient dwelling house and barn … of the dimensions following to witt
the dwelling house 40 feet long and 15 ft wide within the wall and 8 ft high in the side
walls properly (fitted) with glass windows and to divide the same into three rooms and
over them over head and to timber and thatch the house and to make the barn 45 ft
long and 15 ft wide within the walls and the same height with the dwelling house
sufficient in all its parts and to point the walls of both houses with lime without and
within for all which upon a proper certificate of their being well executed
A barn sixty feet long 18 feet wide within the walls and 8 feet high in the side walls
and cover the same with Lady Slate and cause build the whole walls with stone and
lime, A fire house 32 feet in length 14 feet wide within the walls and 7 feet high in the
side walls the said walls to be also built with stone and lime and both house well filled
up with doors and other things necessary to make them fully sufficient for the
purposes of a tenant
A stable 24 feet in length 16 feet wide within the walls and 7 feet high in the side walls
the doors and corners of which house to be built with stone and lime and the other
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1082/7 1786/1788Tenant to build a barn not under 30 feet long and 14 feet wide within the walls and 7
and a half feet high in the side walls with an addition to the dwelling house at
Kirkconnell not less than 15 feet long and the same width and height of the present
dwelling house in that farm
Also to build a stable in Kirkconnell not under 15 ft in length 15 feet wide within the
walls and 7 ft high in the side walls, the timber of all which houses to be of oak or ash
and the walls of the barn and addition to the dwelling house to be built with lime but
as to the stable the tenant only bound to have the corners and door cheeks done with
lime
1081/16 1796
Will lead or carry the whole slates and timber for the barn to be build as aforesaid
from the port or landing place at Gatehouse of Fleet to the place where the barn is to
be built, and to lead or carry the wood which the proprietor has agreed to give from
some of this plantations or woods and for repairing the byre, and the lime for painting
and pinning the walls from the said port or landing place to the byre itself
1081

1797

Tenant will make and build suitable inclosures not less than 500 raods of five quarter
dike of proper and sufficient dimensions – twenty feet to each rod and to plant not
less than 600 ash trees in such part of the lands hereby set, and to nurse and take care
of the these trees all at the expense of them for which they will receive an allowance
or deduction Tenants shall build a sufficient dwelling house proper and fit for the
farm, the walls of the house are to be built with stone and lime the timber to be
foreign timber and the roof to be covered with slate

1102/8 1835

To whitewash with hot lime the whole of the outsides of the houses and offices on
both farms To paint the doors and windows with oil paint on both farms at least every
At least once every 3 years to paint the doors and windows and all the wood work in
the dwelling house and all the gates and once every year to whitewash the dwelling
house and the buildings on the land Keep all the ditches and drains and water courses
free from obstruction and in good working order Neglecting these, the proprietor will
hire workmen at the expense of the tenant

1102/111861

One of the most important aspects of the examples in Table # is the specifics of
construction by which the tenant must adhere. Here, in these examples, we find not only
explicit dimensions of dwellings and barns but also the materials, which must be used. In
example 1082/7, the tenant must use oak or ash and in example 1081, the tenant must use
"foreign timber." The tenant in example 1102/8 is required to keep his property clean by
painting the doors and windows on a distinct set schedule. These types of requirements
superseded knowledge the tenant may possess about the condition of his dwelling and the
material with which is was built.
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Penalties
Penalty clauses appeared in varying forms in all of the tacks examined. Whilst penalty
clauses concerning a failure to pay were standard in tacks, the appearance of certain clauses,
discussed below, was unique to tacks found after 1750.
For past rents, penalties were based on a percentage of the rent due or should the
tenant fail to pay by the third term the tack would be considered null and void. Failure to pay
rent and the penalties lodged were consistent in each tack examined.
However, penalties for failure to not plant or over plant, not lime (fertilize), or to allow
another tenant to cut peat in areas that were off limits were not found in tacks prior to 1750 but
appear in the later years. These penalties were usually significantly less ranging from 3 pence as
well as 5 shillings to 40 shillings: "40 shillings penalty per acre for every acre not covered in shell
(lime) (GD10/1078/42 1776). Penalties were also assessed for allowing cattle to eat "young
timber" in woods with a penalty of 5 pounds for every instance (GD10/1078 1751).
Penalties were found for instances where crops were not planted or improperly planted.
These tenants were charged £3 per acre “…over tillage or over cropping and for every acre not
sown with grass seeds aforementioned in additional rent…” (GD10/1081/24 1802). This amount
was found in several tacks in this particular bundle from the Parish of Rerick or Rerrick.
Amounts also ranged higher with several examples at £5 and £8 in additional rent for failure to
comply (GD10/1081 23 ‐ 1779, GD10/1081/17 – 1778).
The importance of penalty clauses of this nature is two fold. The use of coercion ‐ the
threat of a penalty for not adhering to certain terms of the tack ‐ is a crucial shift in the
relationship between landowner and tenant. Where failure to pay rent was standard, the threat
of penalty beyond such a standard indicates an overall shift in relationship. Now, tenants are
faced with more choices and subsequent results based on those choices. The second is the use
of cash money to prompt adherence to the terms of the tack. As cash becomes more and more
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crucial in the economy, penalties, which involved paying additional money on top of rent, were
strong impetuses for tenants to stick to the terms of the tack. For tenants who were already
struggling, cash penalties meant less in the pocket, but also that the likelihood that a lease may
not be renewed. The threat of penalty, then, changed how tenants related to the tack, to the
landowner, and to his farm thus altered his behavior.
The most compelling changes are seen in “Improvement” tacks, those that use explicit
language which disciplines tenant's spaces and behaviors. These tacks are detailed lists of
physical changes to be carried out on the farm and reflect the agricultural trends espoused by
Improvement thinkers. Though there is evidence of earlier tacks setting terms for crop rotation,
for example, the tacks, which appear after 1750 and more so after 1775 are distinct in their
detail. Though the phrasing may be different from tack to tack, the planting terms of the tacks
are consistent as are construction of dwellings, stables, byres, and dykes across the land.
…Said tenants will observe the following course of husbandry
and management of the farm – break up any land from ley or
grass without first liming the same same at the rate of fifty
Carlisle bushels of [unslacked] lime, or shelling the same at the
rate of twenty tons of good sea shells to each acre, they shall
not have more than 8 acres of the arable land in crop in any one
year, and shall not take more than three successive crops from
any part of the premises unless in the 3rd year the same is in
turnip, potato, peases (peas) or other enriching green crop, in
which case a barley or bear crop may be taken the fourth year
but the ground for the last crop whether in the third or fourth
year shall be properly prepared and sown out with rye grass and
clover seeds at the rate of not less than one Winchester bushel
of good rye grass seed and twelve pounds weight of good red
and white clover seeds in proper proportions to each acre which
land so to be sown and with grass seeds shall be [‐‐‐] in Autumn
and spring thereafter which one crop of hay yearly may be
taken for two years and no more and then the lands shall rest in
grass and be pastures till it is again broken up for tillage in the
regular rotation of cropping the farm; the tillage crops shall be
as contiguous as possible and they shall go regularly over the
farm in cropping the same always breaking up the oldest grass
lands first and not returning for a second or any subsequent
crop till all the arable land is gone over. Which course of
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husbandry and management shall be constantly observed
throughout all the year of this lease and in case the tenant or
his foresaids shall depart from these regulations they shall be
bound to pay to the said trustees at the rate of 3 pounds yearly
of additional rent for every are of over tillage and over cropping
and for every acre not sown our with grass seeds as aforesaid or
othersie manage contrary to the regulations before prescribed
Shall consume the whole fodder produced on the premises
hereby set on,the presmises themselves, and use the dung or
manure arising there from for the improvement thereof.
(GD10/1089)

This example, as well as others presented further in this chapter, highlights the distinct
control utilized over where and when planting will take place. This act of controlling both the
space and the behavior dismisses the tenants’ knowledge of the landscape/field by replacing it
with knowledge gleaned outside of the region. The planning of farms and estates, as opposed
to the organic planting of crops, points directly to a more scientific, calculated process of
production. In essence, production needs migrated beyond the immediate community to a
wider one that had governed the behaviors of agriculture prior to this period. Table 3, below,
has 3 examples explicitly dictating tillage practices.

Table 3. Excerpts from tacks describing tillage on specific fields. The numbers of fields were
designated on estate plans used to organize the farmsteads and fields during Improvement
(continued on next page).
GD10
1102/ 9

Date Field Organization Terms
1840 Tillage is restricted to the 5 fields or inclosures on the west side of the farm marked
nos 1, 2, 8, 9, 10 on the plan of the farm and each of these fields to be cultivated and
cropt in the manner aftermentioned – first a crop of oats, second a green crop half
turnips and half potatoes, pease or beans regularly drilled and manured with all the
dung made and collected on the farm yearly and horse and hand hoed and kept free of
weeds, thereafter a white crop along with which the tenant shall sow out the land with
the best clover and perennial rye grass seeds at the rate of not less than one bushel of
rye grass seeds, six pounds of red clover seed, and two pounds of white clover seed to
each acre, from which one crop of hay may be taken and no more, and then the land
so cultivated and cropt to be used for pasturage
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1103/25

1102/ 10

1840 The field marked no 13 on the plan to have one course of cropping then green crop
(grain) to be eaten off with sheep [‐‐‐] and sown out And not to be broken up again
during the lease
All the lands lying west of Kirkburn (with the above exception) are to remain in
permanent pasture The tillage of the farm to be restricted to fields No. 2, 3, 5, 14 and
15 in the plan and all the hall straw turnips and other fodder to be eaten on the farm
and the manure made there from to be applied to the green crop yearly
1842 For fields numbered 15, 16, and 14 of the plan of the farm which lye high and are not
of easy access it is hereby stipulated and agreed that when these fields shall have
been well cleaned measured and sown down the tenant shall not be bound to break
them up in the regular course of rotation along with the other low lying portions of the
farm The whole arable land shall be alternated in white and green crop, two white
crops in immediate sucession not being permitted except in fields 14, 15, 16 when
they have lain an unusually long period in grass and then my take two white crops to
prepare them for green crop Fields 9, 17, 18 shall not be broken up and left in
pasturage for the currency of the lease and left in the same condition at the end of the
lease

Tillage was not the only venue landowners used to control tenant behavior. Specific
house construction – the dimensions and the appearance become a means of monitoring and
disciplining behavior – in essence, forcing the tenant to keep the dwelling looking like others and
in a condition that was supported by improvement literature. The building of roads, though this
did not always fall to the tenant, as well as the maintenance of dykes and drainage, in effect,
force the tenant into adhering to a new social/moral order – dictated by outsiders. The
forbidding of subtenants not only restricts the ability of the tenant to help pay rent but also
decreases the availability of consistent work on the farm. It also suggests that the use
agricultural laborers, who are paid, has been established (GD10/1103 1 1810). Consideration for
how these new laborers were paid adds a crucial dimension to how a tenant would approach
farm production.
The following examples demonstrate a specific shift in the requirement of tenants as to
upkeep of their dwelling as well as how that dwelling should be laid out, what should be inside,
and that it should be insured (post 1800). In 1775, the first reference to a "firehouse" appears,
indicating the shift from a central hearth to a more formal fireplace (see Dalglish 2003 for a
detailed discussion of the role of the central hearth). In 1811, a lease indicates that the tenant
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may add "a second storey or a kitchen butt" behind the house taking the cooking area out of the
main living quarters (GD10/1081 2). Both alterations of the dwelling create a change within
family dynamics. There was also evidence of work done to repair or improve particular aspects
of their dwellings ‐ several examples sought the sealing of the inside walls to prevent leaking
and dampness because of their children's health. By adhering to these terms, tenants were
improving their living situations, which were believed to improve their production and moral
character.
The table below, Table 4 offers specific examples pertaining to "firehouses" and the
requirement of taking out insurance. "Firehouses" were houses with proper fireplaces meaning
that landowners were now making conscious decisions to require tenants to abandon central
hearths or makeshift hearths that were not built into the outside walls. Dalglish (2007)
considers this in his research on the Mull of Kintyre. The roll of the central hearth was
paramount in the daily lives of tenants in the home. The shift from the central hearth along
with adding internal divisions to dwellings was significant. Both of these improvement
strategies permanently altered familial interactions in private space thus changing their
behavior. The examples from the table indicate that the inclusion of a "firehouse" becomes
important in the 1770s. No tacks prior to these contained references to a "firehouse" or hearth
at all. By the 19th century, insurance on the dwelling was required.
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Table 4. Firehouses and Insurance (continued on next page).
GD10
1081/5

Date
1773

Tenant, Farm, and Rent
John McKissock lands of
Culnaughtry and Blackford as
possessed by him and the land of
Auchenleck as formerly possessed
by William Muirhead and now by
him McKissock 19 years £130
sterling in silver rent
Thomas Livingston 19 years for
the lands of Laghead £21 sterling
rent

1079/44

1775

1079/44

1775

John Carnochan 19 years £21
sterling

1082/7, 8

1786

1102/1

(1805‐
1860)

James Gordon tenant in
Kirkconneel Nether Lairdmanoch
19 years £70 first three years and
£73 10s the remainder of the tack
William Murray in Sorbie Parks for
Lennox Plunton (Borgue) presently
possessed by James McTaggert 21
years £350

1102/2

1811

John Wallace Low Clauchan, 4
properties
£315, £105, £3.6,
total £423.6

Notation – Mr. Murray will begin to build the
offices as soon after the commencement of
the [‐‐‐] as possible to get the finished in the
course of that and the [‐‐‐] Mr. Wallace to
insure the houses
dwelling house raised another storey or a
kitchen butt behind

1102/11

1860

Alexander Campbell Meilkewood
19 years £365

And to pay at Martinmas with his rent one
half of the requisite money advanced by the
proprietor for insuring the dwelling house
and office against fire, the sum so insured or
whatever par to thereof may at any time be
claimable and received from the insurance
company shall be applied towards the
repairing or rebuilding of the house and
other burnt down or damaged – Murray is
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Insurance and Firehouse Terms
A fire house 32 feet in length 14 feet wide
within the walls and 7 feet high in the side
walls the said walls to be also built with
stone and lime and both house well filled up
with doors and other things necessary to
make them fully sufficient for the purposes
of a tenant
Build and make a good onset of houses on
the farm particularly a sufficient fire house
and barn both of them 30 feet long, 14 feet
wide within the walls and seven feet high in
the side walls,
Repair and put all the houses necessary for
the tarm in good condition the door cheeks
windows and corners of the fire house and
barn to be built with stone and lime and the
rest with stone and mortar only
minutes between Murray and James Gordon
for Nether Lairdmanoch 19 years 1788
for an addition to the fire house
To insure the houses to be built upon the
farm to the extent at least of £1200
To report discharges of the payment of the
premium regularly and upon his failure? To
do so and in the even to the houses being
burnt, to be liable for all the loss and
damage arising there from

bound to disperse what further sum may be
necessary to put the house and others into
the same condition
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Discussion: Tacks as Metaphysical Representations of Power
The anticipated outcome of the research was that as Improvement became widespread,
a change in language of the tack would initiate a change on/in the landscape. Ultimately, these
changes contributed to the process of clearing, and the subsequent erasure of those who were
cleared. Overall, I found the change in language, specifically the detail, held true in nearly one
hundred percent of the tacks written from 1800 to 1850, with the most variation found between
1750 and 1800 as land owners, factors, and tenants navigated through the new ideological,
technical, and social tenets of "Improvement" and capitalism. These changes were
demonstrated in the developing detail of the requirements placed on tenants, the form in which
rent was to be paid, and the shifting responsibilities, for example, constructing dwellings with
more formal fireplaces as opposed to central hearths, and the dimensions and materials in
constructing buildings.
Written tacks are a key source of material culture which when utilized aids in fleshing
out an understanding, even if just partially, of the tenant experience during this time. These
documents are informants about how power was delineated across the rural landscape in
Galloway. In other words, analyses of written tacks emphasize how space was redefined and
reorganized, how tenants behaved towards the land, her/his contemporaries, family, and the
greater community. In conjunction with a range of other contemporary sources, written tacks
can serve as a crucial starting point in the development of solid research aimed at
reconstructing changes with the tenant classes in the lowlands of Scotland. In depth regional
focus helps counter the over generalized dichotomy of cleared and improved that has
dominated Scottish history.
My argument, that clearing and improvement should be considered one process, is best
understood through the examination of the detail of written tacks because these documents
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index a shift in social relations to/with people and things. Underlying this is what Mill posited as
utilitarianism or work toward “social improvement,” the betterment of society as a whole which
would reflect back upon itself; a change in one area would mean a change in all others (Tarlow
2007: 23). Written tacks were one conduit of spreading change across society. The writing down
of these limitations was the first step in severing tenants’ long‐ standing access to key
sustenance sources (Tarlow 2007:47; Smout 1999:221). Despite this, clearance remained
invisible in written tacks whilst Improvements became fossilized and engrained in the historical
psyche. Through Improvement, then, clearing took place underscoring the notion that written
tacks were indeed product of, and precedents for a particular human action; Clearing was not
always an intentional process but it did happen.

Conclusion
Texts assist in the exploitation and domination of specific groups of people, usually the
disenfranchised, by writing them out of the story or off the land. Though one focus of historical
archaeology is to seek out the “voiceless” population, they often remain difficult to find
(Moreland 2001:105). By changing focus from simply finding these populations to critically
analyzing strategies or tactics that can be used to erase specific populations such as tenant and
cottar, for example, become less elusive.
Critical analyses of the textual evidence produced in Galloway during the 18th and 19th
centuries is a first step in the establishment of the relationship between improvement practices
and physical and ideological clearing of the tenant and cottar classes. Research of this nature
also builds a tangible database of the changes in the production of material culture, or what
Johnson (1996) calls the “re‐ordering” of material culture reflective of the changes in social
relations. Teasing out the range of strategies and tactics identified as improvement but that
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resulted in people losing their tacks or having to move away from their homes will develop an
understanding of the extent to which clearing and improvement are a unified process carried
out under the same label.
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CHAPTER 5

IMPROVING, CAPITALIZING ON, AND RESISTING IMPROVEMENT

To the Farmers of Wigtownshire.
B‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐, 4th December, 1823,
Gentlemen ‐ I have now possessed a land estate amongst you for fifteen years, and have
therefore had time and opportunity to form opinions respecting the natural qualifications of the
country and our common interests in agricultural management. These opinions, indeed, may be
erroneous, and if that should be the case, there are men amongst you who will have sagacity
enough to detect the errors. On the other hand, if the opinions I am about to express are
correct, their truth and justice will ere long be appreciated.
I am persuaded that, if sensible individuals amongst you were frequently traveling over
the United Kingdom as I am, you would speedily adopt the opinion, which I entertain, namely,
that the soil of fo the County of Wigtown is not naturally adapted for tillage: or, at least, that it is
much better fitted by nature for pasture. It is in general too shallow to afford heavy
remunerating crops. I have learned all the arguments in fashion during the tillage mania, about
the kindliness of our soil, and its fitness for aration, notwithstanding the frequent interruptions
to the plough, by rocks and other impediments. These arguments, however, are against reason
and the obvious conclusions of common sense, and were dictated rather by our wishes than the
convictions of our minds. On the other hand, the fitness of our country for pasture, seems to be
just as obvious as the unfitness for tillage, and this first impression is confirmed by the history of
the natural products of our soil. Galloway still is famous for an excellent breed of cattle
peculiarly its own; and it was equally famous in former times for a peculiar breed of horses and
sheep; also remarkable for their excellence. Galloway then has always been famous for the
goodness of pasture and their products.
The old system adopted by our forefathers, of limiting the tillage merely to what was
requisite for the supply of the tenant's family, and keeping all the rest of the lands in pasture for
our native cattle, was essentially good. It only required amendment, not alteration; and if, on
the occurrence of the great spirit of improvement twenty‐five years ago, some wise
landholder, or sagacious farmer had recommended this course with adequate strength of
reasoning, he would have rendered a lasting benefit to our district.
Since the fall of price in 1815, proprietors in this country have, in general, allowed their
tenants to possess upon the old tillage leases, taking from them only as much as they could pay.
This method, though adopted with the best and most lenient intentions, necessarily has the
effect of bringing the tenants' means into a state of gradual consumption and decay, so that at
the end of some years, he either has been or will be turned out in a state of destitution. Thus a
great many lands have been thrown out of occupation, and what may be called the grass park
system, has crept in by mere necessity, upon the ruin of the [‐‐‐] and bank paper system. It is
this grazing, or grass park system, which I now wish not to alter but to amend.
At present, it involves so many chances as to be little better than gaming; and when a
man's affairs have been injured as our's have been by the fall of price, all will allow that to go to
the gaming table, is not a very hopeful way of retrieving them. The reason why the grass park
system resolves into gaming, may be gather from the following circumstances. A man takes first
the chance of the market for the purchase of a grazing stock; ‐he then takes the chance of a
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grass roup for land, where whisky, noise, and accident, have as large a share in ruling prices, as
sound judgment. Then he takes the chance of the selling market to get quit of his stock; and
lastly, he in many instances takes the chance of the drover's bill for the price. Here are four
chances nearly equivalent to four throws of the dice at the gaming table. Now, is is reasonable
to expect that a man should win four times successively; or that, even if fortunate upon such a
system for one year, he should continue to be so for the second or third?
I am persuaded that no more argument is necessary to shew that the grass park system
is precarious, improvident, and radically bad. It brings with it also evils of the greatest
magnitude, affecting the happiness, comfort, and respectability of yourselves and your families.
You are kept for ever in motion and absent from your homes, riding from one market to
another. You are exposed to unavoidable expense, and are insensibly led into drink, company,
the love of a changeful life, and habits every way inconsistent with your real welfare.
The amended system, which I would propose, is as follows: ‐Take leases of moderate
duration, the times being still unsettled. Let your farms comprehend from 100 to 200 acres of
land deemed arable. The extent of farms ought to be governed by the amount of capital, which
you have to manage them; and the farming capital of the county having been much reduced, I
should conceive the extent I have mentioned, to be in general suited to your remaining capital
and means. The rent should be fixed in grain, convertible into money at the fiar prices of the
next preceding year, which clears the amount of the landowner's claim in proper time, and
leaves no room for cavil upon that head. The management of your farms should be as follows: ‐
1. A good field of about 15 acres, situated conveniently as respect the house, should be allotted
for tillage, chiefly for the supply of your family. This field should be divided with hurdles into
five equal inclosures of three acres each. Two of these inclosures should be annually in white
crop; one in green crop; one in hay; and one in pasture. In short, the field should be managed
according to a five shift rotation.
2. You should exercise your judgment in selecting the portion of your farm best fitted for either
meadow or upland hay and the full produce should be obtained by draining and topdressing.
3. The whole of the remainder of the farm should be in pasture, from which the stone should be
clodded, so far as needful., and the lands annually improved by top‐dressing, scattering the
dung‐cakes, brush‐harrowing, clearing out the drains, cutting the weeds in proper season, &c.,
&c.
4. Your stock should be chiefly what is called a breeding stock, consisting on good lands of one
fourth cows, one fourth stirks, one fourth two‐year‐olds, and one fourth three‐year‐olds. In the
first case, the three‐year‐olds only should be sold, and in the second, the two‐year‐olds. If you
cannot at once relinquish cattle jobbing, you might have, besides, a small floating stock, such as
your own judgment might select in the market.
According to this management system, you would make a moderate outlay or
investment of capital, and would have cheap, abundant, commodious supplies for your family
and stock. You would have a certain return from your breeding stock, and then change of
return according to your skill and judgment from the floating stock. Your cattle would be always
in good condition, and your land annually improving. The rent would give you no uneasiness, as
it would rise and fall with prices. You would run little or no risk, the most prudent man would
keep the largest breeding stock, and the smallest floating stock; and finally you would be
withdrawn from markets, company, expense, and drink. Thus is you are wise, you may live with
little trouble, certain profit, and much ease, in the midst of your families
I remain your sincere friend,
B.
(GD99/228/22/1 italics original)
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Introduction
In December 1823, the above letter appeared in the local Wigtownshire newspaper (get
correct name ‐ Wigtownshire Courier) anonymously signed "B" that suggests, in detail, an
amendment to the long‐standing process of tillage, which he refers to as "tillage mania." The
author brings up some crucial points throughout the letter: the lightness and thinness of the soil
as a hindrance to the successful production of fodder for cattle, sheep, and the markets, but
also the strong qualities of the landscape for grazing in the region. In his proposed and amended
system, he suggests a plan, which to some extent, challenges the established and accepted
process of tillage, which appears in almost every written lease throughout the 18th and early
19th century as the dominant agricultural improvement.
The letter also suggests improvements. Some, to the tenant, are sound ‐ "take leases of
moderate duration, the times still being unsettled," "the extent of farms ought to be governed
by the amount of capital which you have to manage them," and "let your farms comprehend
from 100 to 200 acres of land deemed arable." Other suggestions are directed at landowners
and tenants: "the rent should be fixed in grain, convertible into money at the fiar (fa person who
owes a fee) prices of the next preceding year, which clears the amount of the landowner's claim
in proper time, and leaves no room for cavil upon that head." Finally, he outlines a new process
of farming with cattle as the focus includes having a field located nearby the dwelling, which is
used for the needs of the family. Though this field follows the usual five‐crop rotation formula, it
is smaller in size (15 acres) and is internally divided to accommodate the five‐crop rotation.
Many of the other suggestions do fall in line with the standard system ‐ cleaning drains,
fertilizing to improve grass production, cutting the weeds ‐ but many of the decisions that had
been previously outlined in written leases as requirements are left to the discretion of the
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tenant in this amended system: "You should exercise your judgment in selecting the portion of
the farm best fitted for either meadow or upland hay...."
Vans Agnew's letter is interesting in several ways. The first is the date of the letter ‐
1823 ‐ towards the end of improvement for Galloway and following a severe drop in prices for
grain following the Napoleonic Wars. As discussed in an earlier, Scotland, and Galloway in
particular, experienced large increases in prices during the wars, leading to many years of
successes for tenant and landowner. The end of the wars, however, created a decrease in
demand for large stores of grain in particular, ultimately decreasing prices rapidly which placed
a strain on the rural population. Where grain production was already a difficult project in
Wigtown, according to Vans Agnew, a change in agricultural focus would increase profits and
keep the tenant from participating in destructive behavior.
The second is that the author, John Vans Agnew, was one of the more powerful and
larger landowners in the region ‐ Vans Agnew of Sheuchan and Barnbarroch, Wigtonshire, with
holdings across most of the western parishes. Agnew was heavily involved in the state of
agriculture in Wigtownshire as well as in the state of entail for Scottish landowners. Entail, as
discussed earlier, was the law by which an estate had limitations placed on it, namely that it is
passed on to a set inheritor (like the first born son), that it could not be sold, and was limited in
what the current heritor could do with the property. This left many landowners without the
means to generate capital. For land rich, capital poor families, entail presented huge barriers
where capital/cash was concerned.
Finally, whilst Vans Agnew suggests that tenants should be allowed to make judgment
calls about their fields, the suggested amendments were generated from a position of power,
stability and security. His intentions demonstrate concern for the tenant and his/her ability to
produce goods and make money whilst also holding a social, moral, and economic upper hand.
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The matrix of Improvement ‐ economic, social, and moral changes ‐ is embodied in his
statements:
...the most prudent man would keep the largest breeding stock,
and the smallest floating stock; and finally, you would be
withdrawn from the markets, company, expense, and drink.
Thus, if you are wise, you may live with little trouble, certain
profit, and much ease in the midst of your family.
I begin the chapter with this letter as a means to introduce the range of legal and social
pressures placed on tenants to participate and their resultant experiences of participating in
Improvement. Whilst Chapter 4 focused on the written tack as a tool to disseminate
Improvement in order to achieve social and economic change (clearing), the documents
discussed in this section highlight the results of that dissemination.

Methods
During my research, I stuck closely to my methodology and examined estate papers,
court documentation, newspaper advertisements, and tax lists, including horse, window,
carriage and cart taxes. Two concerns arose. One was the accuracy of the data and the second
was the immense number of documents available within some of the categories. These two
concerns meant making some critical decisions as to the depth of analysis.
Data from the tax documentation was reconsidered after consultation with an archivist.
Most tax early documentation was inaccurate, with reporting being altered or not recorded,
usually due to the influence of a landowner. This tax documentation only revealed what
landowners, at that time, wanted government to see. However, certain trends did appear.
Certain parishes had more carts (usually 2 wheeled carts used for work) than other parishes. For
example, in 1785, Girthon Parish only had 1 cart taxed whilst Troqueer Parish had 15. However,
based on the written leases and other documents which correspond to the same time, the
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amount of work which demanded the use of small carts was much greater than what 1 cart
would handle. This supports the validity of the tax collector's information thus supporting the
potential for inaccurate recording at the very least.
I also set out to examine the Kirkcudbright and Wigtown Sheriff Court records, but there
were approximately 630 individual holdings available for examination for Kirkcudbright including
the Diet Books (SC16/2/1‐30), Registers of Protests (SC16/60/1‐33 and 16/61), Decree and
Extract Decree Books (SC16/7/1‐11), Processes (SC16/10/various selections), Register of
Sequestrations (SC16/14), and numerous other documents concerning poinding and sales, and
warrants for a variety of offenses. I arbitrarily chose to look at Diet Books and registers of
Protest for Kirkcudbright and the Register of Sequestrations (bankruptcy) for Wigtown, which
included the sequestering case against Gilbert McClymont (SC19) discussed later in this chapter.
Three sets of documents were examined. These were factor's accounts, newspaper
advertisements, and court documentation consisting of the Diet Books and Register of Protest
for Kirkcudbright and the Register of Sequestrations for Wigtown. Each set is discussed
described below, in this order, followed by a detailed discussion of specific examples.
Whilst most of what was examined were factors' accounts, which ranged from estate
ledgers, valuation lists, rent rolls, depositions, renunciations (an admittance of not being able to
keep the farm, usually due to the inability to pay rent), requests from tenants, the bundles also
contained letters written by landowners concerning issues of the day and notes on taxes, entail,
and agricultural processes, of which some were published in newspaper or more formal media.
The majority of this material had bearing on the lives of tenants, such as the letter by John Vans
Agnew at the beginning of this chapter. The estate paper bundles were some of the most
informative documents pertaining to the relationships between tenant and landowner, factor
and tenant, and factor and landowner.
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The second discussion concerns newspaper advertisements, namely ones that
advertised farms available to let. However, in conducting the research on advertisements, I also
found general announcements, such as farm implements and animals for sale along with auction
notices (roups) and notices for employment fairs, markets, and other events, which give a short
glimpse into tenant lives.
Finally, court documentation was critical to understanding the ways in which the legal
system was used to attend to cases of unpaid rent or other debts. In general, the Sheriff Court
books recorded all case information of a proceeding on the local level including decreets
(decisions), protests, and processes of the county or royal burgh as carried out by the sheriff.
Whilst some written lease bundles contained renunciations of farms (an admittance of not being
able to keep the farm, usually due to the inability to pay rent), for example, in some cases there
is no indication of if or when a tenant was removed. Therefore, books such as the Diet Books
become invaluable when attempting to ascertain whether a tenant was removed.
Diet Books listed the fixed court date (diet) for a proceeding but also described the
charges to be brought before the court. Registers of Protest followed similarly to Diet Books, in
that these were recordings of protests against individuals, including paying or not paying rent.
The Register of Sequestrations recorded cases of bankruptcy and the proceedings taken to pay
unpaid debt. These records also highlight the use of the court system by both tenant and
landowner, for removals, but also for other legalities.
My argument is that certain documents and their contents would increase and shift in
language and the production of specific outcomes over time as capitalism becomes engrained in
society. Because improvement and clearing are crucial strategies of capitalistic and colonial
endeavors, seeking to understand how the documents show the developing capitalism, how, in
the midst of the change tenants cope with the changes and what evidence is available that
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highlights the lifeways of tenants and how these lifeways were changing (or staying the same).
These documents offer another dimension in the shifting social and economic relationships
between classes as well as within the tenantry. Whilst tenants, for example, may have been
gaining some autonomy over the decision making concerning their leased farms, indicating a
shift between landowner and tenant vis a vis the factor, they remained under the control of
their landowner as well as of the new economic system.

Factor's Accounts
The phrasing “factor's accounts” covers a wide range documents, but for this
dissertation, it mainly includes documents kept by the factor. I used three estates, the Agnew of
Lochnaw, Vans Agnew of Sheuchan, and the Murray‐Usher Broughton of Cally, which contained
enough material to draw comparisons of the running of these estates. In general the accounts
included estate ledgers and various receipts, which shed light on the day to day operation of the
estate, namely how the payment of rent affected such operations. Rent rolls, valuation rolls and
lists, and tenant depositions that were contained in the bundles highlighted the increase or
decrease of the value of the estate through the amount of rent charged versus what was
collected. Valuation rolls were used to help determine taxation as well as the value of particular
property like land and/or livestock. Wood plantations were especially valuable. Renunciations
and any other legal document or notations concerning tenants' work on the farms also were a
part of the bundles. Factor's accounts were lists of tenant complaints and requests, the
decisions made by the landowner in response, and, accordingly, the factor's action in response.
Articles of roup, like written leases, were kept by the factor and helped establish the short term
value of individual fields.
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Factors were required to record the day to day running of the estate. The factor kept
these records but were reviewed regularly (or were supposed to be) by both the “doer” or
lawyer and landowner. Factors were responsible for making sure tenants complied with the
written lease as well as following through with the requests made by the landowner concerning
the use of the land. These responsibilities meant factors had an immense amount of control
within the working of an estate. It was imperative that the factor be fully literate and be able to
demonstrate a level of competence above the general tenantry. For absentee proprietors or
estates run by trustees (at least once within the period for the Broughton estate), factors were
the link to the estate and its running.
However, factors were also tenants, who were bound to a written lease just as the other
tenants. Because of their position, factors were not free from accusations for the
mismanagement of funds, stealing, abuse of power, or failure to perform their duties, including
paying rent. Though this will not be discussed in detail, I found one example of charges being
brought up against a factor with the factor concomitantly bringing charges against the
landowner for misrepresentation ‐ more specifically that the charge left the factor without a
positive recommendation thus unable to seek employment elsewhere.
Factor's accounts were, generally, the reporting of the day to day running of the estate,
often with a year‐end compilation or abstract, which contained all information, including estate
ledgers, concerning the estate. This also included the requests and complaints made by tenants
and day laborers, as recorded by the factor, and decisions handed down by the landowner or
estate trustees.
These documents reveal the process of negotiation carried out between
estate/landowners and their factors and the tenantry. Though most of the examples are from
the latter half of the 18th century and the 19th century, the details within the factor's accounts,
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in particular, highlight the changing needs of both tenant and landowner as capitalism takes
fully hold. The changing needs of the tenantry are reflected in their requests as well as their
complaints. Such requests range from the need for rent abatement, repairs, reports of damage
by game, and the failure of the landowner to follow through on requests made. Whilst
negotiation was, in all likelihood, always in use between these two entities, the growth of capital
and reliance on cash in transactions indicates the shift from subsistence farming to agriculture
as a means of capital production.
The examples below were taken from one account sheet, 1785‐1786 from the
Murrary/Usher/Broughton papers (GD10/1322/1
Bushby to remember to have the two march dikes with Ardwall
built, the High Ardwall and Margrie. Mr McCulloch owes Murray
three boles of best seed oats got him spring 85
Smiths salary, he has had few horses since march 84 and may
say none since Whitsunday 85, Mr (tenston, jameston) shop
keeper has an order for all that is due him this with smith’s
papers
Nelson slaters repairs upon houses to be attended to Tenants
have not paid, tho’ they keep promised, except gatehouse inn
one year
To take care Richmond finishes road according to bargain
before he’s paid
Brick duty paid of certain number of bricks, more was
demanded, was not paid more
John Clinton to go at Whitsunday 86 to house in Deer Park,
Peter Carnochan to have no wages from Martinmas 85 as he
stayed on contrary to order to remove
McBroom weaver is not due any rent at Whit 86 but is promised
to have John Fortune Taylors house and the material of his own
old house to add a shop to it except what stones the dikers may
require for wall
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Churchyard (Clachyard) which contains forty acres was designed
to be let, with the houses and gardens north side of road, as
once let to Francis Barlo
Goatend rent to be fixed, tenant talked of giving it up
Enrick and Kirkland in Anwoth both lease expire whit 87, please
observe Mr McMurdo’s lease and judge whether anything can
be done as to the clause of fences
The information in this example paints an interesting picture, namely highlighting at
least three examples of tenants, who struggled to pay rent and faced eviction or were evicted.
Francis Barlo also appears as a tenant in the written leases discussed in Chapter Four, and loses
his lease for the farms of Disdow and/or Drumwall (GD10/1079/66). The above notation clearly
shows that Francis Barlo ceases to have a lease of a farm. Barlo does not appear in any
additional written leases or other documentation examined for this dissertation.
Peter Carnochan is disciplined by the withholding of wages because he failed to remove
himself from his dwelling. Not removing oneself from a dwelling was one method of resistance
to a notice of removal, usually issued for not paying rent. The results of not removing costs the
landowner money in both the tenant's failure to pay rent and his failure to remove, preventing
the tack from being obtained by another tenant.
Finally, the tenant at Goatend is using negotiation – the threat of giving up a farm‐ to
get a fixed rent. The loss of funds from unpaid rent was enough to get the landowner to give the
tenant what he wanted – fixed rent. In a sense, fixed rent is a form of resistance in that the
tenant forces the landowner's hand in terms of what he will accept for rent.
Other examples of resistance are the failure of McMurdo to attend to his fences. Whilst
McMurdo may lose the farm because the lease expires, the cost of the repairing of the fences
will be taken up by the landowner. These resistance methods were typical. Repairs made and
paid for by the tenant meant the tenant was now the owner of the roof, fence, or farm
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implement. By Scots law, should the tenant leave, the tenant had a right to take with him that
piece of “property.” Whilst a tenant could not feasibly take a section of fence, he could take the
timber and slate from a roof, and in many cases, did.
The breaking down of dykes was also a form of resistance. Three reports of breaking
through dykes were found within the bundles of the Broughton papers. The building of more
and more dykes across the landscape inevitably blocked old footpaths and cart paths routinely
used by tenants. Though stiles were often placed over dykes to accommodate walking, gates
were not always placed in the walls where cart paths were present. Though the first two reports
concern the breaking of dykes, the third reveals that the tenants poached birch timber. As parks
were established for timber and deer, for example, poaching grew.
That on Sunday the 14th of June 1761 John Richardson in Cally,
Robert McNish in Clachan of Girthon, [‐‐‐]Porter spouse to
Nathaniel McNish in Saggnook and Andrew Carson in Barharrow
did pass through the Parks of Cally out of any highway and
broke open and passed over hedges and the fences
notwithstanding they were challenged and desire to keep the
highway yet did pass on all but Carsan who stopped when
challenged, the place whence they were seen and challenged is
called the Nether(gang) on the Fleet so that they must have
passed over Sandes fences from their houses before they
reached that place...witnesses Andrew McLaur in Barntown or
Barntoun George Martin son of the deceased George Martin
and George Galloway in Gatehouse this was done after
intimation both at Girthon and Anwoth kirks to the contrary –
the said Nathaniel McNish did [‐‐‐] before drive a cart and two
horses out of a [‐‐‐] highways down through these park and
broke down dykes for passages And left them open That Kenny
McCulloch of Torehaushie and his spouse with servant and four
horses past through these parks on the 26th June where no
highway is and broke through the dyke betwixt the said park
and the land of Mangnee ( Mongnee) the said McLaur and
Archibald Mitchell William McLamerach’s servant witnesss.
That on the 27th being the Saturday immediately before the
sacrament of Borg in which parish Ingliston dwells on of this
servants entered the said parks over the dyke and cutted and
carried away some birch timber. The said McLaur Archibald
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Slowane (Sloune) in Borland (Boreland) and the wife of
Alexander Gordon in Knackbrex (Knoxbrex) witnesses.
GD10/1087
Factor’s accounts of 1846 and later reveal similar struggles by the tenants on the
Broughton Estate. In these accounts, damage by game appears to be a concern, in particular in
Girthon Parish. Hares and rabbits are listed as the main culprit – destroying, in one instance, a
large portion of sellable grains: “I think I have lost this year a full half over my whole wheat crop
from hares alone, whilst my meadow lands suffered equally as much from hares and rabbits, the
rabbits is getting [numerously] plentiful on my pasture lands.”(GD10/1113/10) According to the
report, John Rain, the tenant of Cally Mains does not want to pay rent until compensation is
granted. He also claims that prior to the landowner’s death, he had been given permission to
compensation. In two separate notations, the factor records that a “hare‐ proof” fence should
be planted and that an allowance be made of £30 or “half his claim” (GD10/1113/1). Hedgerows
of thorns were often the preventative measure taken against rabbit and hare infestations (as
they were seen at the time). A later notation, made in 1852, repeats his complaint of damage
from game because it “sits next to reserve” – which could mean the Deer Park adjacent to Cally
Mains. Other farmers in the area, like that of Rainton, Mill Park, and Boreland, also complain of
damage from game. In document number 9 from bundle GD10/1113, the factor has recorded
an account of the number of rabbits killed “at Cally from Sept 1845 to April 1846.” Whilst there
is some compensation given to tenants, rabbits are sold off for profit: “650 rabbits to the poor at
6 ½ pence per ‐£17.12.1, 184 to tenants at 6 ½ pence for £6 ½ p £4.19.8, 1116 sold at same ‐
£31.11.7, total 2000 rabbits £54.3.4." It is interesting that the estate makes money and makes it
off a nuisance to the leasing tenants. It is not clear why the tenants were not allowed to eat the
rabbits.
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These bundles revealed more information on the state of the dwellings and other farm
buildings the tenants occupied. Some tenants request cot houses, presumably to be used for
cottars and/or agricultural laborer dwellings. Still others complain of the condition of the land –
the soil and the condition of the drains, which were pertinent to maintenance. The tenant at
Grobdale complains of the condition of the house and other buildings in 1846 (GD10/1113/1):
Grobdale, William Fergusson...dwelling house too small, garret
rooms (on uppermost floor or apartment in roof) never finished,
inside walls are not stoothed (slang for studding, lath and
plaster) and house is quite damp, has a large family, boys have
to sleep in an out house at present, would require some
additional offices, present ones tolerable

The same complaint is lodged again at year later (GD10/1113/3 1847):
Grobdale...a miserable state – sons forced to sleep in an
outhouse, offices in ruinous state and insufficient for
management of farm, recommend repairs to dwelling with
addition, new byre built, estimates – William Martin proposes
£196 for whole execution, Murray and Cairns £202, medium
£199 (agreed to give him the sum for the dwelling house this
year, tenant to pay 5%, tenant claims repayment on building
walls ‐ £12.11 (agree to give this expense)
Landowners ignored, denied, or offered amounts below what it might cost to make the
repairs. Whilst landowners offered allowances towards many of these repairs and maintenance
issues, sometimes it was not enough and tenants paid out of pocket. The tenant in Broughton
Mains, in Wigtown, makes requests for a number of improvements to the farm including a
stable or pig house, drains, cleaning, march fence, barn loft but the landowner limit these claims
to the bare minimum, even writing “ barn floor…let it be left and become our property…”
(GD10/1113/2).
Other notations confirm that the landowner is willing to ignore improvements at the
end of the lease term in order to advertise it. At the same time, tenants also use similar
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strategies to gain a better lease. The tenants of Meikle Barley (Barlay) complain that the
farmhouse is in poor condition but the response is that it is to be advertised and “the question
of repair [will] then be considered” (GD10/1113/1). Both of these decisions are essentially
pushing tenants out by refusing to perform upkeep.
Peter Murray in Glengap, in a letter to the trustees of the estate, claims that the farm is
not worth the rent, that he has made improvements “but I would rather resign my lease than
ruin myself and my family by attempting to pay more than the abated rent” (GD10/1113/1/11).
Ruin, or bankruptcy, was a legitimate concern for tenants. As shown, some tenants relied on
cautioners in order to get leases, which meant that failure hurt more than just the tenant and
his immediate family. Cottars and other agricultural works also suffered when tenants went
bankrupt. In the section covering court documents, the tenant Gilbert McClymont and his
bankruptcy is discussed in detail. Peter Murray's sentiment, in the quote above, summaries the
pressure tenants felt as they faced difficult economic times.

Rent Rolls
Rent rolls and other documents such as valuation rolls/lists and tenant depositions were
documents in which recorded information was formally drawn up, some of which could be used
to establish value which was then used for tax purposes. Information in factor's accounts
identifies fluctuations in and discrepancies between rent required and rent paid. The records of
tenant requests and complaints, for example, complement these documents by highlighting
more of the inconsistencies, which exist between the ideal performances of a tenant ‐ the
paying of rent and what was actually happening on the ground.
Rental rolls appear in the Murray‐Usher/Broughton papers as "rent rolls," or lists of
tenants leasing farms on the estate and the rents to be collected. The Agnew collection
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contained successive rent rolls beginning in the 1730s and went as late as the early 19th
century.
The Agnew factor's account abstract (GD154/761) ‐ 1817 to 1819 and the account for
ten years 1818‐1828 ‐ are general overviews of the various charges and discharges on the
estate. More importantly, though, these documents served as rent rolls, listing the rents due ‐
both in cash and in kind (kain), and abatements, arrears, and allowances. The abstract covering
the ten year period confirms the growing discrepancies between perceived improvements in
production and increases in rent and in arrears. In other words, by 1828, the general perception
is that improvements bettered the lives of tenants through a more regulated scheme of
production in the fields but what constitutes bettered.
Pressures to pay higher rents accompanied with requests for arrears and abatements
should indicate that tenants were not producing and/or selling at high enough prices in the
markets to make rent. Because we only see what the factors recorded in the accounts and not
tenant's books ‐ what they were spending, it is difficult to reconstruct their experiences and to
understand their struggles. However, requests for arrears and abatements do point to struggle.
Low Kirkland of Leswalt with tenants names ‐show a consistency in the need for
abatement from 1820 to 1829 ‐ only the first year showing ‐ 1819 ‐ did the full rent get paid. In
1827 a rent of £223.10.1 was paid, approximately £30 over rent due, presumably the tenant was
able to make additional payment. However, the tenant took as much as £63 in abatements two
years in a row, despite making a rent payment of £171 in an abatement year. He also took £61
in abatements in 1826. Kerr, the tenant at Meikle Larbrax also paid rent inconsistently. Unlike
the tenant at Low Kirkland, Kerr only had two abatements. His rent was only paid in full the first
year, though he did make one inflated payment in 1827. His rent increased in that year, whilst
the remaining years it stayed the same.
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The tenants of Balgracie, however, had a significant increase in rent when a new lease
was issued in 1821. Rent increased from £60 to £110, with an increase to £160 in 1822 Victual
amounts due fluctuated, seemingly due to what was in need by the estate. These tenants
requested and were granted abatements for five years; three of those years they were also
given allowances for houses (improvements to them). Interestingly, in the year in which their
rent increased, they only made a payment of £47.16.8 where over £120 was due.
Other tenants saw such increases in rent. William and Chalres McNeiie tenants in
Dindinnie saw an increase in rent from 1819 to 1821. Whilst, like the above tenants, victuals
fluctuated, kain remained constant. For the McNeilies, total rent due ranged from £172.0.9 to as
high as £229. Some allowances were offered, but abatements as high at £71 were requested in
two years.
Other tenants faired better making consistent payments in full. Tenants, with
presumably smaller farms, paid lower rents were more able to pay in full. Tenants who had
other professions but who were leasing small properties or fields also faired better. For
example, Alexander Little and J Dickson leased a stable in Stranraer, actually paid above the
amount of rent due for several years.
Though these Agnew documents are labeled "factor's accounts," not all rental records
were kept in the same manner, even on the same estate. Within the Agnew papers were earlier
rental lists from 1734 to 1740. These lists of inhabitants of the Barony of Drumastoun including
Skeog (Skeoch), and Dunnance (owned by the Agnew and Hathorn or Hawthron family of
Castlewigg (and others in Wigtownshire), only recorded the name, position ‐ tenant or cottar,
and farms. No amounts of rent are given.
These lists were legal documentation as they were signed under the authority of judges
and sheriffs, or agents of these officials. In this case, it is crucial to remember that the position
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of sheriff was hereditary throughout the 18th century. In this case, the sheriff of Wigtownshire
was the landowner, an Agnew.

Valuation rolls and lists
Valuation rolls were used to establish the value of the estate lands in order to assess
property tax. Before 1854, rolls contained little information other than the landowner, parish,
and name of the farm. In 1854, Scotland passed a "uniform" valuation for property, and from
1854, yearly rolls were produced recording landowner, tenant and/or resident along with the
value of the property (NAS). I have included one valuation roll or list after 1854 for comparative
purposes.
Valuation lists, however, contained information that is more pertinent. In my
examination, I found valuation lists from the early 18th century and later. Though some may
have been legal, in that they had signed depositions from tenants for example, they are
informative beyond simply the value of the property. In valuation lists, we are given the names
of tenant and farms giving information as to which tenant, at that time, was leasing what
property. Where written tacks are missing in consecutive years, rental rolls fill in the gaps, not
just in terms of which tenants were leasing farms but if properties were still leased individually.
Though it is clear that amalgamation begins to appear, exactly when that process becomes more
prevalent is crucial to understanding clearing, when it happens, and to whom. In addition to this
information, an understanding of value and its relationship to increases in rent, the amount of
rent collected, and whether or not tenants were paying these rents becomes visible. Each parish
was different in the number of farms, the type of farms – size and producing of crops, cattle,
and the like, and the value. Seeing the value of each parish, as a whole, helps establish why
improvements, and thus clearing, were critical in some parishes and not others. Why does rent
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increase doubly in some parishes and hardly in others? Do tenants in one parish have an
advantage over other tenants in other parishes, which are not producers? To that end, is
clearing more prevalent in certain parishes only?
The total value of the parish highlights the overall value of all of the land. In later cases,
however, the lists were generated under one landowner, divided by parish. These only highlight
the value of the landowner's holdings. In this section, I have also included lists, recorded by the
estate factor, which record the value of held livestock, sold livestock, crops, casualties (feudal
payment, in kind rent in this case), and wood plantations. I have chosen to discuss these as
grouped by chronological order so that all fluctuations can be understood. This offers the reader
a more complete picture of the value of as much estate property as available.
Wood parks and plantations, for example, had the potential to bring in a large amount
of capital to the estate (Figure 1). One valuation list for the plantations on the Murray estate in
1799 is valued at over fifteen thousand pounds. It contains the variety of trees contained in the
wood, and their value. These were used for tax purposes and, in the case of loss, like poaching,
or in the use of repairs on tenants dwellings, barns, and byres, an accurate amount could be
calculated for charges or allowances to tenants for timber. Growing timber on the property also
meant a landowner did not have to go outside of the estate for construction materials.
Timber was expensive, especially the varieties commonly used in the estate houses.
Many landowners employed specific managers of the plantations who experimented with
growing varieties of trees and plants not native to the region. These experiments, though
initially costly, saved money in the end.
Plantations were not the only goods valued. Livestock values of the landowner's
personal stock were kept, or, in its place, the sales list for the quarter or year in total. The
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valuation rolls for farms let was kept as well, as was other parcels of land. (rent roll photos,
livestock lists)
Contained in a similar Broughton estate factor account (GD10/1674) was the valuation
scheme for 1755 for farms within various parishes. These were legal as the information was
through tenant depositions. What is most interesting is the increase of rent for particular
properties. In the parish of Whithorn, rent for Thomason’s Croft increased from £33.6.8 to £516,
upper park of Broughton increased from £208 to £408. The value of the grain produced
– bear – increases from £60 to £500 at Chappletoun and from £80 to £500 at Broughton Skeog
with bear being valued at £8 per bole. The Broughton estate sums for Whithorn almost doubles.
Similar increases are noted across the parishes, with doubling and tripling of rents and
values for crops. In Girthon parish, the total increase is high increasing from £6099.14.5 to
£10480.3.5. For all of the property for the Broughton estate the increase in rent was
considerable – £12091.7.2 to £19276.10.10. Though tiends (payments made by the estate to
the Church and schools, for example) increase, the projected increase in rentals is significant.
One crucial piece of information was found in this document that will be discussed in
detail in the next chapter but warrants introducing here. Three farms in Girthon Parish, which
become amalgamated in 1796 as evidenced in the Object Names Books as well as written leases,
were being leased individually in 1755. Cruffock has a rent raise from £115 to £160, Drumruck
from £160 to £320, and Burnfoot from £50.8 to £96. These are significant increases in rent.
Given the terrain on which these farms were and the forty years that pass between the last
notation of individual tacks and amalgamation, questions arise as to the effectiveness of
improvements on rough terrain and the effect on the tenant's ability to pay rent.
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Estate Ledgers
Estate Ledgers offer a detailed look into the life of the landowners. However, ledgers
also assist in understanding the complicated nature of the running of the estate and the
importance of rent to its running. This particular ledger is from the Lochnaw Estate in Leswalt
and was the only complete ledger to which I had access. The document is dated 1819 and is
listed as "Sir Andrew Agnew Baronet betwixt and David Hill his factor." All monies coming in and
going out are clearly recorded and there is an "abstract" at the end, which summarizes the
yearly expenses.
In general, the notations centering on tenants show the collection of rents, the payment
of allowances for repairs and for jobs such as the carting peats, spreading lime, and building
drains and dykes as dictated in the written lease. The cost of the upkeep of the estate and the
leased farms is also evident as indicated by payments made to the road maker and bridge
builders, the purveyor of seeds for crops and lime for fertilizer, the job of breaking a bullock,
mole catcher, and for advertising for farms to be let. Agnew's general expenses such as postage
for letters, payment for the "carriage" of trunks and goods to and from the estate, wages for the
house servants, customary payments that the landowner is required to make such as the
schoolmaster's salary, parish funds, road fees are all recorded. Luxury goods and services are
also evident. References to the purchase of cheese, fine linen, watch repair, baskets of butter,
box of wine, upholsterer, furniture, spirits, bee hives, two references to brewers, building
bridge, garden walk are all indicated in the ledger.
With rent being collected two times during the year, Whitsunday and Martinmas, the
factor had to be able to judge between the amounts of rent being collected in relation to what
would be spent between rental periods to prevent over drafting the account. The balances prior
to rent payment and following are of importance because it indicates how narrow a margin
existed between income and expenses. Though not all estate income was from the collection of
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rent, the amounts from sales of goods such as timber, cattle, sheep, or their meat, were not
enough to sustain an estate.
The payment of day laborers for work both on tenant farms as well as on the formal
estate grounds was included in these bundles. In the latter half of the 18th century, as more
and more estates became more leisure focused, the factor also oversaw employees such as the
game warden, gardener, and forester. Contained in several of the bundles I examined were pay
slips for supplies needed for the upkeep of the estate grounds as well as for other jobs such as
masonry work, saddlery, and the breaking of bullocks. Additionally, lists of production
(numbers) of goods/crops/cattle including woods, plantations, and timber production and the
profits of sales of these were recorded.

Renunciations, Instruments of Protest, Notations, and Letters of Horning and
Poinding
Other documentation also inform as to the relationship between tenant and landowner.
The below examples in Table 5 include documents which broadcast the failure of the tenant to
pay or is anticipating the inability to pay rent. These examples are in the forms of renunciations,
instruments of protest, and notations and are discussed in that order. Letters of Horn and
Poinding, the legal processes of charging a tenant with the failure to pay a debt, rent for
example, and collecting owed debts are discussed at the end of this section. These are
important legal traces, which highlight the ways that improvement led to clearances and leases
were not renewed.
Table 5. Examples of Renunciations, Instruments of Protest, and Notations (continued on next
page).
GD10/1215
GD10/1217

renunciation of Andrew Carsan (Carson) Broughtoun Miln 1705 £44 yearly
rent
1706 Instrument of Protest by Carsan over rent paid – of which he claims to
have paid in two young cows
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GD10/1231

GD10/1108b

GD10/1232

1775 Miln of Barlay John Carnochan with Alexander Williamson and Andrew
Carson as cautioners Notation: John Carnochan is to give up Miln of Barlay,
multures and sequels, and pertinents immediately
recd from Andrew Carson of Auchengashels £23 and from Alex. Williamson
£69 totalling £92 which was decreed to be the sum owed for being cautioner
to John Carnochan
1837 Peter Murray Renunciation – 1849 …do hereby renounce simpliciter
upgive and overgive to and in favor of Horatio Granville Stewart Murray
…the foregoing missive of lease and my possession of the farms of Glengap
and Fuffock (Tuffock) and while pertinents in virtue thereof and all claim
interest or advantage I could have or pretend therein with the whole clauses
and obligements...I bind myself to flit and remove ourselves wives bairns
servants cottars and dependants and all goods and gear belonging to us
forth and from the same at and against the term of Whitsunday next
Articles of Roup for Flillarg 1789, leased to John Jardine
notation – he has failed to find a cautioner or to be able to fulfill the
agreements of the roup/lease and thus must forfeit

Renunciations
Renunciations (examples 1 and 4 above) were an admittance of not being able to keep
the farm, usually due to the inability to pay rent. These documents were often sent in the form
of letters to the factor and landowner. In some instances, the renunciation was written on the
lease and signed by the tenant (or by the factor, if the tenant could not write). In both
situations, tenants have stated their position as being unable to keep the tack and renounce
their right to the lease.
Example one is a renunciation put forward in 1705 by Andrew Carsan (Carson) for one
half of the holding of Broughtoun Miln, relinquishing his right two years into the lease. This
example is important for two reasons. The first is that the tenant takes half the tack with
another tenant and exits the lease during the second year. Both of these situations suggest that
Carsen did not have the funds to pay rent. Taking half of the tack meant that responsibility for
production and paying rent is shared. Secondly, 1705 is quite early, long before Improvement
has widespread influence. The option to choose renunciation, for whatever reason, was
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available to and was used by tenants to get out of tacks. This tenant also files an instrument of
protest (example 2) concerning rent paid, which is discussed in the next section.
Document four is a straightforward renunciation giving up the lease twelve years after
it was issued. The tenant, Peter Murray in Glengap, was able to pay his rent and met the terms
of the tack for a time, but was unable, in the end, to finish out the lease. Murray was used as an
example earlier in this chapter, filing a complaint with the Factor in 1846 stating that he would
rather give up the lease than see his family in ruin. Though he had been granted an abatement
on the rent (a reduction), by 1849, Peter Murray has given up the lease.
In addition to the Murray renunciation discussed above, 19 other renunciations of
leases on the Broughton estate were issued in between1800 to 1850 (GD10/1114) suggesting
that tenants were aware of and used renunciations, like Peter Murray, before getting in too
deep. Devine (1994: 67) noted that a rise in rents and a rise in tenant arrears (debt) occurred in
the late 1700s, after crises in the 1770s and 1780s, mostly due to a discrepancy between the
value of the land and the high rents; the land was not (and possibly could not) produce what
was needed to make rent. Evidence presented in Chapter Four but also this chapter shows that
rents rose dramatically with tacks issued in the latter half of the 18th century. The renunciations
requested in the early half of the 19th century indicates a similar trajectory to that of Devine.

Instruments of Protest
Instruments of protest were a formal complaint concerning the paying of rent. Example
2, in Table # is one such protest, filed by Andrew Carsan after he has been charged with not
paying rent. Legally he is responsible for paying the rent he owes, regardless of the
renunciation. In Carsan’s case, a penalty of £54 pounds was issued, the equivalent of a year's
rent plus interest. Under the law, tenants had the ability to file such protests as well the ability
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to challenge other charges including notices of removal (Devine 1994:67). However, tenants
with means stood a greater chance of successively defending their positions than those who had
little.

Notations
Notations attached to written tack indicated a change in the terms had been made and
agreed upon. Notations ranged from a change in date of the termination of the tack, an increase
in rent, an renunciation was requested such as in examples 3 and 4 in Table 5. These notations
concern the failure to pay rent but a cautioner (like a co‐signer on a loan, pronounced kay shun
er) has had to pay for the tenant. Both documents offer crucial information concerning the rise
of credit and loans in situations where a tenant is cash poor. In both cases, tenants pursue
entering into contracts that will require cash at some point during the contract. For the tenant
in document three, two other tenants agree to becoming cautioners. The burden of unpaid rent,
inevitably, falls to the cautioners, who must pay £23 and £62 respectfully. Cautioners backed
tenants in situations like bankruptcy – covering them should they fail. Whilst the tenant may be
removed for not paying rent, the cautioner(s) may be charged as well so that the landowner
gets money due.
In document four, the leasee fails to obtain a cautioner after his bid on a grazing field
has been accepted. With the bidding starting at £20, it doubles with the tenant, Jardine, winning
the bid for yearly rent at £44. Jardine is slapped with a £20 penalty for his failure to procure a
cautioner and he gives up his right to the field to next highest bidder. Articles of roup, in which
Jardine was participating, were notices of auction and were used for yearly rentals of grazing
fields in this instance. The roup or auction was issued for singular fields. The article of roup
usually contained the terms of the lease, including the type of livestock, which could use the
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field, and the number allowed. Many times these were fields that the landowner kept on the
estate grounds for personal use, but as leased spaces, offered quick cash in the form of
numerous higher rents.

Letters of Horning and Poinding
Letters of horning and poinding were documents in which landowners used the legal
system to get payment of rent, in kind or for services dictated in the tack, from tenants who
failed to comply. Letters of Horning, made in the name of the monarch, were essentially charges
against the tenant (or persons named) for failure to make a payment of rent (or other debt).
Failure to do so was “being put to the horn” ‐ essentially being named a rebel against the
monarch. The failure to pay one’s debts was first enforced by the church but later was carried
out through the civil courts, namely the sheriff courts.
Poinding was the seizing of property – moveable property – for payment or to sell for
payment of debts. This act was also carried out by the sheriff courts. Many written tacks
explicitly dictated the penalties of not paying the required rent or other public burdens, and in
some cases the tacks state that letters of horning and poinding would be filed should there be a
failure to pay. Whilst such letters were filed with the sheriff courts and would be found within
those collections, the below examples were found within the estate papers of the Murray Usher
family. This list represents the only bundle in this collection of tenants being “put to the horn”
or accused of not honoring their debts.
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Table 6. Letters of Horning and Poinding.

ID
Tenant
GD10
1050 William
Mulligan and
subtenants

Tack

Horn and Poinding

1057 George
Martin
Cutcloy

1737 £116.13.4.
1731 19 years
Horning and poinding written
The mains of Broughton comprehending the miln
croft and thomson’s croft as the same stood bound after the tack
by the new division dyke betwixt Broughton Skeog
and them with the upper Parks of Broughton
formerly possessed by William Agnew of Castlewig
and Little Park formerly possessed by David
Nicoll (Whithorn)

Lease of 7 years £21.18.10 2/3 of a penny
put to the horn 1732 Notations
victuals of 4 dozen chickens, dozen capons, two
on the back on the cover indicate
fasteneven hens, 2 four year old wedders, pay all the that rent owed was £111.6.8
with other figures accompanying
publick burdens, Bailiework

1066 John Gall

Barclay, all publick burdens, 20 loads of good peats, None listed
various other duties/bailiework,
2 fasteneven hens
1067 John Neilson Over, Middle and Nether Orchars were then
£31.16 silver tack duty, 6
possessed by James Muir in orchard 19 years £40
fasteneven hens and that of all
years and terms bygone
and£3.10 of liquid penalty, £50
of mutual penalty incurred by
him for failure, to perform duties
1090 John Bell

1757 Laughenghie for 18 years

1771
£11 with 22s of penalty each
term for not paying

1099 Robert
McMillian

1777 Drumness of Roundfell 19 years £20.10 yearly Horn and Poind 1785
rent
Execution of Horning 1788,
Declared his majesty’s “rebel” He
was apprehended at Nether
Forrest

Document GD10/1234 is the horning and poinding of tenant Alexander McKean, miller
in Skyreburn [Skyre Burn] for payment of the initial penalty of £10 for breach of the articles of
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roup of the mills of Flillarg [Fleugh Larg]. This particular warrant was served for an additional
mill, Flillarg, that McKean took on through roup – the auctioning of a tack for a space not leased
by another tenant. This was issued in 1790. The example below is from the Horning and
poinding of John Neilson, issued in 1739. This document represents an early example of being
put to the horn.
…and in our name and authority command and charge the said
John Neilson personally or att his Dwelling place to make
payment to the complainer of the foresaid sum of fourty
pounds sterling money in name of tack dutie or silver rent and
that of all years and terms bygone resting owing unpayed and
yearly and termly in time coming during the standing of the said
Tack the terms of payment being always first come and bygone
and also of four pounds money foresaid of liquidate penaltie to
ilk terms failure incurred or to be incurred and make payment
to the complainer of the foresaid mutual penaltie of fifty
pounds sterling the terms of performance being always first
come and bygone And suchlike to implement Perform and fulfill
the haill other [‐‐‐] clauses articles obligments and conditions of
the said tack [‐‐‐] him After the form and tenor of the said Tack
Decreet inteponed thereto and precept raised thereon In all
points within six days next after he is Charged by you thereto
under the pain of Rebellion and putting him to our horn
wherein if he failzie the said space being by past that
incontinent thereafter ye denounce him our rebel put him to
our horn Escheat and inbring his haill readiest moveable goods
and gear to our use for his Contempt and Disobedience and use
the haill remanent order against him prescribed by act of
parliament. At our that ye lawfully fence arrest compell poind
and [‐‐‐] the said John Neilson his haill moveable good and gear
corns cattle horse sheep insight plenishing debts sums of money
maills ferns profiles and duties of lands and all other
whatsomever pertaining and belonging to him wherever the
same can be found make penny thereof to the avail and
quantity of the foresaid sums and make the complainer
satisfied… (failzie – to default) (GD10/1067)
Though the initial penalty is £40, other penalties have accrued, totaling at least £50 that Neilson
must make to avoid the poind and being named a rebel.
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John Carson was also charged with not paying rent for his lease of Culcrae in 1754. The
charge was issued and placed on the court books in 1764. The second issue describes the
attempt of the Stewart Officer to collect rent and penalties of just over eight pounds.
…we command you that [‐‐‐] in his majesty’s name and
authority and ours and lawfully premonish warm and charge the
said John Carson personally or at his dwelling place to make
payment to the said James Murray Esq of the foresaid yearly
rent of £5 sterling for all years and terms bygone [‐‐‐] and
unpaid and of the like sum yearly and termly in time coming
during the currency of the said tack as the same becomes due [‐
‐‐] the terms of payment thereof being always first come and
bygone and of the termly penalty for every terms [‐‐‐] in due
and punctual payment of the said rent bygone and in time
coming aforesaid and also to report sufficient acquittances of
the ministers stipend and other publick duties imposed on the
lands and to deliver to the house at Cally on dozen of chickens
and on fat hen yearly for all years bygone and in time coming as
aforesaid and to perform the whole [‐‐‐] conditions and
obligations upon him by the said tack in terms thereof and as
party further to make payment …fo the foresaid penalty of £10
sterling incurred thro’ failure conform to and after the farm and
tenor of the said tack and decreet [‐‐‐] hereto in all [‐‐‐] Within
six days next after he is so charged wherein if he faill of the said
space being elapsed that ye in name and authority foresaid
lawfully [‐‐‐] arrest apprise [‐‐‐] the said John Carson his readiest
moveables goods gear corns cattle debts sums of money and
others whatsoever pertaining and belonging to him wherever
the same can be found within this [‐‐‐] stewartry to the avvaill
of the yearly rent and others particularly abovermentinoed
make [‐‐‐] thereof and the said JM full payment of the same
after the farm and tenor aforesaid according to Justice ..the
which to do…extracted and given upon this and the four
preceeding pages …sixth day of June 1764 (signed John
Buchanan)
28th day of June 1764 I James Fowler Stewart Officer pass at
command of the within resituate tact and precept of poinding
thereto subjoined of within date and by virtue thereof and in
name and authority within contained I lawfully premonished
warned and charged within designed John Carson to make
payment to the also within designed James Murray of the sum
of £8 14sh 6p sterling due by … at Whitsunday last also of £10
sterling of penalty incurred by him [‐‐‐] failure and also of all the
other penalties in time coming as mentioned in the tack within
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narrated and also to fulfill and perform all the other clauses
contained in the said tack and that within the space and under
the pains within expressed this I did and made certification by
leaving in the dwelling house of the said John Carson after my
knocking six severely knocks at and upon the most patient [‐‐‐}
there of as sure is become I could not personally apprehend him
self and just written copy of charge to the effect foresaid
subscribed by me bearing the date hereof witness names
surnames also designations therein sent present there and
hereto with me subscribing before these witnesses John
Robertson and William Fowler both in Kirkcudbright
GD10/1082/3

Factors accounts reveal the most information concerning the day to day lives of tenants
‐ life was not easy, improvements did not necessarily "improve" their lives or their production.
Resistance existed on a myriad of levels ‐ breaking of dykes, refusal to pay rent. In effect,
tenants had recourse in situations where they felt they were not getting their needs/requests
met.
A further look at documents, which list complaints lodged by tenants, will help discern
the constructed “improved” situation of the tenants that has been promoted in public discourse
from the inconsistencies that show up in legal documentation, such as proceedings of the
removal of tenants, which reveal the struggles tenants were experiencing. In the next session, I
discuss the use of the newspaper to promote improvements and to advertise the availability of
lease. Together, these two types of newspaper posts along with notices of sale and roup for
property – land and implements and/or other luxury goods – helps reconstruct the struggle of
the tenant in adjusting and negotiating the new economic systems.

Newspaper Advertisements
In a search of newspapers from the Dumfries and Galloway region, I examined
microfiche of the Dumfries Weekly Journal between 1777, the earliest edition, to approximately
1836. My focus was seeking out newspaper advertisements related to the leasing of farms.
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However, I found a variety of advertisements, which speak to the changing dynamics between
tenant and landowner/factor and which demonstrate the lengthy and ever‐ shifting influence of
improvement on both classes. In addition to advertisements for tacks, there were also
advertisements for contests on specific estates, the sale of private property and livestock by
estate owners and tenants, notices of game preservation on estates, and notices and
descriptions of hiring fairs and cattle fairs.
My assumption was that the advertising of farms indicated the development of
competition between tenants within a nascent capitalist framework ‐ the construction and
promotion of opportunity for both leasee and leasor to enter into an agreement strictly on
production. In other words, landowners were now seeking resources outside of the immediate
and local population of tenants in order to make money whilst tenants were actively seeking
opportunities in which they could also do the same. The tenant who could demonstrate success
within the “system” was the tenant who got the lease. Much like the process of applying for a
job, tenants “applied” to these ads with evidence of their success, usually through letters of
recommendation from factors, ministers, and even landowners.
These advertisements also mark the growing ability to and the necessity for
travel/mobility. Corresponding to the agricultural improvements on the farms, other
improvements included road and bridge building. Roads were scarce in Galloway in the 18th
century. The military roads, of which there were two, were the only link to Dumfries to the east
and Portpatrick to the west. These were mainly used by those with the means to travel by
carriage or horse and were used for long distance travel. Tenants used a series of rough tracks
and footpaths to get them to and from ports (like Gatehouse of Fleet), the estate house, church,
and key resources such as peat bogs. Once‐yearly travel to the market/fair was necessary to
buy and sell cattle and other goods. Generally, tenants rarely traveled beyond a 10 to 12 mile
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radius from their home. The appearance of advertisements for tacks, then, highlights the
growing pressures on tenants to be able to move to participate in capitalism whether that was
to remain in agriculture, to join the growing urban population in Scotland, or to go abroad.
Whilst most of the examples of advertisements for tacks are for farms within Galloway, one
advertisement for a farm located in Stirling indicates that landowners were not remaining
“loyal” to the tenants and their families who may have occupied the farm for more than one
generation and those tenants were not fully dependent upon the landowners to survive. As
discussed, there was evidence that the Broughton estate opted to advertise lets for two farms
whose tenants would not have renewed leases.
As shown in the discussion of estate ledgers, income was limited to the sale of the
estate livestock and/or products such as timber, and rent, with rent being the largest generator
of cash.
Other advertisements highlight the use of competition between tenants as a means of
promoting improvement and thus increase production. One example, that of Stair Agnew
promoting the contest between his tenants for a variety of tasks with monetary prizes of £10 for
winning, suggests there are still lingering struggles to produce. Though the contest is promoted
in 1842, rather late in the improvement process for the region, it indicates that perhaps tenants
are still not fully participating in practices in the way envisioned by the landowner or factor, at
the very least.
The contests also correspond with the growing detail of terms found in written leases
such as the painting of the wood trim on dwellings and the keeping up drainage ditches and
dykes (kept at the tenant's own expense), specific terms that tenants were required to perform.
Because competitions, in general, weed out those who do not perform to a particular standard,
were such competitions used as a means to draw attention to under performing tenants? Was
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the monetary award a means of motivating tenants (indicating a full immersion into capitalism)?
Were such competitions also drawing attention to those tenants who chose not to participate in
the process, serving as a tool of surveillance to monitor resistance?
Three advertisements, dated 1795, that speaks to surveillance, concerns the warning
against poaching on an estate in Nithsdale, which was in the eastern portion of the Stewartry of
Kirkcudbright, in Kirkmahoe in Dumfries, and on the Murray of Broughton Estate, which has
been a central estate in this research. One ad reads: “the gamekeeper and tenants of the farms
have orders to challenge any person they may find poaching thereon; and every one offending
will be prosecuted in terms of law.” The second ad warns the same. The ad taken out by the
Murray estate follows suit, however, it makes an exception in that members of the Galloway
Shooting Club may shoot during their annual meeting in gatehouse of Fleet. Overall, the ads
indicate that poaching is of enough concern to broadcast in the regional newspaper.
In conjunction with the growing population of agricultural worker as well as a rise in the
general population, asking the question whether or not poaching can be correlated to poverty
and hunger should be asked and should be considered a topic for further research.
Newspaper ads for the roup of farm stock and "implements of husbandry" indicate that there
was a market for particular material items associated with farming/improvement, but a
question which arises is why are these implements for sale at the farm which, presumably, they
were being used? If this is the sale of property of tenants whose property has been
sequestered and if so, it must be further explored.
In the next section, the bankruptcy case of Gilbert McClymont is introduced, bringing
together the evidence introduced in the three previous sections. Most pertinent to this
research, the McClymont case underscores the unstable nature of agricultural capitalism for
tenants in the Southwest. Whilst many tenants succeeded within “improvement,” many did not
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or did so under duress. Evidence in this chapter has shown that life did not always ‘improve’ for
tenants and their families, and those tenants were aware of failure and its consequences.

Sheriff Court Records
As introduced, this section will focus on two record books of the Sherriff Courts of
Kirkcudbrightshire and of Wigtownshire. Because time was limited and the number of
documents was so large, I chose to focus on two arbitrary Diet Books and one book covering the
sequestering of a tenant’s estate. Future research focused on the sheriff court books will further
enhance understanding how the legal system was used in Galloway during this time.

Diet Books
Diet books were examined as a part of general court documentation. In these books, I
concentrated on any acts of removal of tenant that moved through the courts. Whilst some
landowners did not renew leases to tenants who were struggling (as demonstrated in the
factor’s accounts), some landowners were forced to use the courts to remove tenants from
properties, usually because of the failure to pay rent. Diet books helped to establish that
landowners did pursue removal through the court and that removal was a viable action against
tenants who could not meet the terms of a tack, namely paying rent, though some acts of
removal may have been for other reasons. Whether the process was carried to fruition or not,
was hard to determine without further research, however, the appearance of the process in a
court document suggests that the tenant had failed to produce rent ‐ after several warnings,
which were usually given in writing through the factor, the case was brought before the courts.
There was some documentation found in the bundles where the sheriff or his representative
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carried a written warning or a notice of arrest to the dwelling for the failure to pay rent. In some
cases, the sheriff delivered a removal notice.
The earliest documentation I was able to examine was the Diet Books of 1729
(SC16/2/4), meaning that processes of removal were being recorded in the courts rather early. I
focused on the phrasing “lybell act of removing” or “act of removal” as indicators of proceedings
directed at tenants. I examined a later diet book and concentrated on the same language. The
Diet Books of 1740 contained similar information.
One notation was of interest in the 1740 book (SC16/2/7), which was not present in the
earlier text. This particular court deemed it necessary to delay proceedings of removal until after
harvest. It speaks to the importance of the seasons in the life of this area of Scotland. The
notation is that it being harvest season, that court will be suspended because it would be too
difficult to get to court, which was located in Kirkcudbright. Harvest also allowed tenants to sell
the crops at market, thus giving them the necessary funds to pay off their debts. Because the
Diet Books were simply a recording of dates and processes carried out, a closer examination of
these books would further enhance the research on tenants and their experiences.

Gilbert McClymont
Whilst many of the notations in the Diet Books and the Sheriff Court books concern the
removal of tenants for not paying rent and thus the breaking of the written lease, the Sederunt
Book of Gilbert McClymont (CS280/7/44) contains the details of the case of a tenant, Gilbert
McClymont, who has gone bankrupt and has been taken to court by his creditors. In this section,
I will discuss McClymont's case in as much detail as possible, based on the information in the
book. I will add details about the general state of agriculture as presented in the Old and New
Statistical Accounts for the Parish of Penninghame, where McClymont’s farm was located. What
makes this case intriguing is threefold. First, the bankruptcy of a tenant speaks to the illusion of
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improvement as a means to security and success. Evidence within the book indicates he was an
improved tenant, participating in economic ventures, like cattle dealing, which would garner
more income. Second, the possession of an extraordinarily high number of material goods in his
estate highlights the shift from subsistence living to one of leisure. Finally, McClymont has been
taken to court by his creditors, many of whom are other tenants, causing strain on the
relationships between McClymont and his community. Therefore, a consideration of the
development of credit and the importance of cash, which becomes a foundation for this
bankruptcy, is explored. Whilst this case does not fit the standard definition of "clearing,"
McClymont is cleared, nonetheless. An aspect of being an "improved" tenant was to participate
fully in the new economic system either by choice or by necessity in an effort to make rent as
well as to supply his family with the necessary goods to survive but also with luxury goods, a
necessary aspect to distinguish themselves from other tenants. McClymont's failure to succeed
and his subsequent bankruptcy mean that he must be removed from the process in which he
failed. In failing, he is also erased ideologically. Being labeled as bankrupt definitively marks him
as a failed improved tenant.
Gilbert McClymont was both a farmer and a cattle dealer. He was a tenant on the farm
Challoch or Challack in the parish of Penninghame in Wigtownshire. This parish is west of the
parish of Minnigaff or Minnegaff, (Figure 3). The landscape of Penninghame consists mainly of
rough grazing pastures in the northerly half of the parish “above the military road” (OSA
1791:340), with more flat, fertile land to the south. According to the Rev. Dr. William Boyd,
author of the Statistical Account for Scotland (OSA) (1791‐1799) for the parish suggests that if
the land was to be “properly improved,” production was greatly increased (OSA 341). In some
areas, he notes, it has been improved with “shells and lime” and “produces uncommon crops of
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corn, ryegrass, and clover” (OSA 1791: 342). The dominant livestock appears to be sheep with
numbers approaching 10,000 (OSA 1791: 342).
The landowners, according to the New Statistical Account, were the Earl of Galloway
and James Blair, Esquire (NSA 1845: 175). Among other important notations – poaching of game
was of great concern, bringing “both individuals and their families to misery and ruin” salmon
poaching had decreased and smuggling had decreased as well (NSA 1845: 181).
Dr. Samuel Richardson, author for the NSA for the parish of Penninghame, lists the
number of imperial acres, which have been cultivated, or “occasionally in tillage” at 12,000 acres
with 20,000 acres never being cultivated and meadow 1600. Additionally, we are told that 600
acres are in wood and there is no “undivided” common land. Concerning the livestock of the
parish, he writes that dairy “produce” has become more important as “cattle became of less
value and of course did not pay the farmer so well” (NSA 1845: 183). Sheep stock had
decreased.
The New Statistical Accounts of Scotland were compiled in the 1830s, about ten years
prior to McClymont’s estate being sequestered. In addition, the letter from Vans Agnew,
suggesting the shift from tillage to cattle grazing appeared in the 1820s, appears approximately
twenty years prior to the sequestering of his estate. Papers found whilst compiling the inventory
of property states that a “tack of the lands of Challoch, which is current for six years and a half
after Whitsunday Eighteen hundred and forty three” indicates that, at the very least,
McClymont had just signed a lease of the farm. However, based on the amount of material
goods owned, it seems as though McClymont had invested in his family’s comfort in this space,
indicating that the family had been residing in this space for a longer period. (six year lease
means that either the tack offered, in general, for this land were shorter – or someone was
following vans Agnew’s suggestions as cattle farmers, dealers). However, the inventory list
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states that no papers were found that would explain how McClymont arrived in the position of
bankrupt.
It can further be established that he was a tenant by the language used in the
sequestering. Because McClymont is listed as being “in Challoch,” with “in” indicating tenancy,
as discussed in Chapter Four on written tacks, there is little doubt that McClymont was a tenant
on the farm Challoch. Other evidence within the book supports his status as tenant. In the
proceedings, the phrase "of the Estates heritable and moveable" which simply means any
material goods that can be seized and sold to pay the creditors. As discussed in previous
sections, this could mean the timber for the roof when a tenant has paid for the timber out of
his own pocket or any other good in his possession. Land is not listed in the "Inventory of the
Estates Real and Personal" and there is no mention of selling the land to pay his creditors.
One line in the "mode of management" section states that the trustees agree to
"arrange if profitable with the proprietor to be allowed to plant from 15 to 16 acres of the land
with potatoes...." and later the phrase "incoming tenant" is used further confirming that
McClymont was a tenant. Finally, later in the book, the new tenant, Alexander McCreadie, after
winning the bid for the tack as advertised and auctioned by roup, takes over the remaining lease
for Challoch. There is no record of the landowner being a creditor so further research would be
needed to ascertain whether or not letters of horning and poinding were issued, if McClymont
was also charged with removal for not paying rent, or if he was physically removed. McClymont
could have issued a renunciation to the landowner exiting the tack.
In terms of his offences, McClymont has been charged with not paying off his debts and
thus, declaring bankruptcy via the sequestering of his estate by his creditors. These debts were
accrued through the practice of offering credit. Credit will be discussed further at the end of this
section; however, it is crucial to say that the use of credit placed a strain on the community in
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which McClymont was a part. Not only is McClymont’s immediate family placed in precarious
circumstances, those to whom McClymont owed money are also placed in precarious
circumstances. The sequestering of an estate did not mean creditors would recoup the full
amount owed, putting them at risk for financial struggle. Bankruptcy was a serious offence that
deeply divided the community.
The amount of claims of debts owed by McClymont reached approximately £9000, with
one single claim for just over £2000 by the British Linen Company. This amount, based on
figures from 2001 where, in 1840 £1 = £37.96, equals about £342,000 in debt in the 20th
century (this does not include inflation and adjustments based on GNP and other variables). Sold
property is valued at over £500, sold by roup. It is evident that the creditors only received a
portion of what they were owed. It is noted in the book that McClymont made cash payments to
two men, one being a brother‐in‐law, totaling nearly £700. Beyond these two payments,
McClymont made no other payments; his creditors were paid through the sale of his personal
property and the income made from the sale of crops, which had been planted by him (but
harvested by the new tenant). It is important to note that few records of McClymont’s financial
dealings were discovered or produced by him concerning his estate; therefore, the only
information available is what is contained in the court proceedings.
Whilst McClymont’s personal belongings were seized in order to pay off his debts, the
money gained from that sale did not necessarily equal what McClymont paid for the goods.
According to the inventory of personal property compiled by the trustees of the estate, the
McClymont family was well off, owning a range of luxury items including that, which added
comfort. The general household materials were extensive and based on the amount of goods,
his dwelling had to be large enough to accommodate. Not only did the McClymont family have
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bedrooms for children, the house also had a nursery, a dining room, a front room, a lobby,
various closets, and a kitchen with cellar and scullery.
McClymont had the means to entertain, as indicated by the amount of alcohol
registered in the inventory of property: "fourteen bottles of Lisbon, twenty seven bottles port,
twenty seven bottle sherry, three bottles of wine, fifteen bottles whiskey, forty seven bottles of
ale, twelve bottles ale sealed, ten bottles porter". These significant amounts carried a high
value.
The dining room was well fitted with a mahogany sideboard, a dining table with leaves,
two arm and eighteen small chairs, a carpet and a rug, a marble chimney piece, a fender and fire
irons, a grate, twenty two cut crystal tumblers, thirty two cut crystal wine glasses, twenty three
ale glasses, two liquor glasses, twelve silver teaspoons, a carving knife and fork, ten knives and
eleven forks table bone, fifteen knives and fifteen forks breakfast, a full set table knives and
forks, two dozen and four carvers, among other types of eating and serving utensils. There were
also wine decanters, spirit bottles, and two more bottles of port wine. In the press of the lobby
were more dining sets including a variety of plates, covered serving dishes, and egg cups.
I have focused on entertaining because the materials needed to do so on the level which
is demonstrated by these goods indicates having a great deal of money and the time in which to
do so. Despite being a tenant, McClymont has achieved a level of success that afforded him the
ability to purchase expensive goods. But the list of luxury goods extends across all rooms from
other mahogany furniture, merino curtains, foot baths, to numerous blankets, sheets, and
towels, feather beds and hair mattresses, and a bidette (bidet). Whereas a tenant family even
twenty five years before might have clothes, limited to work clothes and Sunday clothes, some
eating wares like a plate or bowl a knife and spoon, one piece of furniture, like a wedding bed,
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and some husbandry tools, tenants in McClymont’s position were accumulating a significant
number of luxury goods once available only to the landowning class.
McClymont’s property was not limited to his dwelling but the list of husbandry
implements is extensive and contains many of the items suggested by improvers. The list
includes many carts of various uses and contemporary ploughs four of iron, two drill ploughs,
two drill iron harrows, one wooden drill harrow, and five pair of common harrows. He was also
in possession of a turnip sowing machine, a wooden roller, hay rakes and forks, troughs for
sheep, swine, and a variety of weights. He owned sheep and cattle as well as fourteen horses.
His crop stores are seemingly lacking, however bringing into question his performance as an
improved tenant.
McClymont was aware of the agricultural trends of the day. In his possession were
“fifteen numbers of Agricultural Journal, three volumes Transactions of Highland Society, two
volumes Bell on leases, and two volumes Allison of Population.” Many of these publications
were the prominent improver publications of the day and his having them indicates he was at
the very least, educating himself on the agricultural and general practices of improvement and
capitalism. However, owning improvement literature did not ensure successful enterprise within
the system and clearly, McClymont had failed in succeeding as a farmer, cattle dealer, or both.

Credit and Clearing
A hallmark of capitalism is the system of credit and the dynamic change credit has on
social and economic relationships between individuals. Credit was an integral part in the
development of markets, industry, and banking, allowing people who did not have the access to
capital or have the resources to liquidate for capital the chance to participate in the economy.
To understand the situation of McClymont and the ways in which credit played a role in his
bankruptcy more accurately, more research on credit in Galloway during this period is
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needed. However, evidence found in McClymont's case suggests that the practice of
serving as cautioners, as discussed above, was one form of credit that greatly affected tenants
and merchants throughout the 18th and 19th centuries. In this case, tenants served as
cautioners for McClymont. Being held accountable for the debts of their peers put them at risk
as well, and I suggest that this distinct capitalist practice is a form of indirect "clearing."
Other documents pertaining to sequestered tenants are crucial to fully understanding
the depth at which credit shifts the social and economic relationships within agricultural
communities. This shift reveals the acceptance of capitalist practices, the risks involved, and the
deterioration of a community. With the information contained in these documents, we can
begin to reconstruct a small portion of McClymont’s experience as a tenant during the latter half
of “improvement.”

Conclusion
Throughout this chapter, I have sought to situate the idea of “improvement” in terms of
lifeways of tenants, and their acceptance of and resistance to the accompanying changes.
Improvement was a constant waxing and waning of ideas that were implemented over a century
and a half, with varied success. The base of those ideas was capitalism and the participation of
the agricultural population. Whilst tenants did gain some independence over the decision
making concerning their leased farms, they remained under the control of their landowner as
well as of the new economic system. In his description of improvement, Girouard lists the
multitude of areas that could be transformed (see page 12, this dissertation, from Girouard
1990:86). However, the crucial element in the improvement of transport, commerce,
manufacture, agriculture was money. Little changed for the tenant without the access to money
and the goods that could be purchased with money. These documents show the multitude of
choices made by tenant, factor and landowner in the pursuit of obtaining money and how to
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negotiate the instances where there was little of it. Gilbert McClymont's case adds a disturbing
dimension to the improvement scenario ‐ the use of credit to achieve it. In this case, as with
many other tenants, the need to improve and the use of credit to do so produced an even more
unstable system in which the removal of those who fail from the landscape equal an improved
landscape.
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CHAPTER 6

LANDSCAPE SURVEY

It was the smaller lairds, especially those of the west country from the Clyde to the Solway who
were strongly influential in two of the greatest changes in post‐Renaissance Scotland, and may
perhaps be reckoned chiefly responsible for them….Secondly, it was they, a century later, who,
beating their swords into ploughshares, turned Scottish agriculture from a clumsy medieval craft
into a modern science…The ‘improvers’ did not stop at farming. Many of them started programs
of afforestation, the earliest in the time of Queen Anne, whose results transformed the
countryside; and their public‐spirited zeal was responsible for countless other features of the
Scottish landscape today: roads, bridges, piers, schools and churches: besides a few complete
villages which in our own day are winning tributes of admiration as early examples of ‘planning’,
and several towns originally founded as ‘burghs of barony’” (Fergusson 1949:18).

Introduction
What is crucial in the epigraph by James Ferguson is not what he noted ‐ the roads,
bridges, schools ‐ but what he did not comment on: the material remains of the tenants and
their landscape, which have been mostly ignored. Even in the phrasing "beating their swords
into ploughshares," Fergusson evokes a distinct picture of the improver transforming a society
(and thus a landscape) from unruly and unproductive, to one in which the "plow," the
population and its landscape, turned productive. Fergusson's perspective emanates the
consensus that the Lowlands needed change, change came in the form of improvement, and
that the landscape ‐ divided fields, quaint farmhouses, estate houses, and woodlands ‐
emanated the outcome. However, Fergusson's description fails to account for the presence of
the tenant and cottar population and their relationship with the landscape. Additionally, this
"improved landscape" is presented as static – a final product of a century‐long process, which
shifted socio‐economic and cultural relationships. This chapter considers the landscape of
Dumfries and Galloway as a heterogeneous and fluid landscape, incorporating material
components of improvement and clearing. In other words, there are no past and present
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landscapes existing as separate entities but one landscape with material remains representative
of past and present processes. Following a brief review of the dynamics of landscape
approaches and the parameters under which past research has been conducted; I will introduce
the landscape surrounding Gatehouse of Fleet. I follow this with a discussion of the methods,
which were engaged, and finally the presentation of the data.
Within these sections, I discuss the general data including an overview with
photographic documentation of stone walls/dykes, farmsteads, sheep rees/enclosures, and
other physical representations which are visible. Second, I will present, in detail, three
amalgamated farms/areas, which are present on the contemporary landscape. These areas
represent the clearest example of strategic clearing/improvement that occurred in the 18th
century as well as that of today. In the previous chapters, I introduced data gleaned from the
archival research. Presented alongside the physical remains documented in the landscape
survey will be the corresponding documentary evidence or evidence, which corresponds with
the physical remains.

One Landscape
In preparation for the survey, I drew from three past RCAHMS landscape survey projects
in which landscape features were spelled out in detail and used in the analysis of landscape
change during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (But The Walls Remain, Well‐watered
and Sheltered, and Kirkcudbright Defense Training Area Survey). These reports had also used the
First Edition OS maps as a tool of analysis thus establishing standard labels. The First Edition
Survey Project (FESP), in particular, used the first edition maps to focus on finding "medieval
or later rural" or pre‐improvement settlements. The concern for the conservation of these
settlements was at the forefront of the project along with the intention of "redressing the
under representation" of medieval and later rural settlements in the National Monuments
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Record of Scotland (NMRS) database designed to house the information on such sites
(RCAHMS 2002: 5). Using the data on the first edition maps, namely those depictions labeled
as "unroofed," the project found over 20, 000 new sites in Scotland. The final report, But The
Walls Remain, sought to analyze the type and distribution of these new sites.
To do so, standard feature labels were employed. These feature labels or classifications
are those that RCAHMS employ in their field work, many of which were adopted from the
division of archaeology within the Ordnance Survey (RCAHMS 2002:14). There were 17
standard feature labels for which consideration was given: township, crofting township, village,
farmstead, building, shieling‐hut, structure, mill, enclosure, field‐system field, strip field, field
wall, head‐dyke, boundary dyke, kiln, and sheepfold (RCAHMS 2002:14). These were
classifications I used in my landscape survey to remain consistent. However, I found it was
critical to consider the ramifications of using universal, standard landscape feature labels when
conducting regional/local surveys. Local variation conceivably challenges the use of universal
labels.
Further, universal labels originate from research focused in the Highlands, where
language (Gaelic versus Scots, English and Gaelic influences), religion, and clan affiliations were
different. Many labels were also generated during the preparation for and surveying of the First
Edition Ordnance Survey maps. As discussed in the Historical Background chapter, the
interviewers were directed to seek the "best authorities" for local knowledge. However, these
authorities were not the tenants but the landowners, who had little contact with the landscape
potentially resulting in a muddying of labels.
Finally, "pre‐improvement" and "improvement" labels used predominantly in both
historical and archaeological writing have aided in the demarcation between land‐use from the
Medieval to the 17th and early 18th centuries and the 19th century, where pre‐improvement
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indicates a subsistence type of farming with run‐rig, small strip farming and improvement
indicates larger, organized fields with specific crop rotation and tillage systems has created two
landscapes, contributing to the use of universal labels. In this dichotomy, improvement
supplants pre‐improvement to the extent that aspects of pre‐ improvement can be considered
irrelevant and even non‐existent. Keeping in mind that improvement was believed to be a viable
process to erase past practices, the landscape upon which these practices had been carried out,
and the people who practiced them, I asked some key questions concerning what constitutes
"pre‐improvement" and "improvement" landscape and/or features. Neither was/is a static nor a
homogeneous process. How, then, do we determine changing landscape and features? What
features could demarcate a shift in/on the landscape? Because there is not a point at which the
shift from pre‐improvement to improvement is definitively marked, what could transition "look
like" in Dumfries and Galloway. These questions help establish a necessary re‐evaluation of the
standard labels and more importantly a re‐evaluation of how clearing might appear on the
present landscape.
In the Lowlands, the physical remains of clearing are considered invisible because of
how the region has been ideologically constructed around Improvement, unlike the Highlands
where clearing and its physical evidence has been prioritized and remembered. Foundations of
dwellings, barns, and byres as well as bothies, shieling huts, corn kilns, stackyards, and
blackhouses are just some of the examples. Ruins of entire townships (the equivalent of
fermtouns or farmtowns in the Lowlands) are also found. In the Lowlands, the supposed lack of
similar physical evidence is equated to the lack of clearances.
Dalglish (2005) touched on some of these issues in his research on the Mull of Kintyre, in
which, despite outward appearing "improvements" being enacted across that landscape, houses
or dwellings, for example maintained particular internal "pre‐improvement" traits like central
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hearths. Additionally, the configuration of farm buildings ‐ the addition of offices or
outbuildings, attached or detached, the appearance of a court yard or yard within this
configuration ‐ also indicates an acceptance of improvement or at the very least, the terms of
the written lease. Other agricultural processes like threshing mills appear on larger farms,
replacing the use of shared corn kilns and appear prominently in written leases where one
tenant is responsible for grinding the grain for tenants residing in that parish. Beyond the
immediate farmstead space, divisions of fields based on crop rotation and/or grazing as well as
drainage systems and roads indicate a change in agricultural practices.
The landscape survey was intended to re‐evaluate that assumption. Overall, the
landscape survey was conducted in order to understand more deeply the ways in which
clearing/improvement appears on the present landscape.

Methods
This chapter discusses the results of the landscape survey, which was conducted from
the end of April to the end of June 2011. During this time, I integrated information gleaned
from document research with maps, in particular the Explorer versions of the Ordnance Survey
maps Numbers 319 and 323, Google Earth, and the Royal Commission of the Ancient and
Historic Monuments of Scotland database in order to locate areas of high probability containing
historic sites used during the 18th and 19th century. I engaged two questions “Are features
noted in the documents still visible on the contemporary landscape?” and, “Are there features
that have been missed or have gone unrecorded?” to guide my survey methods. By transferring
data gleaned from the written record out onto the landscape, I attempted to locate and record
how space had been re‐configured and re‐ conceptualized.
A critical notion of Improvement was the re‐conceptualization and re‐configuration of
the landscape. With this in mind, I set out to consider two general key features: contemporary
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farmsteads and ruins. Farms that were depicted on the range of maps and still in existence
indicated achieved improvement. I based this assessment on two assertions. First, the longevity
on the landscape suggests that the tenants implemented improvements as required by their
leases and were productive doing so, keeping the farm in use. Secondly, the configuration of the
dwelling and outbuildings was indicative of improvement. Contemporary farms that display key
features of improvement also indicate achieved improvement. As Dalglish (2003) noted, two
types of farmstead construction show up during improvement: the courtyard type of stead
where a dwelling and outbuildings are situated around a central courtyard and the range style of
stead in which the dwelling and outbuildings are configured in a linear fashion. Contemporary
working farms, which fell into one of these two configurations, demonstrate achievement.
Almost all of the remaining farms within the research area I investigated fell into a courtyard
style farmstead.
“Ruins” potentially indicates two crucial experiences: 1) not being given the chance to
participate in the improvement process and being cleared from the land and/or 2) the failure to
prosper once “improved.” In both situations, amalgamation was one such process. The
amalgamation of a farm where the tenant was not given a new lease would point to clearance.
Amalgamation rid the estate of tenants who were not producing on small farms. This process
allowed landowners to increase the acreage of one holding while also raising rents, offsetting
higher costs of improvements across the entire estate. Data gleaned from documentary
research assisted in the understanding of how the term “ruins” indicates clearance. This is
discussed throughout the chapter.
To locate areas of high potential, I drew from my document research and the RCAHMS
database, which lists sites that have been recorded and designated. Farms, which had been
leased from 1700‐1850 were the target in the search as were the universal, standard labels such
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as (list). From this, I created my own database for the Parish of Girthon in which 171 sites were
listed. I narrowed my survey to two distinct areas within Girthon Parish that were located along
the Water of Fleet with one comparative site in the adjoining parish of Anwoth. Further, I used
Google Earth to pinpoint the sites prior to visiting. In the field, I used a GPS unit to locate and
accurately record sites and to re‐record sites previously recorded. Measurements were taken
where applicable using a tape. Finally, I made detailed field notes and took digital photographs.
Archaeological drawings were made in a field notebook.
Following a presentation of the landscape of Girthon Parish and specifically along the
Fleet Valley, I will discuss in detail the survey results.

Landscape Description
The landscape of the Fleet River Valley as most of Galloway is dotted with working dairy
farms, private residences, and holiday homes. The Fleet River (or Water of Fleet) is one of four
major rivers that run north to south in the eastern portion of Dumfries and Galloway. These
rivers, the Nith, Dee, Tarff, and Fleet, were key transportation routes and food sources during
the 18th and 19th centuries. These rivers are depicted on the earliest of maps of the region. The
Fleet divides at Aikyhill Bridge and becomes the Little Water of Fleet and the Big Water of Fleet.
The landscape from the mouth of the Fleet north to the furthest point of the landscape
survey was a mix of flat ground rising into hillocks, rolling hills, and larger rough hills. Of note
was the ground from Castramont Bridge to the river forks, on Drumshangan and Germany Isles
on to Drumruck. These areas consisted of flat flood plain and rolling hills and were well suited
for arable land, much like that of the coastal farms of Cally Mains and Boreland of Girthon, for
example. Large, rough hills rose quickly from these flat areas that were (and still are) used for
rough grazing. In the upper portion of Girthon Parish, afforestation has taken place on a massive
scale. Galloway Forest (get correct name) is the largest of the Forestry Commission forests in
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Scotland. Sections are periodically cleared and replanted, meaning that many sites have been
destroyed. Both RCAHMS and the current edition OS maps have such sites listed.
Gatehouse of Fleet, the main town in the valley, sits at the mouth of the Fleet and was a
minor port during the 18th and 19th century. The Cally Estate, the seat of the Murray ‐ Usher
Broughton family was located adjacent to Gatehouse of Fleet. All of the area of the landscape
survey was owned by the Murray family at some point. The area is located in Girthon parish.
Much of the estate grounds have been turned into a walking/hiking area with paths designated
for horseback riding also. The paths are color coded and historical markers are located at points
of interested. For example, an Iron Age motte is present on the grounds and its history is briefly
described on a placard.
The estate has also attempted to preserve the drystane dykes (stane is stone and dyke is
a wall in Scots language) and has placed placards along certain paths to explain the usage of
dykes and the preservation process.
Gatehouse of Fleet was redeveloped as a planned village around the turn of the 19th
century when weaving became its main industry. In the middle of town, houses were laid out
with back gardens for grazing or growing food. Mills were built along the Fleet, with the sluice
of the one remaining mill running through the town. Gatehouse was my home base during the
landscape survey.
Contemporary development has taken place, namely just outside of Gatehouse of Fleet.
Other development has occurred in the form of renovating old farmhouses and cottar houses
for either private housing or holiday homes (Quarterland and Drumruck in particular). There are
two golf courses – a “public” course located to the north of the village and one owned and
operated by the conglomerate who run the Cally House Hotel, which was the seat of the Murray
family. The public course would have utilized farmland. To the south of Gatehouse of Fleet,
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there is a caravan park, Sandgreen, located on the Firth. This park abuts the farms of Boreland of
Girthon and Cally Mains. It is owned by the Murray family. Further along the coast is another
holiday development, Carrick, with individually owned homes. Knockbrex, another estate, abuts
the Carrick development. Further inland is the Farm of Rainton, which runs Cream O’Galloway,
an ice cream and outdoor center.
As of 2013, Dumfries and Galloway is one of the most forested region in Scotland,
”...with just over 211,000 hectares of existing forest and woodland cover out of a total 667,278
hectares" (Dumfries and Galloway Council 2014 :4). This mainly consists of softwood ‐
coniferous trees ‐ where timber during the 18th and 19th centuries was a mix of hardwoods
needed for timber construction and other woods for ornamental landscape design or game
cover. The development of the forest industry has been crucial for Scotland and especially
Dumfries and Galloway in terms of jobs. However, within these forests are or were remains of
pre‐ and improvement structures meaning that many have been lost in the process of
afforestation or, at the least, are difficult to locate.

Two Landscape Experiences
Confronting tenants were the changes on the landowners' immediate landscapes to
which they were bound by a lease to assist in the maintenance and upkeep. As landowners
began to express their wealth on the landscape through changes in their estate property,
burdens either fell on the tenants to conform to a range of behaviors from maintaining
particular spaces, like woods and parks, (the willow lease, for example) to game parks, leisure
gardens, and orchards or they were excluded from these positions by outsiders. Gardeners,
game wardens, dog handlers, forest wardens were among some of the improvement positions.
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However, these cannot predict or determine how individual tenants understood or
accepted the shifts in practice. How this shift/these shifts appear(s) on the landscape is the
purpose of this chapter.

General Landscape Features
I begin this section with the most visible production of the improvement process, dykes,
which dominate the landscape. Boundaries were not uncommon on the Medieval landscape,
however, most were turf banks or were demarcated by natural barriers such as burns (small
streams). Three types of dykes occupied the landscape of the 18th and 19th centuries ‐ head‐
dykes, march dykes, and field walls. Fencing and paling was also used as a means to demarcate
space and will be discussed. Enclosures will be discussed in a separate section.

Dykes and the Building of Dykes
Two crucial aspects of the building of dykes and the appearance in the written leases –
as terms, the responsibility of the building came to both parties but the burden fell more on the
tenant who had to supply the ground from which the stone came and to allow the horses of the
dykers to be grazed on their land. In some cases, having the stones removed from a field was
beneficial to the tenant – he or she didn’t have to clear a field, however, if the stones had to be
dug or quarried, this requirement meant land which could be used for grazing or planting was
torn up. The carting and leading of stone to an area where there was no previous dyke was time
consuming. The tenant was also required to pay interest on the cost of the building or repairing
of the dykes on his farm. In many tacks, the dimensions of the dyke were explicitly recorded
and were expected to be followed.
In general, all dykes have the same construction pattern (then as now):
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Foundations ‐ (or footings) are usually the largest stones
available, ideally set onto dry mineral soils, the topsoil having
first been removed.
Face‐stones ‐ form the bulk of the building stone for the dyke
and an effort is made to present the best "face" of the stone as
possible.
Throughs ‐ are long stones laid right through from one side of
the dyke to the other, adding strength at regular intervals in
both the height and length of the dyke.
Hearting ‐ (or "pinning and packing") is formed of small pieces
of stone, tightly packed in the centre of the dyke to both fill
gaps left between the two skins of the face stones, and to
underpin face stones maintaining them in a firm and horizontal
position.
Coping stones ‐ (or topstones, toppers, copers cappers or
ragstones) are the large stones placed vertically along the
length of the top of the dyke. They should be carefully placed so
that they pack tightly together and put weight on every top face
stone. Coping stones should be tightly fitted in order to
withstand the attention of cattle, which tend to scratch
themselves on the top of the dyke. Coping stones also shed
rainfall that would otherwise cause weathering within the dyke.
(www.snh.org.uk/publications/on‐
line/advisorynotes/25/25.html)
In later tacks, from 1800, there is little mention of the building of dykes though the
maintenance of them remains with the cost of repair falling on the tenant. One example
however, from 1835, has in its lease a clause that specifies the enclosing of land.
The building of dykes does however, assist in creating the role of the dyker and as dykes become
more and more of a hallmark across the landscape, a good dyker was valuable. Each one had
their own signature style. Dykers are still used throughout the region (and all of Scotland) and
are still crucial to the upkeep of the walls. Below are examples from written leases, which
highlight the building of dykes.
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Should Kirkpatrick be inclined to have any dikes upon the
marches that he shall build the same at these dimensions –
thirty inches wide at foundation four quarters of an [‐‐‐] high
double dyke and two quarters single fifteen inches wide at the
top of the double all well and sufficiently build and shall be
allowed for every road thereof to be measured with Broughtons
chain twenty shillings Scots money where no dyke now is and
only twelve shillings where any dyke now is and this is to be
allowed at the end of tack and if sooner that he pay at the rate
of 7 percent after allowance which dykes when built GD1081:16
1759
And not only to allow stone to be quarried and lead in the
ground for the aforesaid march dyke and afford grasses for the
horses employed in leading the same; but annually alongst with
the said rent to pay the heretor an interest after the rate of six
per contum per annum for the money expended by him on
account of said dike computing from the time that the dike is
finished GD1079:13 1775
Wm Muronie leading the slate for it, Murray agrees to (lie) at
the expense of enclosing any land that may be marked off and
made into meadow by the tenant, the tenant leading and laying
down the stones for such enclosures GD10/1103:19
Head dykes
Head dykes for example, separated cultivated land from grazing or rough, uncultivated
land marking the infield/outfield system of farming used prior to "improvement." Most head
dykes were associated with townships across Scotland except in Galloway where they were
associated with farmsteads (RCAHMS 2002: 43). Unlike later enclosures, head‐dykes rarely
followed a straight line and were often turf. Though head‐dykes were predominant before
“improvement,” there is recognition of them in some leases as late as 1791 indicating that these
types of dykes were still a part of the landscape or were being used to demarcate space.
Whether this was in part to do with farms that had not fully transitioned into contemporary field
systems or a term being reconstituted for something else is unknown.
Also at their own cost and within the same period to build a
good head dike quite across the ground to divide the muir from
the whiteland and two other dikes one on each side of the
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public road from this head dike to the south march of the
ground all these dikes to be at least 5 quarters high 3 double
and two single and of a sufficient breadth as the
grass...(GD10/1082/21780)
(addition) 7 (January) 1788 the tenant having build a head dyke
and [‐‐‐] through gate dikes in terms of the tack [‐‐‐] of 210
raods valued by ‐‐‐ at 212 raods and all sufficient except 13 raod
done with small stones [‐‐‐] the heretor has allowed the £20
agreeable to tack. ( GD10/1082/2)
Shall adhere to the course of husbandry and management: no
breaking up or plowing of ley ground without manuring, specific
plowing limits for the inner ground below the head dyke and [‐‐‐
] of the lands (1791GD10/ 1079:30)

Figure 3. Laughenghie field system, taken from a Google Earth screen grab, is
located to the north of the farmstead. Some of the runrig has the slight "s" shaped
furrows typical of pre‐improvement ploughcuts, noted with the yellow arrow.
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March Dykes
March dykes demarcated farms and became markers space for which the tenant was
responsible. Though landowners often required the dykes to be built or had them constructed,
tenants had to pay either the interest for the construction in cash or in‐kind, supplying the grass
to feed the horses who drew the carts carrying the stone to the site. Whilst enclosures or field
walls clearly defined arable land and grazing allowing for the 5 crop rotation process, the use of
march dykes inevitably eliminated the use of the head dyke. Overall, the construction of march
dykes and enclosures increases throughout the 18th century as demonstrated in the terms of
the written leases. The most common occurrence of the word "dyke" or "dike" or “fence”
appears in the lease terms as a responsibility to which all tenants had to adhere: "...leave the
dykes and ditches with the houses built or to be built on said lands in sufficient condition..."
(GD10/1078:3 1753) or "...maintain and preserve the whole dykes built or to be built..."
(GD10.1078:9 1752). The following examples further demonstrate the building of march dykes
from 1775 onwards.
If he think proper the master build a march dyke between this
farm and the Doon of Lag and between it and Largies from the
foot of Laghead to the head of the Whiteland, tenant must
supply the horse to lead the stone and to pay the rate of 6 per
centum per annum in addition to rent for the cost of such dykes
from and after finishing Keep up the march dyke with
Castramont and Doon and Largies if these are built (GD1079/44
1775)
...will build a division dike and also to pay for the raising stones
and building such a dike between the said lands and the land of
Culnaughtree and Blackford Tenant must furnish not only the
men horses graith slades and material for leading all the stone
necessary for the dykes but likes what stone y be neces. For
building a march dyke between Drungans and Nether Henlefield
in case at any period the heretor thinks proper and to permit
the quarrying for these purposes (GD1081/10 approx 1775)
...To pay the heretor an interest after the rate of 6 per centum
per annum for half of the expenses of making the march dike
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next to Hillhead yearly after finishing the said dike 9GD1079/32
1775)
...will build a stone dike alongs the foot road through the
foresaid hollow of Shaw well from the march of Lochans to the
corner of the house possessed by the said Alex. McClure, and
another dike from the corner of the Miln Park to the Lochans
march below Tallowwhamliggat, and a march dike betwixt the
lands now sett and the lands of Hillhead possessed by the said
Andrew Herron all in the places and of such dimensions as shall
be determined by John Thomson in Boreland (GD107932 1775)
...will construct a march dike between the said [‐‐‐]possessions
and the farm of Whinnyhill and a cross dike where the heretor
will point out as useful to the farm from Whinnyhill march to
Dalmalin march Thompson factor will determine dimensions If
Murray builds any more dikes or march dikes, (tenant) must pay
a three and half percent above his rent to cover the cost and to
furnish the grass for the horses employed in carting the stones
for the dikes and barns and half the grass for the march dikes
(GD1079/15 1794)
...will build the march dyke between the said lands and the
lands of Saghead (Laghead) and Largies but the tenant pays half
the expense interest of 6 per centum per annum ...Maintain the
march dyke next to the wood of Castramont but to join and be
at equal expense with the heretor or the tenant of Laigh Lagg in
building a dyke of fence on the march between Doon and Laigh
Lagg and to furnish grass for the horses employed in building
the dyke, allow the stones to be quarried and led for the march
dyke next to Laghead and Largies without any allowance
(GD107942 1776) (Figure 4)
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Figure 4. Remains of Largies with the march dyke between Largies and Laghead in the distance.
Other Landscape Divisions and Associated Features
Other landscape divisions included fencing or paling – in some instances thorns are used
as fencing – though Galloway is not known for its hedgerows (more appear to the east in
Dumfries and further along into the borders and Lothian), there are instances of thorns
appearing as is paling. Other surveys have noted the combination of stone and hedges and/or
paling together in enclosures and also as quick repairs for broken dykes (RCAHMS 56) Paling was
a short term enclosure measure whilst thorn were often used as decorative divisions or as rabbit
proofing. Paling was also used for rabbit warrens, for example.
...to make a fence of paling betwixt the said lands of Boreland
and the lands of Airds as far as the present stone fence is
choaked up with Blowen sand what borders [‐‐‐] the military
road to be a hedge and ditch the rest to be a stone dike …
Before the beginning of the last seven years to subdivide the
lands into 8 subdivisions at the least and to fence the same by [‐
‐‐] and hedge, the [‐‐‐] which purpose and also trees to be
planted upon the same is to be provided by the heretor and the
tenant is bound not only to plant the same but to keep the
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hedges clean and in a cultivated and thriving condition annually.
[‐‐‐] are necessary for the tenant to cut he may do so but for
every one so with he is to plant and cultivate a new one.
Expecting always those next to military road which he is by no
mean to cut at any time (GD10/1079/20 1771)

Four features that were noted during the landscape survey were lonkey holes, stiles,
ditches, and gates though only two will be discussed in detail here. Whilst gates become an
important feature on the landscape, there are many gates across the landscape. Many have
been greatly altered, added, or even filled in so that knowing exactly where an improvement
gate was placed is difficult. The building
of ditches was a crucial process in the
reclamation of land that was boggy or
low‐lying. The maintenance of ditches
was also a prominent requirement in
written leases. The ability of a farmer to
reclaim or claim land that was deemed
unusable meant more space in which to
produce. Proper ditch building technique
was outlined by almost all improvement
writers and one example of ditch diagrams
were found on written leases. In most
Figure 5. Photograph of a stile in a drystane dyke.

cases, ditches ran along dykes – on the

outside of a field and along the roads. However, stiles and lonkey holes show up more and
more as the number of dykes increase.
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Stiles are often difficult to see, especially if the wall now occupies a wooded area. Moss,
underbrush, and trees hide many stiles whilst others are out in the middle of a field far away
from “modern” pathways or roads (Figure 5). Stiles were (and still are) found at church yards
and used as the main entrance into the yard. The myth goes that the only time a person would
use the gate was in a coffin. Therefore, stiles were the way in and out.
Stiles are still used – some are metal swings whilst others are wooden steps built over a
wall. Stone stiles, as shown, were placed evenly, mostly, apart in the dyke. Its placement
indicates a place where foot traffic was
heaviest. Because roads were scarce in this
region until post 1750, stiles (and gates) would
have been the only way over/through a dyke.
For tenants and cottars used to walking across
fields, which were clear, stiles kept that path
open.
Figure 6. Example of a lonkey hole. Note the
large stone to the right of the hole (left).

Lonkey holes were designed mainly to
allow sheep and lambs as well as water to
move in and out of particular fields – in some
instances, lonkey holes are found at a spot
where a ditch has been laid to collect and move
water away from the field (another
improvement process) ‐ often along a road or at

Figure 7. Another example of a lonkey hole
now used as a drain for the field (right

the point where a burn exists in a field (Figures
6 and 7). In instances where letting animals

through was necessary, the lonkey hole is visible in the middle of a wall.
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Ditches, though prominent as an
agricultural improvement, are often difficult to
see on the contemporary landscape because
they have been incorporated into modern
drainage ditches. It is evident that ditches were
a means of reclaiming land for grazing or tillage
and as a maintenance strategy for farms. As
evidence in the written leases, the construction
and maintenance of ditches develop across
time into a core term for which tenants were
responsible. In other improvement literature,
the building of ditches is crucial to the
betterment of production. An early letter
Figure 8. Diagram of a ditching system on the
letter John Clerk of Edinburgh (GD18/5288/54 between John Clerk and his brother contains a
1724).Reprinted with permission of the
National Archives of Scotland.
detailed diagram and description of the ditching
process, including the tools necessary to create the proper depth and shape of the ditches
(Figure 8). It is important to note that the letter was written in 1724 during the Leveller Revolt,
so that whilst Clerk was communicating with his brother about that situation, he was also
considering ways of "improving" the land. The importance of ditching does not diminish. By the
early 1800s, some land owners were advertising awards for the tenants who built and
maintained the best drains.

Enclosures and Parks
Enclosures are often used as a benchmark for improved land. Like dykes, there are many
forms of enclosures some quite large whilst others small. Because Galloway has evidence of
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enclosing prior to the 18th century, in particular the creation of cattle parks, I am using the word
“enclosure” to designate any walled space not associated with a dwelling, outbuilding, or pre‐
improvement field systems which, according to FESP, are dominant in Galloway (RCAHMS 2002:
37). This includes shieling huts, which are nonetheless negligible in Galloway, sheep rees or
sheep folds, and hay rees. The FESP report also defined “enclosure” in this way: “This term is
used to describe small isolated enclosures that do not form a part of a farmstead, township, or
field system and the exact functions of which are not known” (RCAHMS 2002:33). FESP also
suggests that these isolated features could be associated with other features no longer visible or
that have gone unrecorded. Without further survey, it is impossible to know.
However, these features were associated in some way with one or more nearby farms
and their “isolation” on the contemporary landscape is the result of 300 years of change and
agricultural production, in particular, the amalgamation of farms in the later 18th and early 19th
century. When examined together on the landscape and in conjunction with written
documentation, it may be possible to determine their relationship to a farm or farms.
Function, however in some instances, may be impossible to surmise. That farms
increased dramatically in size, especially in the upland regions, must be an indication that those
features were, at some point, closer in distance to abandoned or amalgamated farms.
Surveyors indicated particular features designated as "rees" or "sheep folds" and in some cases,
"parks." The "ree" is the name for a sheep fold and is exclusive to the South‐west (RCAHMS
2002: 45). RCAHMS listed 47 sheep rees or sheep folds in the Parish of Girthon. Of the areas I
documented in detail, at least four were inaccessible. One issue with recording rees is that these
structures could have been used of other purposes prior to their recording on the FEOS map.
Rees did not show up in written documentation as structures required to be built or repaired
like dykes.
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The presence of parks in
the documentation I
examined showed up in
some respects during the
survey. One park was
located in Anwoth Parish
and is distinguished from
the other enclosures by
wall height as well as
Figure 9. Ardwell cattle park with decorative gate posts. This park
is also depicted on the first edition Ordnance Survey maps for
Anwoth Parish.

decorative entrance posts
(Figure 9). Parks ranged

in use ‐ deer, game, wood, tup (young ram), and cattle parks were all noted in written leases,
factors accounts, valuation lists ‐ some specifically for the value of the wood ‐ and on the FE OS
maps. The emergence of leisure parks ‐ deer, game, and wood ‐ decorative flowering and fruit
trees ‐ were placed on the proper estate grounds for the obvious purposes. Almost all written
leases had a clause in which tenants were not to use or cross through the parks, take wood from
the parks unless given permission, or poach. Some tenants were placed in charge of the
maintenance of the wood. Though this example appears in an earlier chapter, it is worth noting
again because of the detail in the maintenance of the trees.
At their own expense to plant with proper sets all the vacant
spaces of Saugh or Willow Garden and to nurse the willows in a
proper manner so as to not to exhaust the Stoles and at no time
to weed or rut any of the willow for shoots or any other
purpose except in the proper season ‐ between the first of
November and the fifteenth of January and it is hereby declared
that the premises shall be use as a saugh or willow garden only
and that none of the willows shall be cut downward to the stole
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but shall but cut with a hook by pulling upwards so as not to
injure the wood or the stole, shall not cut any grass within the
said willow garden with a scythe but that may during the
pleasure of the trustees only cut grass therein with a common
shearing hook and no otherwise (GD10/1079)
Most estates,
after 1725 at the
earliest, had game
wardens that insured
the parks were well
maintained and game
was in abundance for
hunting. Wood parks
were predominantly
Figure 10. Wall of the Deer Park on the estate of Cally.

used to supply timber
for the estate and this

included wood to be used for the construction of tenant dwellings, byres, and other
outbuildings. Timber was also a commodity, and there was evidence of companies from
England in contract with estates to take timber when trees had matured. Almost all written
leases also contained a clause, which gave landowners the right to plant wood on the leased
land, usually with compensation given to the tenant, similar to the above excerpt.
Because parks were often on estate grounds, the walls surrounding the parks were
distinct from other field walls. In particular, the Deer Park on the Cally Estate also was
surrounded by a more decorative wall and was located to the south of the former estate house
and Cally Mains farm (Figure 10). As noted above, the cattle park on Ardwell had distinct gate
posts.
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In general, most of the landscape of Girthon Parish contained a range of examples, which
highlight the shifting socio‐economics of the period.

Landscape of the Little Water of Fleet
I begin this next section with an overview of the landscapes upon which these features
sit. This is followed by a short discussion of the appearance of two sites in written leases. Finally,
each site is written up in detail using notes from RCHAMS and my notes and measurements. The
three sites are, by no means, the only features, which indicate the processes of improvement
and clearance. Other spaces, or what I call communities, are discussed prior to the conclusion.
In this section, I discuss the relationships established by integrating information from the many
early maps. The dynamic shifts occurring through the 18th century do leave a noticeable
difference on the First Edition Ordnance Survey maps as the spaces on the maps increase, the
names of farms disappear, or are indicated by the words "ruins"‐ indicating the shift away from
intimate relationships as communities of farming tenants erode.
Two of the three feature areas sit to the east of the Little Water of Fleet on a rising plain
surrounded by hills. This landscape would be considered rough grazing though there were flat
areas nearer to the river, which could be tilled. Because there are no leases specifically for these
two farms in which tillage could be proven, the pre‐improvement ground (Burnfoot, in
particular) suggest there was some tillage taking place at some point.
Because Cauldside is in an adjacent parish, this site would not have shown up during the
archival portion of my research. However, Cauldside does appear on the Roy Military Map
indicating that this farm was in existence in the early 18th century as well as one of the earliest
maps, the 1634 Blaeu map. The fact that it does appear on such an early map indicates that it
was an established place two centuries prior to the improvement period and at some point
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before the FEOS surveys took place, approximately 1840 or earlier, had fallen into ruin.
Drumruck, Burnfoot, and Cruffock also appear on the Blau map indicating their existence in the
17th century or earlier, only partially on the Roy Military Map. Table # below lists the earliest
written leases for these farms found during research.

Table 7. Burnfoot, Cruffock, and Drumruck leases and the amalgamation of the farms into
Culreoch and/or Cullendoch.
NAS
GD10/

Year Notes

1079(16) 1796 Alexander and Wm Galloway sons of the deceased George Galloway in Culreoch, for all
21 and whole the lands of Culreoch, the muir of Castramond the lands of Croofug (Cruffuck)
years and the lands of Burnfoot formerly possessed by George now of the sons £170 for the first
seven years and £180 the remaining 14 years
1103
(17)

(1810 19 years, lease Culreoch, Cruffock and Burnfoot to James and Andrew McClymont tenants
1856) of Sirvan and therein brothers John McClymont tenant of Corrcfuckloch and Thomas
McClymont tenant of Barraen £280

1079
(55)

1790 Thomas Chalmer Drummroch (Drumruck) and Cullendoch 19 years +4 years
1794

1079

1796 letter “we have this day sublet(subsett) the lands of Murrayton, Drummroch and
Cullendoch which the late Thomas Chalmers had to lease from you to (mr gardener?) from
Ayrshire a very (?) (sub…?) good man who we have every reason to think will give
satisfaction as an (??) tenant upon your estate, and in addition to the reputation of the
late Thomas Chalmers we hereby enact ourselves and become bound as (??) for the (?)
performances of the several (presentations?) and for the punctual payment of the rent
stipulated in the tack entered into between the said Thomas Chalmers and you and that at
the times specified and (??) and during the whole space thereof, and we hereby engage
where(?) required by you to make into a legal deed upon stamped paper to that effect and
we are (illegible) (signed) Hugh Mutchon (?) and John Kelly, Newton Douglas 5 oct 1796

* Note: From Cullendoch to Drumruck is 2.56km straightaway ‐ over hills, to Murrayton 4.3km

Burnfoot
The history of Burnfoot, as derived from map analysis, documentary research, and
landscape survey, suggests an extended presence on the landscape of the Fleet Valley.
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Map analysis showed that Burnfoot was present on maps dating from the mid 17th century
(Blaeu 1654 Scotiae provintiae inter Taum Fluvium, et Septentrionales oras Angliae; de Wit 1680:
Scotia Regnum divisum in Partem Septentrionalem et Meridionalem Subdivisas in Comitatus,
Vice comitatus Provincias Praefecturas Dominia et Insulas.). The FEOS map sheet 37 depicts
Burnfoot as "in ruins" (Figure 11). Rent rolls for the Cally Estate have Burnfoot being individually
held in 1755, and a written lease in 1796 indicates this farm was amalgamated along with
Cruffock into a larger farm, Culreoch. This new lease stayed within the same family. In 1810,
however, a written lease consisting of Culreoch, Cruffock, and Burnfoot transferred the holding
to a different family from whom it was leased in 1796. It is understood, then, that between 1796
and the surveying of the FEOS maps for this region conducted in the early to mid 19th century,
the dwelling was no longer used. Because of its longevity, Burnfoot presents as a definitive
marker of the improvement/clearance process. The following discussion of this farm traces this
process in detail. I will discuss the field systems, the dwelling and outbuildings, and other
features that were visible. Throughout, I will highlight discrepancies between map depictions
and what I found on the ground.
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Figure 11. Burnfoot and field system as depicted on the first edition Ordnance Survey (FEOS)
map. Burnfoot farmstead is in the lower left corner.

Figure 12. Burnfoot field systems, within the circle, shown on Google Earth screen grab.
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Initially, Burnfoot was more interesting because it was still roofed and local information
indicated it had been used on and off for "generations" as a shepherd's house. RCAHMS had a
great deal of information on Burnfoot and the surrounding fields, in particular that there were
several pre‐improvement
field systems with defining
features, such as turf walls,
run rig furrows of varying
distances, and sheep rees
and/or shieling huts. These
field systems are well
depicted on the FEOS. Pecked
lines indicate old fences,
Figure 13. Burnfoot field system turf walls as indicated by the
dead bracken and noted by the yellow arrows.

some of which were turf, as
noted in the RCAHMS

database. It is clear that there were numerous field divisions across this area, which was
eventually surrounded by an improvement dyke. This area measures approximately .54km east
west by .36km north south, with a gradual elevation rise. The pre‐improvement field systems on
the FEOS map correspond to what is visible on Google Earth (Figure 12).
Once on site, however, I realized that there was no way to access the surrounding fields,
as the conditions did not allow for it. The ground was saturated above the dwelling and out
buildings, leaving little room for maneuvering alone. Photographs were taken from a distance.
However, there was indication of the remnants of the pre‐improvement boundaries (Figure13).
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Because I was unable to access and measure the outlying field systems, I focused on the
dwelling and remnants of the outbuildings (Figure 14). RCAHMS notations state, "The 1st
edition of the OS 6‐inch map (Kirkcudbrightshire 1852, sheet 37) depicts an unroofed range of
buildings set around a courtyard, fragments of which may be visible to the W of the roofed
cottage." This description does reflect to some extent what is depicted on the FEOS (Figure 11).
I, however, found something different on site.

Figure 14. Archaeological drawing of Burnfoot
First, the orientation of the dwelling and outbuildings did not correspond with the
RCAHMS notations (Figure 15). The foundations or footings of outbuildings were actually to the
east of the dwelling at what would be considered the back, contradicting the description from
RCAHMS above. Further, there was no indication that buildings had stood to the west. Whilst
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there was evidence of a two walled spaces, no foundations or footings to correspond with
structures were found in those spaces. The archaeological drawing (Figure 14) shows the main
structure with surrounding walls and Feature 1.

Figure 15. Close‐up of Burnfoot farmstead. Note the orientation of the unroofed buildings.
Comparatively, the depiction of the buildings on the FEOS is unclear and nearly
impossible to discern which building was the dwelling. RCAHMS notes that the FEOS map
indicates a roofed cottage (Figure 16).
Roofed buildings were depicted as filled in
with unroofed structures lacking fill.
However, there is no structure depicted at
Burnfoot with fill. (Figure 15) The structure
is shown as unroofed. Further, the
Figure 16. Burnfoot dwelling with a slate roof.

orientation of the buildings does not
correspond to what is on the ground. On

the FEOS map, the longer building, which could be a dwelling, is oriented EW not NS, as I found
it. The size and shape of the dwelling I encountered does match the approximate shape of that
on the FEOS in terms of compartments.
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On the FEOS a smaller two compartment structure, equal in dimensions with a larger
square structure immediately to the east is
depicted as perpendicular to the longer structure.
The map also depicts a wall connected to this
square structure, running NS to the burn. To the
back of the dwelling were three or four possible
outbuildings, one of which was a double
compartment. These were quite small suggesting
that these might have been used as sheep or
cattle enclosures or storage areas. The double
compartment structure was measured at no more
Figure 17. Two‐compartment structure
located to the east of the dwelling (left).

than 2m per compartment internally (Figure 17). One
compartment contained an interesting feature in
the internal wall. This was photographed (Figure
18).
Internally, the house was divided into
three compartments ‐ a living area in which a
table and chair were still present, a second,
smaller compartment, and a third compartment
that was smaller still. A fourth compartment was
only accessible from the outside and contained
wooden divisions resembling those used in stalls
for farm animals. The first compartment

Figure 18. Photograph of the wooden
internal divisions.
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contained 2 windows, one at the front and one at the back. The middle compartment had only
one window at the front, with the third having two smaller windows locate at the front and
back. . A ceiling had been added creating an attic, which appeared to run the length of the
compartments. The internal divisions were created from wooden frames, which were plastered
(Figure #). Each compartment had a wooden door with latch. An entrance way had been
constructed at the entrance where a door was placed inside (not hung on the outside
frame).The fourth, the stable, maintained a stone wall.
There were two fireplaces.
The one in the first, larger
compartment was cement and
deeply recessed into the wall whilst
the second was smaller, with wooden
inlay along the outside but without a
mantle (Figure 19). This one was brick
Figure 19. The fireplace in the second compartment,
with mantle. Note the iron gate, which has come
away from the fireplace.

lined with stone backing. There were
what appeared to be the remnants of

an iron grate, which had come away from the fireplace. The positioning of this fireplace suggests
it was added when the internal divisions were also added. This addition supports the assertions
presented in Dalglish (2003), where the additions of both fireplaces and divisions indicate
Improvement.
Facing west, at the front of the dwelling, were two walled spaces. The smaller space was
immediately outside the dwelling (see Figure 14). In the south east corner of the outer walled
space (discussed below) was a raised area, which was considerably steeper at the SW corner. It
ran from 12.1m on the North side to 15 m on the south and to the inner wall. It was
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approximately 6.8 m wide. This feature approximately corresponds to the feature depicted in
the FEOS. Outside of the
dwelling was what
appeared to be a walled
court yard. I labeled this as
a midden, an unwalled
raised feature in the SE
corner of the outside wall
(Figure 20).This feature was
a part of gently sloping
walled space, which was
approximately 40m in
Figure 20. Archaeological drawing of Feature 1, a possible
midden.

length. The only

corresponding depictions on the FEOS of this space is a wall on the east bank of the river, lined
with some small trees or bushes and the wall running parallel to the burn, on the northern side,
to the river, forming at right angle.
The discrepancies in the positioning of the current dwelling compared to that of the
FEOS suggest two possibilities. One is that the surveyors positioned the dwelling and out
buildings incorrectly. The second possibility is that the buildings depicted on the FEOS were
dismantled and reconstructed in its current position. However, evidence strongly supports an
error by the OS surveyors and/or the cartographers. Because the field systems in Google Earth
correspond to that which is on the FEOS, an incorrect positioning could be feasible. The 1894
version of the OS maps, in fact, does show a building positioned north to south with an
extended walled feature to the west of the building. Field system positions correspond again in
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this version, strongly suggesting that the positioning of the buildings is inaccurate. The RCAHMS
descriptions also state the buildings as being located on the West bank of the Little Water of
Fleet, when Burnfoot is on the east bank. It does state that the dwelling or "cottage" is roofed.

Conclusion
Burnfoot represents a pre‐improvement farmstead that, to some extent, was improved
to some extent as reflected in the internal divisions of the dwelling as well as what could have
been a court yard style farmstead configuration. The discrepancies between the depictions on
the OS maps create some confusion. Excavation within the potential courtyard area as guided
by the first edition OS maps would help clarify this.

Cruffock
Though I anticipated finding well preserved and visible remains at Burnfoot, having read
all of the comments in the RCAHMS database, I had not anticipated the condition of Cruffock.
Whilst the Cruffock remains are well documented in the RCAHMS database, and are depicted in
the FEOS and 2nd Edition 6 inch maps, what is left on the ground does not fully corresponds to
the last RCAHMS notations (1994).
Cruffock has a long history, similar to that of Burnfoot. It appears on early maps dating
to the 17th century. It possibly appears in the Roy Military Maps but without a name. Though
this map is scaled inaccurately, the position of the five buildings in relation to the Little Water of
Fleet, and its position on a more dramatic slope suggest this was Cruffock. Written tacks have
Cruffock being amalgamated along with Burnfoot at the same time with a lease with the farm
Culreoch. However, rental rolls indicate Cruffock (and Burnfoot and Drumruck) were leased
individually in 1755.
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On the FEOS, Cruffock appears as five connected structures or one structure with
compartments or additions (Figure 21). None of the structures appears to be uniform. RCAHMS
database records these structures in this manner: "five rectangular buildings which comprise the
remains of a farmstead...Four of the buildings are relatively small, measuring 9m by 3.3m...."
(Figure23).

Figure 21. Cruffock with surrounding field systems and corn kiln from the first edition
Ordnance Survey map.
Further, the notes state that two
buildings are unroofed (sheet 37,
1852) and three
are "overlain by a fold which appears
to post date the 2nd edition of the OS
6‐inch map (1896 sheet XLI; Figure
22). These notations are confusing
Figure 22. Cruffock as depicted on the second edition
Ordnance Survey map, 1896.
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because the usual denotation for a

roofed building is a shaded
rectangle, for example. None of
the buildings in this map image
is shaded. The "fold" reference
is also confusing as there is no
difference in the structures
from the FEOS to the 2nd
Edition (1896) in terms of
anything additional around or
on the buildings.
Figure 23. Archaeological drawing of Cruffock and the main
foundations.

As with the outlying
field systems of Burnfoot, the

one at Cruffock was also located on questionable ground. In addition to saturated ground, the
area approaching the field system contained numerous above ground burns and heavily
camouflaged boggy areas. I photographed from the edge of the field wall from a distance.
Examining and documenting the site occurred over two days. In my notes, I indicate
multiple features on raised, flat ground at the base of an east west downward slope (Figure 23).
From this raised area, the ground flattens and remains so to the river. The most complete and
visible foundational feature was adjacent to a new growth tree. This feature was rectangular
with what appeared to be 3 to 4 possible foundations or enclosures in close proximity to it. For
each feature, I took measurements along the top of the walls as close to the middle point as
possible, took photographs of the walls and other features, which could be related to the site,
took field notes, and did formal drawings. I measured five features, one of which was the
largest complete structure.
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The dimensions of the "main" structure were 13.10m long by 9.6m wide (13.10m x
9.6m), at the widest point along the east wall. At the west end, near the tree, there was a stone
and turf protrusion of rubble measuring approximately 3.1m long on the south side, 4.3m to the
north by 2.5m wide, preventing the two west
"walls" of the main structure from lining up
because of a break (Figure 24). At the time, I
considered this a possible entrance, which
measured 1.8m.
To the south was another rubble and
Figure 24. Cruffock, Feature 2, a possible
entrance.

foundation feature (Feature 3), which measured
6.6m x 4.1m(Figure 25). This feature started
approximately 1 to 2m along the south wall of
the main structure but with an extended pile of
rubble and turf mound that was approximately
5m running EW .
Feature 4 was located at the east end
of Feature 1 and measured 7.7m x 5.1m. This
feature was full of rubble with turf and stone

Figure 25. Cruffock Feature 3, looking west.
foundations. Only the wall adjoining the main
structure was fully intact.
Feature 5 was an interesting feature built into the NE corner of Feature 1. This feature
was circular and measured 1.6m in diameter at its widest. This feature is on the inside of the
original wall, 1.1m from the corner (see photos).
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Just beyond this conglomerate of features were additional remains of foundations or
walls of enclosures. There was no direct evidence visible on the ground of walls connecting
these foundations to each other. However, their positioning could be a part of a courtyard or
outbuildings, which were not attached to the main structure. These foundations or walls sat to
the east, slightly up slope and were 15.8m l and 12.87 l. There was one barely discernable
feature running perpendicular but slightly set apart to the shorter foundation that was 5.5m.
To the NW of the conglomerate was a turf and rubble feature. The main part of this
feature measured 6.7m in length. This feature however appeared to join a field wall, which, in
total, ran about 31m, EW. At the "end" of the wall was a tree, where a significant amount of wall
rubble had accumulated. At the opposite, west end of this feature, a cut in the turf separated
this feature from additional raised ground, which ran along the north side of the main structure.
A second day of
examining the site took
me up through the field
above the conglomerate
of features. Beyond the
in tact field dyke (which
probably was, at one
point, a head dyke), was
an enclosure and sheep‐
Figure 26. Rubble from possible sheep ree as depicted on the first
edition Ordnance Survey map.
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ree designated by
RCAHMS. As stated, the

saturated ground and abundance of above ground burns and bogs kept me from accessing the
site. However, photographs were taken that show the very edge of either part of the remaining
wall enclosure and/or the ree.
On the walk up to the main field wall, I
noted several series of old field walls that ran
across (NS) the slope. These walls were no more
than .5m or less high and were only discernable
because of the old bracken, which covered
them. In some places, the walls were more
visible. Many of the walls were curved, a pre‐
improvement hallmark, and did not follow a
linear pattern. To the south was a large mound
that steeply sloped towards the river. The track
ran along part of its base to the Cruffock site. At
Figure 27. Field wall to the west of the main
dwelling, Feature 1.

the top was rubble and the possible remains of a
field wall.
To the west of the Cruffock
site was flat terrain where a field wall
may have been. One wall ran NS
parallel to that of the wall. This wall
ran across the track into the flat
terrain and was 29m in length.
Perpendicular to this wall and on the

Figure 28. Non linear field walls south of Cruffock as noted by the black arrows.
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west side of the track was another remnant which was 17m NS. Further from Cruffock, in the
direction of the corn kiln ‐ to the south west were many more field walls, none of which
followed any linear pattern.
My initial analysis on site was that Feature 1, the main structure had been the dwelling
with attached "offices" and/or outbuildings associated with a farmstead. No courtyard was
evident. The additional
foundations above the
structure could have been
remains of a byre or barn,
though small in construction.
Some of the raised ground
could account for rubble from
collapsed walls. The various
field walls above the group as
well as to the immediate
west corresponded with a
typical farmstead, which may
have had a variety of farm
animals. Noted in one bundle
Figure 29. Screen grabs from Google Earth of Cruffock and
fields . The lower image uses red lines to highlight the
foundations of buildings corresponding to RCAHMS notations.

of written leases was a list of
stock surrounding farms were

to have kept. This included goats, pigs, cattle, and sheep of different breeding ages.
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The field enclosure with sheep‐ree also corresponded to the typical working of the
farms in the immediate area. Sheep‐rees were listed as being present in higher ground across
the area, some of which had been lost in the afforestation surrounding the valley.
My field notes indicate that the foundations, which were potentially visible in 1994
and/or were noted on the FEOS maps were not as visible from the ground. Though there could
have been 5 distinct buildings in what I found, none had three distinct compartments of similar
measurements that was visible. However, the image capture from Google Earth does show the
unique shape of these buildings as they were depicted on the FEOS and 1896 sheet. When
compared with the Google Earth capture, what I assumed to be raised ground with field walls
corresponds to the building depictions (Figure 29) with some amount of accuracy. The field
system also shows the remnants of the enclosure walls and the ree. There is a faint series of
run‐rig furrows present within the walls. To the southeast is yet another multi‐compartment
structure.
Though the measurement for the fifth building is quite large, some byres were upwards
of 18m or more, in order to accommodate growing herds. If Cruffock was increasing its stock, a
large barn and/or byre would make sense. At the same time, 4.3m in width is narrow. Within
the written leases, measurements for byres, barns, and stables as well as other outbuildings
were listed. At the farm, the Mains of Kelton for example, the tenant is directed to build a byre
of 24ft in length 16 ft wide 7 ft high (1767, GD10/1088 1). This roughly corresponds to the 18m
x 4.3 measurements. Additional outbuildings as well as additional storeys added to the dwellings
were often as followed (with cost included):
Houses – dwelling house raised another storey or a kitchen butt
behind Stable for 6 or 8 horses – 40 Byre for 10 or 12 cows – 35
Sheds for 20 cattle ‐ 60 Barn and (straw) house ‐ 50
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Cart shed, 4 carts ‐ 20 (1811, GD10/1102 2)

The straw house and cart shed were considerably smaller buildings, which could account
for the small measurements taken in the 1994 visits. Barns and/or stables accommodating just a
few cows and horses would also have had smaller dimensions (photo landofKillern095‐97, first
batch ‐ landofkillern001‐010). Though this notation dates to 1811, well into if not past
"improvement," and was indicative of a productive, larger‐scale farm, similar structures were
common on all farms. With the numerous field divisions located within walking distance of the
structures, Cruffock, like Burnfoot, was, at one point, a decent sized holding.
Because the condition of Cruffock has changed since the last visit in 1994, much of what
was visible, or more clearly visible, has become less so. The whole of the valley is actively grazed
though this area was not being grazed at the time. Modern gates had been placed at either end
of this walled area (see photos) but these were not locked. A local resident talked at length of
that area being a favorite riding ground, she, and her friends often followed the track. Further
research on Cruffock would clarify its use until, at the very least, 1796 when it is amalgamated
into Culreoch. Excavation would help uncover the extent of foundations and what purpose the
buildings served.

Cauldside
Cauldside, the third site, was chosen as a comparative site. This site is located in Anwoth
Parish, which is adjacent to Girthon on the west. The area of which the site is comprised, sits in
open, undulating, rough terrain. All of the remains were accessible by foot, but there was no
defined track or footpath to follow. Access to the area was difficult because of the landscape
and flooding of at least two burns. Once at the site, maneuverability was easy.
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Cauldside
appears on the Roy
Military map 1745, as
well as the FEOS and
1896 2nd Edition OS
maps (Figure 31). On
the FEOS, one building
is depicted as being
Figure 31. Cauldside (Caldside) as depicted on the 1745 Roy Military
Map.

roofed (Figure 30). The
farmstead, however,
does not appear on any
of the 17th century
maps examined. The
remains were evident
in Google Earth and
corresponded to the
records in RCAHMS as
well as the FEOS. I

Figure 30. Cauldside as depicted on the first edition Ordnance Survey
map. Note the filled in "roofed" or partially "roofed" building.

encountered 5
foundations or footings

in total. I will discuss each building (1‐5) below.
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Figure 32. Archaeological drawing depicting Building 1, Cauldside.
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Building 1 was situated on a terrace with a steep slope on the east side (Figure 32). At
the west end was a bedrock outcrop. This building also had the remnant of a field wall running
along the terrace up which I walked to access it. The foundations appeared as both turf covered
with some
remnants of laid
stone. Each
corner had
retained at least
one large stone,
which assisted in
marking the
building's
footprint. The
structure
Figure 33. Building 1, outlined with black lines.
appeared to have
been one with a double compartment (Figure 33). The internal division was still visible. The
measurements of Building 1 were 15.6m x 5.4, with equally divided compartments. The field
wall was 20,5m at the east end, 32.7 at the west end by 25m at the north end. The south was
bordered by the bank of a burn.
Just above Building 1, on another terrace, was Building 2 (Figure 34). This foundation
was less discernable as there were few larger stones with which to use as markers. However, on
a second visit, I was able to see a much clearer turf outline where I had not before. This
foundation measured 13.10m x 5.8m. I wrote in my field notes:
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Not much left on surface except in particular spots but with a
little moss/turf removal can make out a distinct line running E‐
W to mark N side of building S side is definitive as well in places
‐‐ straight lines, partial wall on W still in tact at ground level
built into little hill.

Figure 34. Archaeological drawing of Building 2.
I noted next to the illustration that a possible additional foundation was to the south. I denoted
this possible foundation as Building 3, though no measurements were taken. Photographs
showed that this spot was somewhat depressed, heavily overgrown with bracken and other
plants. I wrote in my notes:
Almost no evidence of structure, there was potential for a small
structure in between the bedrock outcrop to the E and W ‐ it
would have been situated in a depression but level with larger
rectangular building beneath house structure. These 2 are
higher in elevation that Bldg 1, each bldg are seems to be an
area of level ground.
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Building 4 sat
further up the slope on
another terrace (Figure
35). However, whilst the
previous buildings ran
lengthwise E‐W, this
structure ran N‐S and
was adjacent to a hillock.
Building 4 appeared to
have two compartments.
The NW corner Building
4 was discombobulated
because of a large tree,
which had grown into
the foundation. Its
positioning against the
Figure 35. Archaeological drawing of Building 4, possible dwelling.
hillock also made it
difficult to determine if the courtyard wall, visible to the west, was attached to the outside of
the structure. Measurements were 14.3m x 5.1, with the compartment to the south measuring
8.1m in length. The possible court yard walls ran off the SW corner and NW corners of the
structure. The south wall measured 25m and was easily discernable. The north wall was less so,
due to the tree growth. This wall was approximately 25m as well. Again, a large tree had
truncated the wall at the building foundation. A well‐defined west wall measuring 17m in joined
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these two walls. This wall also appeared to run N up the hillock and in the direction of a sheep‐
ree and enclosure.
To the south of Building 4 was the corn kiln (Building 5). This structure appeared to have
been built into the terrace making the compartments (or barn and bowl) easily accessible.
However, measurements were difficult to take because of the way the building had collapsed. I
recorded, starting at the SW corner, which was 1.2m deep. The foundation running E‐W was
4.8m long, with the second compartment measuring 2.2m. The west wall was 3.2m.
In addition to the corn kiln, I photographed a sheep‐ree, which was located to the North
of the dwelling (Figure 36). This was a rather large sheep‐ree and enclosure with upwards of five
enclosures, one that may have
been roofed at some point. I
photographed a stile in the wall
indicating a place where foot
traffic frequency was high
enough to warrant one. This
area, unlike smaller rees found
elsewhere, was probably used
Figure 36. Sheepfold or "ree", northwest of Cauldside
farmstead, Building 4.

to separate out animals in
preparation for breeding or

seasonal "health" checks before moving to more remote pastures. Like Cruffock and Burnfoot,
Cauldside was on the edge of, if not located in, rough grazing land. Seasonal transfer of sheep or
cattle would be done after examining the herd. Farmers still use similar structures but ones
made of metal gates.
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Overall, I perceived this site much in the same manner as I had Cruffock and Burnfoot.
These sites highlight consist occupation over an extended period. Farming had been practiced at
these sites, shifts in socio‐cultural and economic practices occurred as evidenced in physical
changes seen at these sites, and, more specifically, the buildings ceased being used prior to the
surveying of the First Edition Ordnance Survey maps for this region around the 1840s.
Combining the physical remains with the information gleaned from documentary research,
including an analysis of maps, suggests that these farms and the tenants that occupied these
farms experienced a significant change brought about by the improvement/clearing process at
some point.
The consideration of the broader landscape also supports this notion. By expanding
these ideas and placing them onto a larger spatial scale, including these sites, helps clarify the
violent nature of the improvement/clearing process. It is the physical evidence of the
breakdown of community, which I address in the next section. This particular discussion will be
broadened in the final chapter on violence.

Community of Farms, Shielings, and Other Spaces.
In the previous sections, I have discussed general landscape features that were common
during the 18th and 19th centuries as well as a more detailed exploration of three specific sites
in order to understand how improvement/clearance appears on the landscape. One aspect that
becomes clear as the broader landscape is examined is the deterioration of community that
occurs during this time, in particular from 1775 onward. In this section, I use evidence from the
broader landscape survey to highlight the disappearance of farms. Visually, the shift from
communities in which smaller farms, associated field systems, and structures dot the landscape
to a handful of larger farms becomes evident. Thus, improvement/clearing process also
becomes clear.
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To create a visual picture of the communities of which I speak, I took a Google Earth
screen capture and noted the sites I visited, were exposed to during documentary research, or
found whilst examining the FEOS (Figure 37). Though I examined Sheet 43 of the FEOS that
consists of the more southerly part of Girthon Parish, I will concentrate on the Fleet River Valley
in this discussion. Further, I also manipulated a copy of the Fleet River Valley taken from the
FEOS by adding red dots indicating a variety of structures and enclosures depicted. I compared
the Google Earth capture with this map to better understand and visualize those structures,
which many have now been lost to Forestry Commission planting. I then took another Google
Earth screen capture with only the remaining working farms and/or occupied farmsteads, all of
which correspond to farms dating from my research period (Figure 38). Almost 100% of these
farms had smaller farms amalgamated into them creating large farms that stretched expansive
distances. One of the best examples is the amalgamation of Cullendoch, Drumruck, and
Murraytown. The distance between Cullendoch and Murraytown is approximately 3 km. Similar
is the amalgamation of Cruffock and Burnfoot into Culreoch, still a large distance between the
two. Whilst tenants and laborers who worked these areas were used to traveling such distances
when necessary, it is important to consider the amount of time it would take to do so.
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Figure 37. Google Earth screen grab of sites visited.
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Figure 38. Google screen grab with current working farms or agricultural houses within the
research area.

Though many of these farms seemed to be isolated, it is important to note that in all
directions were other farms as well as seasonal shielings where people lived and worked.
Footpaths and tracks, some of which are still in use and some of which have become paved
roads, connected these spaces. The footpath between Laghead and Lagg is one example. Other
indicators of transportation routes include fords over rivers like the ones over the Fleet in the
area of Drumruck.
Improvement/clearing did not happen overnight but at the very least a nearly 200 year
period and as well as sporadically. This span of time allows for dynamic shifts, ebbs and flows of
people moving about the landscape. However, it is clear that as by the 19th century, significant
shifts have occurred which have changed the physicality, the materiality of the landscape.
Looking more closely at the same end of the Fleet River Valley, which was comprised of
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Burnfoot and Cruffock, another ten farmsteads and communal spaces in which these tenants
would have interacted can be seen. From North to South, these spaces included Underwood, a
corn‐drying kiln, Drumruck, farmstead ruins to the south of Drumruck, Murraytown,
Quarterland ‐ a cot house, Drumshangan farmstead ruins, Greystone cot houses ruins, and
Thorn, another ruin of cot houses. This does not include seasonal shielings, rees or sheep‐folds,
which would have been in use by shepherds and farm laborers.
Further, many more spaces include pre‐improvement fields with rigs indicating that the
communities, which existed in these spaces, had done so prior to improvement as far back as
the Medieval period. The appearance of one or all three of the farms of Drumruck (and N.
Drumruck), Burnfoot, and Cruffock on 17th century maps support the notion that these
communities in this one space were well established.
Whilst I was unable to access many sites on the ground due to limitations such as forest
clear cutting, terrain, weather, or the inability to locate remains, I was able to locate some of
them using Google Earth. Whilst this method is not foolproof, the appearance of distinctive
shapes, which correspond to what was depicted on the earlier OS maps, indicates these remains
are still present on the landscape.
Below I will discuss my survey of several of these spaces, which constitute the
community of the Upper Fleet River Valley. These include three farmsteads, 2 cot houses and 1
cot house complex, a corn drying kiln, and various other features that are representative of the
daily life of tenants. Along with footpaths and stiles, indicators of travel between farms and
outlying fields, these types of features support the progressive deterioration of community over
time. Together, these sites represent a larger farming community, which changed considerably
over time, as "improvements" took shape.
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The following sites were located whilst examining the FEOS, and then searched for using
the RCAHMS database. I also consulted my notes from the Object Name Books for more
information. Appearance in the RCAHMS database meant, at the very least, these sites had
been visible within the recent past (1990, 1994, and 2000). I therefore attempted to locate
these sites on the ground. Access, in some cases, was difficult; however, I was able to find some
remnants of most of the sites. . One site, Drumcleugh, was located in a field with cows and
newborn calves making it inaccessible.
Other features were shared with me by word of mouth. This site, the peat cart path, was
not listed in the RCHAMS database but was depicted in the FEOS. I will discuss this particular site
in relation to the farmsteads I refer to as the Drumruck complex.

Drumruck Complex
Drumruck is the name of three farmsteads, two of which are ruins or no longer visible.
On one of the 17th century maps, two separate farms are depicted ‐ Drumruck and N. Drumruck
indicating the
existence, at that
time, of two
separate farms.
Often, farms
located near or
surrounding a
familiar landmark
are given
distinctions ‐
Figure 39. Drumruck and Lower Drumruck depicted on the Roy Military
maps of 1745.
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Meilke (big or

large) or Nether (lower or bottom) for example. On the Roy military map, 1745, Drumruck and
Lower Drumruck are
depicted, but the FEOS
has "ruins" listed in the
area where N.
Drumruck and Lower
Drumruck had been
(Figures 39 and 40). The
third possible
farmstead is listed in
the RCAHMS database,
but no evidence of it
Figure 40. Drumruck as depicted on the FEOS map. Note "ruins" are
listed where Lower Drumruck appears on the 1745 Roy Military map.

exists.

Currently, Drumruck is owned privately but not farmed. However, it is considered
agricultural because the owners raise horses. The house was, according to the owner, derelict
for a time before they bought it. As mentioned in other sections, evidence shows that Drumruck
was leased as an individual holding through, at least, 1755 but was amalgamated with
Cullendoch and Murraytown (Murrayton) in the 1790s. Whether this was the initial date of
amalgamation is unclear. Given that tacks were usually around 19 years in length, the earliest
date the farm was amalgamated could be in the 1770s. Regardless, amalgamation occurred
within a 40 year window.
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The landscape around Drumruck is a combination of flat, flood plain along the Little
Water of Fleet, rising quickly to rough grazing pastures, for which it is still used. Within the
rough grazing pastures are boggy areas from which peat was cut. A distinctive zig‐zagged cart
path is still evident from the ground and via Google Earth (Figure 41). The path was depicted on
the FEOS. Dependent
upon the existence of
other boggy areas
with peat, this space
could have been used
by more than one
farm. Evidence found
in the written tacks
shows that many
tenants were
responsible for
supplying peats to
the landowner as a
Figure 41. Google Earth screen grab showing the peat cart path, an
enclosure, and at least one sheep ree. Also noted are where Lower
Drumruck remains were located. These are marked by red stars and
correspond to the FEOS map above.

part of their rent in
kind payment. Some

tenants were responsible even after in ‐kind payments were not the main payment of rent.
Additionally, many written leases contain clauses requiring tenants to allow other tenants
access to large peat bogs for the "cutting of peats." Just to the south of the end of the cart path,
an enclosure and old sheep‐ree are visible.
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Figure 42. Photographs showing the remains of the sheep ree or shieling (above) and the
enclosure (below).
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Drumruck would have used this space. Once amalgamated, this space became a part of
a much larger grazing system. I measured and photographed this feature. The ree (or shieling)
was partially in tact and measured 11.6m x 6.1m. (Figure 42) The enclosure was quite large, and
it was difficult to make out some of the northern walls. It was approximately 101m x 88m with
the ree or shieling sitting to east, almost abutting the east walls. This enclosure was on the
eastern slope of a hill.
Almost directly below this
site was the probable site of
N(ether) or Lower Drumruck. On
the FEOS, this site is shown as a
three compartment structure,
which, like Burnfoot, would
indicate a dwelling, barn, or byre
with internal divisions. These
ruins, what was barely visible, sat
Figure 43. The remains of Lower or Nether Drumruck, as
noted by the red arrows.

on a flat terrace near this track. A

large tree sat to the east of the space and it had become overgrown with bracken and bluebells.
Dead bracken allowed a faint outline of a partial structure to be seen.
I first visited this site, along with other features within Drumruck, in May (Figure 43).
Approximately three weeks later, whilst headed to Burnfoot, I noticed a JCB or backhoe digging
out the area in which the remains of the 3 compartment structure was located. It was evident
that the JCB had cut into the ground (Figure 44).
Because RCAHMS had listed remains on this site, a planning and building permit was
required to conduct excavation. When I returned to Drumruck, hoping to photograph the area
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close up, I found the property owner using what was now occupying the space ‐ a practice ring
for her horse and carriage. When I asked her about the ring, she said that she had stated she
requested to build a "feeding station" for her animals on the permit. She said, without
hesitation, had she stated she wanted a practice ring, she would have been denied permission.
In 2005, whilst conducting
research for my masters, I met with
one of the two council
archaeologists for the Dumfries and
Galloway region. In our
conversation, the archaeologist said
that though new laws had been
passed making it more difficult to
Figure 44. The location of the remains of Lower or
Nether Drumruck prior to construction.

alter farmsteads and other buildings
enforcing the laws was increasingly

difficult. Two main reasons were given. The first was money. Following the law meant that
certain features had to be maintained. The applicant had to adhere to historic standards, which
meant hiring specialists. The second issue was monitoring. With only two archaeologists on
staff, it was difficult to oversee all of the renovations being carried out across the region. The
archaeologist stated that they were already struggling with the number of applications and only
foresaw this getting more difficult. I see the removal of the remains at Drumruck a prime
example of the struggles council archaeologists encounter.

Underwood
Listed in RCAHMS, this site contains one double compartment structure and a
foundation of a smaller structure along with potential field systems in the vicinity.
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Underwood is located just south of Burnfoot and north of Cruffock. Whilst depicted on the
FEOS, the map shows no evidence of buildings or "ruins." However, a field‐system with rig
furrows is depicted near‐by. The RCAHMS notation reads: "On a terrace to the WNW of the
buildings there is a field (centered on NX 588 646) containing rig, measuring about 4m between
furrows, and aligned from E to W. (Cree94 189, 190)." I encountered these remains at the
corresponding GPS coordinates, and I photographed and measured them. My measurements
also correspond to those given in the RCAHMS database. The close proximity of the buildings
could indicate a small farmstead with an outlying field system. Foundations of this size
unassociated with a farmstead appear out of the ordinary. With no additional information,
further research on Underwood would help clarify its purpose.

Drumshangan
Drumshangan farmstead "ruins" were located on a flat, flood plain on the valley floor
across the road from the river. Depicted on the FEOS, the farm did not show up in document
research, however. It was described in the object name books as "in ruins, farm house with
small farm of land now blended with Murrayton." This area corresponded to the coordinates
given in the RCAHMS database as Drumshangan Wood and was described as such:
A farmstead annotated 'in Ruins', comprising one unroofed
building and one enclosure is depicted on the 1st edition of the
OS 6‐inch map (Kirkcudbrightshire 1852, sheet 37), but it is not
shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1980).
However, I walked past as many as four times before deciding to look closer. I noted a
barely visible raised "line" in the field. In a small area, at the end of the flat ground, were several
potential foundations, which could correspond to what is described above.
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Corn Kiln
This corn kiln was located just south/southwest of Cruffock on the east bank of the Fleet
(Figure 45). Local farmers used corn kilns or corn‐drying kilns to dry grains. This kiln would have
probably been used by the farms of Burnfoot, Cruffock, Drumruck and possibly Creoch and
Murrayton. The FESP report noted that corn kilns were found in "particularly high numbers"
across Galloway (2002:45).
Corn kilns pre‐date the larger
threshing mills, which appear
on farms in the later 18th
century. Threshing mills and
other larger mills brought in
additional capital to the
landowner and most tenants
were required to cart their grain
Figure 45. Photograph of the corn kiln at Cruffock. Arrows
point out the bowl and the barn areas (from left to right).

to a specific mill for grinding, as
noted in various written tacks

(see Chapter 4).
RCAHMS describes the corn kiln/corn barn in this manner:
This kiln‐barn is set into the SW end of a ridge on the E bank of
the Little Water of Fleet. The bowl of the kiln is levelled into the
ridge and measures 3m in diameter by 1.5m in depth; the flue is
not visible but is likely to have been on the SW. The barn lies on
the NE of the bowl, on a level with the lip of the kiln, and
extends for 3.2m to the NE by 3.6m across, within faced‐rubble
footings 0.8m in thickness and 0.3m high. The 1st edition of the
OS 6‐inch map (Kirkcudbrightshire 1852, sheet 37) depicts the
kiln with an open circle, labelled as an 'Old Corn Kiln'. (Cree94
198) Visited by RCAHMS (DCC) 14 April 1994
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Figure 46. Archaeological drawing of the corn kiln at Cruffock.

The condition of the bowl did not allow for photographs or measurements of the
internal features so only external measurements were taken. I included the bowl and barn in the
measurements. A flat, grassy area located to the north/northeast of the barn is included in the
drawing (Figure 46). The photograph (Figure 45) above shows the bowl (left) and barn (right) as
indicated by the red arrows These measurements were: 10m in length and 3m high at the south
end, where the stone foundation was built into the hillock/ridge. Measurements of the bowl
were taken from the top of the stone features surrounding it. The bowl and walls were 4.5m
(EW) x 4.9m (NS). The barn, which sits to the north/northeast of the bowl, measured slightly less
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at 4m x 3.7m (ns). Photographs were also taken. Only one other corn kiln was found at
Cauldside. This was described in the previous section.

Cot Houses
Cot or cottar houses were houses used by cottars, a group of people who were not
attached legally to any given farmstead. However, cottars were integral members of the farming

Figure 47. Quarterland, Greystone (partially in tact), and Drumshangan (in ruins)
shown on the First edition Ordnance Survey maps.
communities. Often moving with the seasons, cottars helped with planting and harvests, but as
skilled labor, cottars provided services to the farmers. In some cases, cottars were artisans that
provided blacksmith, carpentry, and stonework services for farmers.
Cottars were not usually paid in cash, and certainly not before 1750, but in foodstuffs
and/or housing. Cottars, who lived with the farm, were usually given a small patch of land for
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planting subsistent food and outfield
grazing land for one or two cows. Cot
houses and cot complexes indicate
that the area farms were using
cottars as some form of labor.
Numerous cot houses were listed in
the object name books across Girthon
Figure 48. The remains of Greystone.

Parish and often associated with

larger farms. Boreland of Girthon, located along the coast, had three cot houses as well as two
old farms "long since united" with Boreland, which could have been used at some point as
cottar or laborer's dwellings.
Three cot houses and cot
house complexes associated with the
Burnfoot ‐ Cruffock ‐ Drumruck area ‐
appeared in written leases and on the
FEOS, but only one cot house
remained present on the landscape
(Figures 47, 48, and 49). Thorns was
associated with Culreoch and was so
named from the "old thorns" which
Figure 49. Quarterland, taken from the back.

were located nearby, as described in

the Object Name Book for Girthon Parish. Thorn was depicted as ruins on the FEOS, and in the
Object Name Books it is described as "some old cot houses on Culreoch." There was no evidence
of these cot houses on the landscape. Greystone, also depicted on the FEOS as "ruins," was
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described in the Object Name Books as a small cot house on Culreoch (Figure 47). It is, however,
not listed in the RCAHMS database. Though there was nothing substantial at the site there
appeared to be a potential for foundations or corner stones just under the surface as well as I
photographed the area.
Quarterland, however, had recently been purchased and renovated as a
retirement/holiday home for a local woman (Figure 48). A source stated that the house had
been in bad condition prior to its renovation. In the object name books, Quarterland is
described as a cot house, which was formerly "a farmhouse with small farm of land." No written
tack attached to Quarterland appeared in the documentary research. In the RCAHMS database,
however, it is listed as two enclosures, with no mention of a cot house. This could be the name
of another location, though none was found within Girthon Parish.

Conclusion
This chapter has discussed only a small fraction of the features on the landscape of
Girthon Parish. Evidence from written documentation and maps suggests that many more
features are still present on the landscape. Though this research has allowed me to locate many
sites and begin to develop an overarching picture of the improvement/clearance process,
continued research will further elucidate how improvement and clearance are indeed the same
process and to more deeply understand how this process altered the people and landscape of
Galloway.
During the survey, I found that there were discrepancies in the recording of 18th and
19th century farming sites, which appear (or did not appear) on the current OS maps and in the
RCAHMS database. Whilst there were features no longer present on the landscape, there were
features, which have gone under‐ or unrecorded. It may be that the discrepancies simply reflect
the interest of the researcher/recorder, especially for sites listed in the RCAHMS database.
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Many of the sites had not been updated since the mid‐nineties whilst some had been updated in
the early 2000s.
Both archival evidence and results from the landscape survey support that strategic
choices made by landowners and/or their factors resulted in the clearing of tenants and cottars.
Written documentation outlined changes to be carried out on the landscape. Physical evidence,
as examined during the landscape survey, correlated with the written documentation.
Strategies of improvement like the building of stone walls altered, if not completely severed,
tenant relationships to the land.
Overall, the results of this more narrowly focused survey suggests that the region is rich
in landscape features that confirm a process of clearing during the 18th and early19th century,
and that because this time period is viewed through the guise of Improvement, many sites have
simply been forgotten.
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CHAPTER 7

"IS THERE FOR HONEST POVERTY?" SUBTLE VIOLENCE: CLEARANCE AND IMPROVEMENT PAST,
PRESENT, AND FUTURE

Is there for honest Poverty
That hings his head, an' a' that;
The coward slave‐we pass him by,
We dare be poor for a' that!
For a' that, an' a' that.
Our toils obscure an' a' that,
The rank is but the guinea's stamp,
The Man's the gowd for a' that.
What though on hamely fare we dine,
Wear hoddin grey, an' a that;
Gie fools their silks, and knaves their wine;
A Man's a Man for a' that:
For a' that, and a' that,
Their tinsel show, an' a' that;
The honest man, tho' e'er sae poor,
Is king o' men for a' that.
Ye see yon birkie, ca'd a lord,
Wha struts, an' stares, an' a' that;
Tho' hundreds worship at his word,
He's but a coof for a' that:
For a' that, an' a' that,
His ribband, star, an' a' that:
The man o' independent mind
He looks an' laughs at a' that.
A prince can mak a belted knight,
A marquis, duke, an' a' that;
But an honest man's abon his might,
Gude faith, he maunna fa' that!
For a' that, an' a' that,
Their dignities an' a' that;
The pith o' sense, an' pride o'worth,
Are higher rank than a' that.
Then let us pray that come it may,
(As come it will for a' that,)
That Sense and Worth, o'er a' the earth,
Shall bear the gree, an' a' that.
For a' that, an' a' that,
It's coming yet for a' that,
That Man to Man, the world o'er,
Shall brothers be for a' that.
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Introduction
Published in 1795, around the height of improvement for the southwest, Robert Burns'
song speaks to the tenant and cottar classes' understanding of the wide gaps between social
classes as much as the belief in social justice. I begin this chapter with Burns' song because it
highlights aspects that remain "unimproved" ‐ poverty and the power of the landowner in
Scotland ‐ but also reminds his audience what humankind possesses despite the hardships ‐
independent thought and equality. However, most accounts of the lowlands prior to
Improvement suggest the region was populated with backward folk unable to break free from
poor agricultural practices, poverty as a result.
The Galloway region in the Lowlands of Scotland challenges the accepted view that the
antiquated agricultural practices and poor living conditions of the tenant and cottar classes were
solvable through improvement strategies. Burns' song, Is There For Honest Poverty, reminds us
that the population of Scotland, and certainly that of the Lowlands, were not "backward" in
their thinking but products of a society in which other traits were becoming prioritized.
Following closely is the notion that agricultural and social changes brought about by the Age of
Improvement was “free from conflict” (Whately: 1992) With the exception of the Galloway
Levellers Uprising of 1724, the notion that the tenant and cottar classes accepted, with little
resistance, new agricultural and social changes that altered their lifeways is also challenged.
To further tease out the discrepancies within these notions, I use Johan Galtung’s
theories of structural and cultural violence to highlight the social and economical constructions
that have contributed to the misunderstanding of the period. This chapter presents how the
agricultural strategies of Improvement contributed to the “clearing” of the tenant and cottar
classes through the role of violence. Further, I use the same ideas to explore how modern
interpretations have perpetuated the violence by rendering the experience of the tenant and
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cottar classes invisible. Violence, as seen through Galtung's theories, has continued to promote
a false understanding of the transformation of the tenant and cottar classes in Galloway during
the 18th century. The range and power that violence has and how this violence appears in
Scotland is because..."Culture preaches, teaches, admonishes, eggs on and dulls us into seeing
exploitation and/or repression as normal and natural or into not seeing them at all" (Galtung:
1990, 295).
By first readdressing the definition of “clearing’ and then exploring key theories of
violence, this chapter will highlight the roles in which documents played in the creation,
maintenance, and subversion of power. Exploring the ways in which these practices were
carried out within developing agrarian capitalism aids in understanding of how Improvement
has been re‐created as a silent practice of control that continues to be lodgedin the Galwegian
identity. Archaeology can better address national/social constructions that have masked the
experiences of the tenant and cottar classes by considering violence as an investigative lens.
Clearing is apparent in its design to create an empty landscape, void of humans. What
may appear as culturally bare is rarely so. Archaeologically these landscapes are crucial markers
of changes in human behavior modified through physical and ideological representations of
power. Physical representations of power, such as field walls and other built features, indicate
shifts in the ways space was reorganized, reconstituted, and reassigned for specific purposes.
Physical changes were accompanied by ideological changes. Processes of “ideological clearing:”
the act of writing people off their indigenous lands to create an empty and available landscape
flesh out the on‐ going process of erasing ethnically, racially, or economically diverse groups
from both physical and mental landscapes. Clearing, as it is presented here, encompasses both
past and present processes of erasure of particular groups of people. Clearing, then may
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incorporate any number of direct and indirect actions or ideas that limit the behavior of the
tenant and cottar classes and limit our understanding of their experiences at the time.
The rise of capitalism is one such action that is both direct and indirect in its influences
on people. I suggest that capitalism, as a practice that alters relationships between people and
things, is, in essence a process of improvement/clearing. To function within the capitalist
system, some groups must be subjected to practices like the improvement‐clearing process in
order for the system to function. By this, I mean that capitalism functions when access to
resources is controlled through practices, which on one level, promote one behavior whilst
masking the actual outcome – limiting access or preventing access all together. Johan Galtung
outlines violence in a way that is helpful in understanding how practices, like clearing, were
hidden under labels like improvement and agricultural revolution and thus in capitalism. In his
1969 article, Galtung writes,
…violence is present when human beings are being influenced
so that their actual somatic and mental realizations are below
their potential realizations [and] that which increases the
distance between the potential and the actual, and that which
impedes the decrease of this distance (168)
In essence, Galtung views violence as “avoidable insults to basic human needs, and
more generally to life, lowering the real level of needs satisfaction below what is potentially
possible” (1990: 292). To further break down violence into understandable parts, Galtung
defines violence in more detail by formulating specific traits that violence may inhabit. These
traits are direct violence, structural violence and finally, cultural violence and serve as a
means to constructively tease out the appearance of violence as it is manifest in society.
By definition, structural violence is any policy or program that prevents or constrains
groups of people from achieving or experiencing “life” – that is, these processes “hurt”
individuals’ and groups’ ability to provide for themselves. Galtung writes:
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…violence where there is no such actor [is] structural or
indirect…There may not be any person who directly harms
another person in the structure…the violence is built into the
structure and shows up as unequal power and consequently as
unequal life chances…the power to decide over the distribution
of resources is unevenly distributed (1969: 169‐170).
To be clear, improvement and on a greater level, capitalism, is the structure in which certain
aspects that are violent function.
Cultural violence, on the other hand, shades structural violence, or as Galtung writes
“makes direct violence and structural violence look, even feel, right – or at least not wrong”
(292). It is the legitimation of violence that cultural violence embodies and employees and in
doing so perpetuates behavior that supports or doesn’t challenge violent practices. How then,
may we begin to see violence in the lowlands through these lenses?
By re‐examining the material culture of the period through a framework of structural
and cultural violence, we are able to visualize the effects of agricultural “improvements” on the
tenant and cottar population more acutely. In turn, we are also able to tease out how these
"improvements" cleared the populations from the rural landscape in order to create different
spaces of capitalist production.
Contextually, clearing has two complementary meanings: the removal of people off the
land during the 18th and 19th centuries and the ideological erasure of these groups, which
influences later historical interpretation and social memory. Clearing, in both contexts, carves
out spaces for capitalism and propagates socio‐economic beliefs that significantly alter the
lifeways of populations. These two definitions as they apply to Galloway are further clarified
below.
The documentation discussed in this dissertation served markers for distinct changes
brought on by Improvement. These publications promoted result‐ oriented practices that
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directly and indirectly altered the landscape and lifeways of those living off the land. However,
the same practices also preserved the established socio‐ economic relationships between
landowner and tenant. Improvements, though promoted as ways in which society could change
for the better, were also tools of control.
This dissertation, an in‐depth analysis of written leases and other documentation from
the end of the 17th century to 1850 within Galloway, shows a distinct shift in practices designed
to control people and space. These shifts correspond with the increase in the use of agricultural
improvements and the need of the landowning class to generate more capital through rent. As a
product of the landowning class, the written lease, for example, reflected the need to maintain
and develop the relationship between landowner and tenant. Leases reaffirmed the relationship
through their legality and historical tradition. Leases were viewed as necessary to get results and
at least on paper, it was assumed that a tenant would carry out the terms as a means to that
end. Failure to meet the terms of the lease, namely failure to pay rent, could result in eviction,
and the threat of eviction or the loss of livelihood kept tenants functioning within the system.
Written leases, as physical and metaphysical representations of power, underscore the disparity
within the landowner‐tenant relationship.
As precedents for human action, the lease manipulated tenant behaviors. From
approximately 1750 on, written leases became more and more detailed in the requirements
placed on tenants. From crop rotation and grazing practices to constructing stone dykes and
maintaining the dwelling, each lease term controlled, or attempted to control the tenant. The
building of stone dykes, for example, not only required the tenant to perform in a particular
manner in order to construct the dykes, but the dykes became a barrier of human action by
limiting access to the land to which they had been attached and the resources which
supplemented their lives. Such terms achieved several crucial outcomes including a demarcation
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of production and living spaces, increased surveillance capabilities through a reduction of the
population in outlier spaces, and controlled movement across the landscape.
Foucault’s theories concerning discipline and the development of docile bodies are crucial here.
Docile bodies are described as "…(those) that may be subjected, used, transformed, and
improved” (Foucault 1979:136) through acts of discipline. My argument is that Improvement –
this matrix of economic, social and material changes – consists of acts of discipline designed to
create the docile body. Discipline rests in the relationship between people and things ‐ in
particular, the built environments in which the discipline is carried out and in the
documentation, which observes, records, normalizes, and homogenizes the body.
In this case, the increase in the volume of documentation that occurs throughout the
18th century, the “examination” for Foucault, is the increase in the production of material
culture. He writes, “The examination also introduces individuality into the field of
documentation…leaves behind it a whole meticulous archive…that, in a field of surveillance, also
situate them in a network of writing [and] engages them in a whole mass of documents that
capture and fix them” (189).
Though applied to the military, schools, and prisons during this period, Foucault’s
theories around discipline and docile bodies also apply to the agricultural population of Scotland
and their landscape. Written leases, in particular, illuminate how discipline was transferred onto
the population through the alteration of landscape, thus illuminating how texts and landscape
(discourse) yielded the propagation of capitalist and colonial practices. It is the normalizing of
behavior and the homogenization of the tenant and cottar classes that allows the individual to
be noticed, measured, and thus cleared.
The establishment of processes that clear groups does not eliminate individual agency
or power, however. Tenants most certainly engaged in the subversion of power as they
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attempted to negotiate the relationship changes with which they faced. They exerted their
agency as members of society; they were, as Giddens suggests, "making a difference," (1984:14)
even on the smallest of scales. The breaking of dykes and hedges, poaching game, wood, timber,
and keeping goats were just some of the acts of resistance in which tenants engaged that
emerge from the research.
However, as Dalglish (2003: 228‐229) notes, resistance was played out among improved
spaces so the idea of outright resistance becomes difficult to locate. To survive, tenants and
cottars still had to participate in growing capitalism, which involved commercialization of larger
farms and stabilization of markets, meaning that resistance was not about overthrowing a
system, which seemed detrimental. Negotiation of new roles as well as new relationships within
the agricultural community begged for both compliance as well as resistance. Just as
landowners sought new strategies and tactics to increase rent and maintain their possession
over land, tenants and cottars did the same in an attempt to secure their relationships with each
other and the landscape.
Indeed, whilst many of the improvement practices were crucial to better husbandry,
and production did increase for some tenants, the idea that widespread improvement of tenant
and cottar lives existed is problematic. What is vacant from the understanding of the period in
the lowlands is the every day experience of the tenant and cottar classes and resultant material
responses. Where evidence points to a varied and punctuated spread of improvement, and the
acceptance of and resistance to improvement, the general conception of improvement is wide
sweeping. Tenants were acutely aware of the changes and how such changes were affected
their relationships with each other, their families, and landowner and with materials. Examples
in which tenants complain about the conditions of dwellings or the possibility of "ruin" should
they continue to keep a lease bring these experiences to the fore. These experiences further
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enhance the overall struggle tenants had as they negotiated developing aspects capitalism –
cash markets, credit, and other expenses like taxes and insurance payments. Where burdens fell
on the landowner to pay certain fees prior to 1750, the shifting responsibility tenants put
increasing pressure to take risks in a system whose reliance on capital – cash – was immense.
"Ruin" had as much a social and economic outcome as it did a material one. Acts of resistance,
no matter how small, point towards individuals and/or groups recognizing and challenging the
ever growing physical and ideological changes that accompany "improvement."
Using exploratory lenses like structural and cultural violence allow for an opening up of
research avenues in which the experiences of tenant and cottars, for example, become a focus.
Bringing these same issues into the present context reinforces the insidiousness of violence.

Local Understandings
In 2005, I conducted Masters Research focused on the identity of Galloway, its
marginalized past, and manifestations in contemporary life. There were clear‐cut examples of
marginalization that were intricately linked to the practice of tourism, and more specifically the
process of land development in order to attract holiday travelers. These contemporary
processes of “improvement” mirrored that of past decisions to improve the land often at the
cost of the general population. Three specific issues surfaced in that research:
- The act of locals being priced out of the housing/farm
market
- The physical alteration of land for profit
- Encroachment on historically sensitive land
Five and a half years later, these three issues were still prominent with one significant
difference. I noted repeated references to processes designed to bring about social and
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economic change but with detrimental residual effects: people leaving the region, high
unemployment, farms failing; in a word, clearance.
Improvement, for most of the folks I spent time with, equaled a continued
marginalization of the population of Dumfries and Galloway where leaving was the only way for
a young person to find a job or selling the farm was the only way to stay out of bankruptcy. One
farmer definitively expressed his situation as being on the cusp of being cleared through a
process of “modern” improvement. This was happening, he stated, through government
policies, like loans, to farmers who were willing to participate in transforming their farms to
production spaces much like the “American” system of farming. His frustrations were many;
including a pride in the reputation of the region’s product – milk – for which, he was certain was
to be ruined in the midst of these transformations. He felt the region’s farmers had worked
extremely hard, especially since foot and mouth, to rebuild their product, to protect the cattle
from cross breeding with inferior breeds, and to maintain good sustainable farming practices.
However, incentives for middle acreage or small acreage farming were not available and
essentially putting small farmers in the position of having to sell out to larger ones or for those
interested in starting in farming chose to do other things. Galloway farming was nearing
extinction.
Many farmers, it was shared, had started to consider agri‐tourism or developing their
properties for holiday attractions. Several ventures in the region were seeing success. These
types of “improvements” were designed, according to one local civic official, to bring Dumfries
and Galloway into accordance of the rest of the nation, which was perceived to be making
advances in the tourism industry. Participating in these types of ventures was promoted as a
way of increasing property values and saving historic properties that were derelict. However,
participation was expensive and the returns were not seen as enough to sustain a failing farm.
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The transformation of a working farm to one that regularly catered to tourists meant upgrading
facilities but also having a product which would attract people. Whilst the potential increase in
tourism could help the region, one informant pointed out it would be at the cost of the locals
and their history and landscape.
Several people pointed to the influx of English incomers buying property and starting
businesses. This was just one of many hindrances keeping locals from buying property, keeping
a business going, starting a business, or just keeping afloat. Young farmers were unable to buy
into a small farm, old age pensioners were being pushed out of council housing or losing their
homes because property values were skyrocketing along with taxes. Many also suggested that
English property owners were not committed to the regional history, but to their own financial
well being, therefore were threats to historically sensitive landscapes.
This appeared to ring true in the incident of the false statements in the application for a
"feeding station" to be constructed on top of a farmstead ruin. However, many English
residents attended local history and archaeology classes and volunteered at historic sites in
order to learn about the place they were now living.
Was this mistrust of “incomers” deeply embedded in something tangible, intangible or
both? Yes and the answer is entrenched in locals’ relationship to their landscapes, where their
history, where their lives are situated.

Local Landscapes
The contemporary landscape of Dumfries and Galloway is still rich with evidence of the
improvement/clearance process of the 18th and 19th centuries. Throughout my research, I
found resounding evidence in a myriad of written documentation of tenants and cottars, the
farmers of the time, being priced out of their farms through a rise in rents and shifts in
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agricultural and industrials concentrations. In many cases, the tenant embraced improvement
that was cleared. The remains of their farms and field systems are still visible. However, today’s
farmers have to make difficult decisions under the weight of comparable shifting economic and
social demands on the landscape. Do they abandon their trade or renovate to meet tourism
market demands? Do they cave under the pressure to shift their farming and dairy practices to
keep up with the national and global demands? No matter the course, development of the
landscape for private or public consumption is encroaching on historically sensitive land.
In Dumfries and Galloway, locals and their landscape carry very little weight when
others “…see[ing] the land and its properties as available for profitable exploitation; so clear a
profit that the quite different needs of local settlement and community are overridden [and
that]…what the state is administering and the planners serving is an economic system which is
capitalist…” (Williams 1986: 293, 294). Whilst farmers in Dumfries and Galloway are
participants in this capitalist system, it is not without concern that their livelihood is being
eroded by the very processes designed to “improve” it. Here landscape is the terrain on which
political, economical, social and cultural forces play out and identity is constructed (MacDonald
1989:97). For regions like Dumfries and Galloway where there is such a deep connection
between landscape, history, and identity, alterations of one means alternations across all facets
of life.

Conclusions
A goal of this dissertation is to show that clearing was a multi‐dimensional strategy of
improvement and developing capitalism. Though my focus has been on the 18th and 19th
century, the discussion above places this process in the present context as well. Future research
on this subject must embrace the fluidity of the improvement/clearing process as it ebbs and
flows within the capitalist system.
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Overall, this chapter has sought to begin to develop a richer understanding of how
violence can be located in the processes of socio‐economic and political changes occurring
across Scotland during the 18th century by bringing focus to an under‐researched, but very rich
region. Whilst there has been a growing interest in studying and preserving the modern rural
landscape of Scotland, there still exists a lacuna in what that landscape can tell us.
Historical archaeologists in Scotland and Northern Ireland, in particular, are asking pertinent
questions about the landscape and its current and past inhabitants.
Little is black and white in discussing improvement and clearance. Just as each
landowner applied the shifting socio‐economic changes differently, so each tenant complied
with or resisted the same, creating an enormous range of possibilities of material responses to
them. How the population maneuvered and negotiated the concretization of cultural and social
violence as a part of the centralized economic and political system in the United Kingdom and
elsewhere speaks to the global reach of capitalism.
Archaeology can better address constructions that mask the experiences of the tenant
and cottar classes by moving away from a regionally based “improved – cleared” dichotomy to
considering how the landscape bears the mark of violence across Scotland. By attending to the
landscape through alternate lenses, like violence, archaeology can begin to locate material
culture both in archives and on the ground, which will further support research of this nature.
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